
HODGE THEORY FOR TROPICAL VARIETIES
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Abstract. In this paper we prove that the cohomology of smooth projective tropical vari-
eties verify the tropical analogs of three fundamental theorems which govern the cohomol-
ogy of complex projective varieties: Hard Lefschetz theorem, Hodge-Riemann relations and
monodromy-weight conjecture.

On the way to establish these results, we introduce and prove other results of indepen-
dent interest. This includes a combinatorial study of the tropical version of the Steenbrink
spectral sequence, a treatment of Kähler forms in tropical geometry and their associated
Hodge-Lefschetz structures, a tropical version of the projective bundle formula, and a re-
sult in polyhedral geometry on the existence of quasi-projective unimodular triangulations
of polyhedral spaces.

Moreover, we provide a generalization with a new proof of the results of Adiprasito, Huh,
and Katz, Hodge theory for combinatorial geometries, Annals of Mathematics 188 (2018),
no. 2, 381–452, by showing that being Kähler for tropical fans is shellable, in the sense of
our work homology of tropical fans. This shows that any quasi-projective shellable tropical
fan is Kähler.
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1. Introduction

The aim of this work and its forthcoming companions is to study Hodge theoretic aspects
of tropical and non-archimedean geometry.

Tropical geometry studies degenerations of algebraic varieties by enriching the theory of
semistable models and their dual complexes by polyhedral geometry. This enrichment moti-
vates the development of algebraic geometry for combinatorial and polyhedral spaces [Mik06,
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MS15, GS11,MZ14, IKMZ19, Car19, JSS19] and their hybrid counter-parts, which contain a
mixture of algebraic and polyhedral components [Ber09,AB15,BJ17,AN20,Mik06].

In dimension one, it is now well-understood that graphs and metric graphs are in many
ways similar to Riemann surfaces and algebraic curves. For example, the analog of many
classical theorems governing the geometry of Riemann surfaces, Riemann-Roch, Abel-Jacobi,
Clifford and Torelli, are now established for graphs and metric graphs [BN07,GK08,MZ08,
Cop16,CV10,AB15].

This viewpoint and its subsequent extensions and refinements have been quite powerful
in applications in the past decade, and have resulted in several advances ranging from the
study of curves and their moduli spaces (e.g. Brill-Noether theory [CDPR12], maximum rank
conjecture [JP16], the Kodaira dimension of the moduli spaces of curves [FJP20]) to arithmetic
geometry of curves (e.g. uniform bounds on the number of rational points on curves [KRZ16]
and equidistribution results [Ami14]). An overview of some of these results can be found in
the survey paper [BJ16].

It is expected that higher dimensional combinatorial and polyhedral analogs of graphs and
metric graphs should fit into the same picture and fundamental theorems of algebraic geometry
should have their combinatorial and polyhedral analogs.

Representative examples of this fresco in higher dimension have emerged in the pioneering
work of McMullen and Karu [McM93,Kar04] on hard Lefschetz theorem for polytopes, and
more recently, in connection with Hodge theory, in the work of Adiprasito-Huh-Katz [AHK18]
in the development of Hodge theory for matroids, in the work of Babaee-Huh [BH17] on
Demailly’s strong reformulation of the Hodge conjecture for currents, in the work of Elias and
Williamson [EW14] on Hodge theory of Soergel bimodules and positivity of Kazhdan-Lustig
polynomials, and in the work of Adiprasito-Bjöner [AB14] and Adiprasito [Adi18] on weak
and combinatorial Lefschetz theorems, respectively.

Our aim here is to show that cohomology of Kähler tropical varieties verify the tropical
analogs of three fundamental theorems which govern the cohomology of complex projective
varieties: Hard Lefschetz theorem, Hodge-Riemann relations and monodromy-weight conjec-
ture. As we will explain below, this provides a uniform treatment and a generalization of
many of the above mentioned results within the framework of tropical geometry.

In the rest of this introduction, we provide a brief discussion of the results presented in this
article.

1.1. Tropical fans. Tropical fans and their supports form the local charts for more general
tropical varieties. Let N » Zn be a lattice of finite rank and denote by NR the vector space
generated by N . Recall that a fan Σ in NR is a non-empty collection of strongly convex
polyhedral cones which verify the following two properties. First, for any cone σ P Σ, any
face of σ belongs to Σ. Moreover, for two cones σ and η in Σ, the intersection σ X η is a
common face of both σ and η. In particular, Σ always contains the cone 0 :“ t0u. We denote
by |σ| the dimension of a face σ. A fan is called rational if any cone in Σ is rational in the
sense that it is generated by rays which have non-zero intersection with the lattice N . In that
case, each cone σ in Σ defines a sublattice Nσ of N of the same rank as the dimension of σ,
and given by the integral points of the vector subspace of NR generated by σ. A cone σ is
simplicial if it is of the form

ř

iR`ei for some family of independent vectors peiqi in NR. If σ
is rational, we say it is unimodular if we can choose a basis of Nσ for the family peiqi. A fan
Σ is called simplicial, resp. unimodular, if all its cone are simplicial, resp. unimodular. A fan
is pure dimensional if all its maximal cones have the same dimension. The support of a fan Σ

is denoted by |Σ|.
A tropical fan is a pure dimensional simplicial rational fan Σ in NR as above which in

addition verifies the following foundational principle in tropical geometry called the balancing
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condition: for any cone τ of codimension one in Σ, we have the vanishing in the quotient
lattice N

L

Nτ of the following sum
ÿ

σĄτ

eσ{τ “ 0

where the sum is over faces σ of maximal dimension containing τ and eσ{τ is the vector which
generates the quotient pσ X Nq

L

pτ X Nq » Zě0. This might be regarded as a polyhedral
analogue of orientability and leads to the definition of a fundamental class which plays an im-
portant role in the treatment of the duality and other finer geometric properties in polyhedral
geometry.

1.2. Smoothness in tropical geometry. The smoothness is understood in the sense of
our work [AP20b]. The definition of tropical smoothness that we propose in that work is
homological.

Let Σ be a rational fan. We denote by Fp the sheaf of p-multivectors on Σ and by Fp its
dual. The sheaf Fp is simplicial and on each cone σ is defined by

Fppσq :“
ÿ

ηPΣ
ηĚσ

ŹpNη Ď
ŹpN, and Fppσq :“ Fppσq‹.

The dual Fp (with real coefficients) can be regarded as the sheaf of tropical holomorphic
p-forms on Σ, cf. [JSS19].

The above coefficient sheaves lead to the definition of cohomology and homology groups
Hp,qpΣq, Hp,q

c pΣq, Hp,qpΣq, and H
BM

p,q pΣq, with the last one being the tropical analogue of the
Borel-Moore homology. These were introduced in [IKMZ19] and further studied in [JSS19,
MZ14,JRS18,GS19b,GS19a,AB14,ARS19,Aks19,AP20b,Mik20,AP20d]. We recall the rele-
vant definitions in Section 2.

Let Σ be a tropical fan of dimension d, and let νΣ be the canonical element in the Borel-
Moore homology group HBM

d,dpΣq.
Using the cap product ", we get a natural map

¨" νΣ : Hp,qpΣq ÝÑ H
BM

d´p,d´qpΣq.

We say that a simplicial tropical fan Σ verifies the Poincaré duality if the above map is an
isomorphism for any bidegree pp, qq. A tropical fan Σ is called smooth if for any cone σ P Σ,
the star fan Σσ verifies the Poincaré duality. In this paper, the star fan Σσ refers to the fan
in NR

L

Nσ,R induced by the cones η in Σ which contain σ as a face.
In [AP20b] we introduced the notion of shellability and class of shellable tropical fans. One

of the main theorems of [AP20b] is the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. Smoothness is shellable. In particular, any shellable tropical fan is smooth.

1.3. Matroids and their Bergman fans. Central objects underlying our results in this pa-
per and [AP20b] are combinatorial structures called matroids. Discovered by Whitney [Whi35]
in his study on classification of graphs with the same cycle structure, and independently
by van der Waerden [van37] and Nakasawa, matroids provide combinatorial axiomatization
of central notions of linear algebra. In this way, they lead to a common generalization of
other combinatorial structures such as graphs, simplicial complexes and hyperplane arrange-
ments. They appear naturally in diverse fields of mathematics, e.g., in combinatorics and
statistical physics [Tut65, MP67, GGW06, SS14, Piq19], optimization theory [Sch03], topol-
ogy [Mac91, GM92], and algebraic geometry [Mnë88, Laf03, BB03, BL18, Stu02]. In tropical
geometry, they are combinatorial structures underlying the idea of maximal degenerations of
algebraic varieties [Del97,KS06], and in this way give rise to a tropical notion of smoothness.
We refer to [Wil73,Kun86,Oxl11] for an introduction and a historical account of the theory
of matroids.
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To any matroid M over a ground set E one associates a fan ΣM called the Bergman fan of
M which lives in the real vector space RE

L

Rp1, . . . , 1q and which is rational with respect to the
lattice ZE

L

Zp1, . . . , 1q. In the case the matroid is given by an arrangement of hyperplanes, the
Bergman fan can be identified with the tropicalization of the complement of the hyperplane
arrangement, for the coordinates given by the linear functions which define the hyperplane
arrangement [AK06].

The fan ΣM has the following description. First, recall that a flat of M is a set F of elements
of E which is closed with respect to the linear dependency, i.e., an element e P E which is
linearly dependent to F already belongs to F . A non-empty flat F Ĺ E is called proper. The
Bergman fan ΣM consists of cones σF in correspondence with flags of proper flats of M

F : F1 Ĺ F2 Ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ Fk, k P NY t0u.

For such a flag F , the corresponding cone σF is the one generated by the characteristic vectors
eF1 , . . . , eFk of F1, . . . , Fk in RE{Rp1, . . . , 1q. In particular, the rays of ΣM are in bijection with
the proper flats F of M.

We call a Bergman support or a tropical linear space any subspace of a real vector space
which is isomorphic via a linear map of real vector spaces to the support of the Bergman fan
of a simple matroid. The terminology comes from [Ber71,Spe08].

By a generalized Bergman fan we mean any fan which is supported on a Bergman support.
In particular, Bergman fan ΣM of a matroid M is an example of a generalized Bergman
fan. Moreover, with this terminology, any complete fan in a real vector space is a generalized
Bergman fan. Indeed, for each integer d, the real vector space Rd is the support of the Bergman
fan of the uniform matroid Ud`1 of rank d` 1 on ground set rds :“ t0, 1, . . . , du. (In Ud every
subset of rds is an independent set.) Thus, generalized Bergman fans generalize both complete
fans and Bergman fans of matroids. In addition, products of Bergman fans remain Bergman.

A unimodular generalized Bergman fan in a real vector space V is a generalized Bergman
fans Σ which is moreover rational with respect to a full rank sublattice N of V and unimodular
(smooth in the language of toric geometry). This means any cone σ in Σ is simplicial, that
is generated by |σ|, the dimension of σ, rays. Moreover, denoting %1, . . . , %|σ| the rays of σ,
each ray %i is rational, and in addition, if e%i denotes the primitive vector of the ray %i, the
set of vectors e%1 , . . . , e%|σ| is part of a basis of the lattice N . The product of two unimodular
generalized Bergman fans remains a unimodular generalized Bergman fan.

We proved in [AP20b] the following theorem.

Theorem 1.2. Unimodular Bergman fans are shellable. As a consequence they are smooth.

This shows that our notion of smoothness and the corresponding smooth tropical varieties
include the previous ones modeled by the supports of Bergman fans.

1.4. Chow rings of tropical fans. Let Σ be a unimodular tropical fan in a vector space V
and let N be the corresponding full rank lattice of V , so V “ NR :“ N b R.

The Chow ring of Σ denoted by A‚pΣq is defined as the quotient of the polynomial ring
Zrx% | % P Σ1s, with generators x% associated to the rays % of Σ, by the ideal I1 ` I2 defined
as follows:

‚ I1 is the ideal generated by all monomials of the form
ś

%PS x% for any subset S Ď Σ1

which do not form a cone in Σ; and
‚ I2 is the ideal generated by the elements of the form

ÿ

%PΣ1

xm, e%yx%

for any m in the dual lattice M “ N‹,
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where e% denotes the primitive vector of %, and x ¨ , ¨ y is the duality pairing between M and
N .

This ring is known to be the Chow ring of the toric variety PΣ defined by Σ, cf. [Dan78,
BDP90,Bri96,FS97].

In the case Σ “ ΣM is the Bergman fan of a simple matroid M, by the description of the
fan ΣM, it is easy to see that the ring A‚pΣMq coincides with the Chow ring A‚pMq of the
matroid defined as follows.

To any flat F of M one associates a variable xF . The Chow ring A‚pMq is then a quotient
of the polynomial ring ZrxF : F flat of Ms by the ideal IM generated by the polynomials

‚ xFxH for any two incomparable flats F and H, i.e., with F Ć H and H Ć F ;
‚
ř

FQe xF ´
ř

FQf xF for any pair of elements e, f P E.
In the case the matroid M is given by an arrangement of hyperplanes, the Chow ring gets

identified with the Chow ring of the wonderful compactification of the complement of the
hyperplane arrangement [DP95,FY04]. We generalized this result to any tropical compactifi-
cations of the complement of the hyperplane arrangement in [AP20b].

1.5. Canonical compactifications. The canonical compactification of a simplicial fan Σ in
a real vector space V » Rn is defined as the result of completing any cone of Σ to a hypercube,
by adding some faces at infinity. This is defined more precisely as follows. The fan Σ can be
used to define a partial compactification of V which we denote by TPΣ. The space TPΣ is the
tropical analog of the toric variety associated to Σ. In fact, in the case the fan Σ is rational
with respect to a full rank lattice N in V , the tropical toric variety TPΣ coincides with the
tropicalization of the toric variety PΣ associated to Σ, see e.g. [Pay09,Thu07]. These partial
compactifications of V coincide as well with the ones called manifolds with corners considered
in [AMS`10,Oda88].
The canonical compactification of Σ denoted by Σ is then defined as the closure of Σ in the
tropical toric variety TPΣ. The space Σ has the following description as the cubical completion
of Σ, see Section 2 for a more precise description. Any ray % of Σ becomes a segment by adding
a point 8% at infinity to %. Any two dimensional cone σ with two rays %1 and %2 becomes a
parallelogram with vertex set the origin, 8%1 ,8%2 , and a new point 8σ associated to σ. The
higher dimensional cones are completed similarly to parallelepipeds.

Canonical compactifications of fans serve as building blocks for the description and the
study of more general tropical varieties, as we will explain below.

1.6. Hodge isomorphism theorem and Poincaré duality. Let Σ be a unimodular smooth
tropical fan and let Σ be the canonical compactification of Σ. The compactification Σ is a
smooth tropical variety in the sense that it is locally modelled by unimodular smooth tropical
fans, see Section 1.8 below and Section 2 for a precise definition of smoothness built in [AP20b].

Denote by Hp,q
troppΣq the tropical cohomology group of Σ of bidegree pp, qq introduced by

Itenberg-Katzarkov-Mikhalkin-Zharkov in [IKMZ19]. We recall the definition of these groups
in Section 2. We proved in [AP20b] the following general theorem which allows in particular,
when applied to the Bergman fan ΣM of a matroid M, to reinterpret the results of Adiprasito-
Huh-Katz [AHK18] as statements about the cohomology groups of a specific projective tropical
variety, the canonical compactification of the Bergman fan of the matroid.

Theorem 1.3 (Hodge isomorphism for unimodular smooth tropical fans [AP20b]). For any
unimodular smooth tropical fan Σ of dimension d, and for any non-negative integer p ď d,
there is an isomorphism

AppΣq „ÝÝÑ Hp,p
troppΣ,Zq.
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These isomorphisms induce an isomorphism of Z-algebras between the Chow ring of Σ and the
tropical cohomology ring

Àd
p“0H

p,p
troppΣ,Zq. Furthermore, the cohomology groups Hp,q

troppΣ,Zq
for p ‰ q are all trivial.

Saying it differently, the theorem states that the cycle class map from Chow groups to
tropical cohomology is an isomorphism, and in particular, the tropical cohomology groups of
Σ are generated by Hodge classes.

As a corollary of the above theorem, we obtain the following result [AP20b].

Theorem 1.4 (Poincaré duality). Let Σ be a unimodular tropical fan of dimension d. There
is a canonical isomorphism deg : AdpΣq Ñ Z called the degree map. With respect to this
isomorphism, the Chow ring of Σ satisfies the Poincaré duality, in the sense that the pairing

AkpΣq ˆAd´kpΣq AdpΣq Z

pa, bq degpabq

deg

„

is non-degenerate.

For generalized Bergman fans, this can be obtained via the Hodge isomorphism theorem by
the Poincaré duality for matroidal tropical varieties, established by Jell-Shaw-Smacka [JSS19]
for rational coefficients and by Jell-Rau-Shaw [JRS18] for integral coefficients. In that case,
this was also independently proved by Gross-Shokrieh [GS19a], as well as by Ardila-Denham-
Huh [ADH20].

1.7. Kähler tropical fans and shellability. For a unimodular smooth tropical fan Σ of
dimension d and an element ` P A1pΣq, we say that the pair pΣ, `q verifies the Hard Lefschetz
property HLpΣ, `q if the following holds:

(Hard Lefschetz) for any non-negative integer k ď d
2 , the multiplication map by `d´2k induces

an isomorphism

AkpΣq Ad´kpΣq , a `d´2k ¨ a.„

We say the pair pΣ, `q verifies Hodge-Riemann relations HRpΣ, `q if for any non-negative
integer k ď d

2 , the following holds:

(Hodge-Riemann relations) for any non-negative integer k ď d
2 , the symmetric bilinear form

AkpΣq ˆAkpΣq Z , pa, bq p´1qk degp`d´2k ¨ a ¨ bq

is positive definite on the primitive part P kpΣq Ď AkpΣq, which by definition, is the kernel of
the multiplication by `d´2k`1 from AkpΣq to Ad´k`1pΣq.

A smooth unimodular tropical fan Σ is called Kähler if it is quasi-projective and moreover
for an ample element ` P A1pΣq, pΣ, `q verifies Hard Lefschetz and Hodge-Riemann relations.
Here ` is called ample if ` can be represented in the form

ř

%PΣ1
fpe%qx% for a strictly convex

cone-wise linear function f on the fan Σ, see Section 2 for the definition of strict convexity. A
fan which admits such a function is called quasi-projective. (Note that the Bergman fan ΣM

of any matroid M is quasi-projective.)
In Section 3 we will show the following theorem.

Theorem 1.5 (Shellability of Kähler property). To be Kähler for quasi-projective unimodular
tropical fans is shellable.
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Theorem 1.4 generalizes Poincaré duality for matroids proved in [AHK18] to any smooth
tropical fan. As a consequence of the above theorem, we infer that Chow rings of shellable
quasi-projective unimodular tropical fans verify Hard Lefschetz theorem and Hodge-Riemann
relations, thus generalizing results of Adiprasito-Huh-Katz [AHK18] to any shellable quasi-
projective unimodular tropical fan.

Theorem 1.6 (Kähler package for shellable fans). Let Σ be a shellable quasi-projective uni-
modular tropical fan of dimension d. For any ample element ` P A1pΣq, the pair pΣ, `q verifies
HLpΣ, `q and HRpΣ, `q. That is Σ is Kähler.

To prove the above theorem we proceed by induction by using the shellability meta lemma.
We use tropical modifications to produce a fan structure on the support of a shellable trop-
ical fan for which the theorem holds by the hypothesis of our induction. The main idea in
our approach which allows to proceed by induction, basically by starting from trivial cases
and deducing the theorem in full generality, are the ascent and descent properties proved in
Section 3. We then use the weak factorization theorem for quasi-projective fans and these
properties to get the theorem in its full generality.

We note that an alternate proof of the main result of [AHK18] for the Chow ring of a
matroid based on semi-simple decomposition of the Chow ring has been obtained recently
by Braden-Huh-Matherne-Proudfoot-Wang [BHM`20]. Moreover, in an independent work
parallel to ours, Ardila-Denham-Huh [ADH20] have used weak factorization theorem to get
the above theorem for any unimodular quasi-projective generalized Bergman fan. We note
that in the case of generalized Bergman fan, Adiprasito informed us that the above theorem
also follows from their theorem [AHK18] and McMullen’s observation refined by Fleming-
Karu [McM93, FK10], stating that a support preserving quasi-projective flip preserves both
Hodge-Riemann and Hard Lefschetz properties.

As a special case of our theorem, we thus get an alternate proof of all these results. To
make a comparison with the above mentioned results, our methods lead to arguably more
transparent proofs of these results, trivializing the proof of the existence of a tropical fan on
a given support which satisfies the Kähler package. The properties established in the proof
of Theorem 1.6 are also throughly used in the rest of the paper. In particular, the ascent
and descent properties are the final piece of arguments we will need in the global setting to
conclude the proof of the main theorems of this paper for any Kähler tropical variety. The
possibility of having these nice properties is guaranteed by Keel’s lemma for fans in the local
setting, and by our projective bundle formula for tropical cohomology groups in the global
setting, cf. the discussion below and the corresponding sections for more details.

1.8. Smoothness in tropical geometry revisited. A tropical variety X is an extended
polyhedral space with a choice of an integral affine structure. A polyhedral complex struc-
ture on a tropical variety is a polyhedral complex structure which induces the integral affine
structure. We refer to Section 2 which provides the precise definitions of these terminologies.

A tropical variety is called smooth if it can be locally modeled by supports of smooth tropical
fans [AP20b].

The smoothness is meant to reflect in polyhedral geometry the idea of maximal degeneracy
for varieties defined over non-Archimedean fields. We elaborate on this remark and connection
to the work of Deligne [Del97] in our future work.

Examples of smooth tropical varieties include smooth affine manifolds, canonical compact-
ifications of Bergman fans, and tropicalizations of Mumford curves [Jel18].

1.9. Hodge-Riemann and Hard Lefschetz for Kähler tropical varieties. In view of
Hodge isomorphism Theorem 1.3 and Kähler package for shellable unimodular quasi-projective
tropical fans, Theorem 1.6, the results in Section 1.7 can be regarded as statements concerning
the tropical cohomology ring of the canonical compactifications Σ of shellable unimodular
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quasi-projective tropical fans. Moreover, one can show that when Σ is quasi-projective, the
canonical compactification is projective [AP20a]. One of our aim in this paper is to show that
all the results stated above hold more generally for the tropical cohomology groups of any
(compact) Kähler tropical variety.

Let V “ NR be a vector space of dimension n and N a full rank sublattice in V. For a
fan ∆ in V , we denote by TP∆ the corresponding tropical toric variety, which is a partial
compactification of V .

Let now Y be a polyhedral subspace of V , and let Y be a unimodular polyhedral complex
structure on Y with a quasi-projective unimodular recession fan Yrec, cf. Section 2 for the
definitions of these terminologies. Let X be the closure of Y in TPYrec , equipped with the
induced polyhedral structure that we denote by X. Let ` be a strictly convex cone-wise linear
function on Yrec. We will show that ` defines an element ω of H1,1

troppTPYrec ,Rq, which lives
in H1,1

troppTPYrec ,Qq if ` has integral slopes. By restriction, this element gives an element in
H1,1

troppX,Qq which, by an abuse of the notation, we still denote by ω. Multiplication by ω
defines a Lefschetz operator on H‚,‚troppX,Qq still denoted by ω.

We say Y is Kähler if it is smooth and the star fan Σσ around each face σ of Y is Kähler.
In this case, X is also Kähler, that is the star fans of X are all Kähler.

Here is the main theorem of this paper.

Theorem 1.7 (Kähler package for compact Kähler tropical varieties). Notations as above and
working with Q coefficients, let X be Kähler. Then we have

‚ (weight-monodromy conjecture) For any pair of non-negative integers p ě q, we have
an isomorphism

φ : Hp,q
troppXq

„
ÝÑ Hq,p

troppXq.

‚ (Hard Lefschetz) For p` q ď d, the Lefschetz operator ` induces an isomorphism

`d´p´q : Hp,q
troppXq

„
ÝÑ Hd´q,d´p

trop pXq.

‚ (Hodge-Riemann) The pairing
〈
¨ , `d´p´qφ ¨

〉
induces a positive-definite symmetric bi-

linear form on the primitive part P p,q of Hp,q
trop, where

〈
¨ , ¨

〉
denotes the pairing

Hp,q
troppXq bH

d´p,d´q
trop pXq ÝÑ Hd,d

troppXq
deg

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
„

Q,
〈
a, b

〉
ÞÝÑ p´1qp degpaY bq,

and φ is the isomorphism given in the first point.

As a consequence of the above theorem we get the following theorem.

Theorem 1.8 (Kähler package for projective locally shellable tropical varieties). Any pro-
jective tropical variety which is locally shellable verifies the properties (weight-monodromy
conjecture), (Hard Lefschetz), and (Hodge-Riemann) listed above.

In particular, this holds for projective matroidal tropical varieties. The first part of the
theorem answers in positive a conjecture of Mikhalkin and Zharkov from [MZ14] where they
prove the isomorphism ofHp,q

troppXq andH
q,p
troppXq in the approximable case when X is matroidal.

Recall that a projective tropical variety X is called approximable if it is the tropical limit of a
family of complex projective manifolds.

Various versions of weak Lefschetz and vanishing theorems for projective matroidal tropical
varieties were previously obtained by Adiprasito and Bjöner in [AB14]. Our work answers
several questions raised in their work for more general classes of tropical varieties, cf. [AB14,
Section 11], as well as [AB14, Section 9], and the results presented in the next sections

We mention that an integral version of the weak Lefschetz theorem for hypersurfaces was
obtained recently by Arnal-Renaudineau-Shaw in [ARS19].
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1.10. Hodge index theorem for tropical surfaces. Our main theorem in the case of
smooth tropical surfaces implies the following tropical version of the Hodge index theorem.
Let X be a compact Kähler tropical surface. In particular, we can take X a matroidal pro-
jective tropical surface. By Poincaré duality, we have H2,2

troppXq » Q, and the cup-product on
cohomology leads to the pairing〈

¨ , ¨
〉

: H1,1
troppXq ˆH

1,1
troppXq Ñ Q,

which coincides with the intersection pairing on tropical homology group H1,1pXq.

Theorem 1.9 (Hodge index theorem for tropical surfaces). The signature of the intersection
pairing on H1,1

troppXq is equal to p1 ` b2, h
1,1 ´ 1 ´ b2q where b2 is the second Betti number of

X and h1,1 “ dimQH
1,1
troppXq.

This theorem was previously known by explicit computations for an infinite family of sur-
faces in TP3, that of floor decomposed surfaces of varying degree d in TP3, see [Sha13a]. In that
case, the second Betti number counts the number of interior points in the standard simplex
of width d, i.e., with vertices p0, 0, 0q, pd, 0, 0q, p0, d, 0q, p0, 0, dq.

1.11. What follows next gives an overview of the materials we need to establish in order to
conclude the proof of Theorem 1.7. A sketch of our strategy appears in Section 1.19 and could
be consulted at this point ahead of going through the details of the next coming sections.

1.12. Kähler tropical forms and classes. In this paper we introduce a notion of Kähler
forms and their corresponding Kähler classes in tropical geometry. Our definition is moti-
vated by the study of the tropical Steenbrink sequence and its Hodge-Lefschetz structure,
see below for a succinct presentation. A closely related notion of Kähler classes in non-
Archimedean geometry has been introduced and studied in an unpublished work of Kontsevich-
Tschinkel [KT02] and in the work of Yu on non-Archimedean Gromov compactness [Yu18] (see
also [Bou19,BFJ15,BGS95,CLD12,GK17,Zha95] for related work).

Consider a smooth compact tropical variety X equipped with a unimodular polyhedral
complex structure X. The polyhedral structure is naturally stratified according to sedentarity
of its faces, which is a measure of how far and in which direction at infinity a point of X lies.
We denote by Xf the finite part of X consisting of all the faces which do not touch the part
at infinity, cf. Section 2 for the precise definition. A Kähler form for X is the data of ample
classes `v in the Chow ring of the local fan around the vertex v, for each vertex v P Xf , such
that for each edge e “ tu, vu of Xf , the restriction of the two classes `v and `u in the Chow
ring of the local fan around the edge e are equal.

We show in Theorem 6.6 that any Kähler form defines a class in H1,1
troppXq. We call any class

ω induced by a Kähler form coming from a unimodular triangulation a Kähler class. A smooth
compact tropical variety is then called Kähler if it admits a Kähler class. In particular, our
definition of Kähler requires the variety to admit a unimodular triangulation. This definition
coincides with the definition of Kähler tropical varieties given previously. That is as in the
classical setting, we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1.10. A smooth projective tropical variety which admits a quasi-projective triangu-
lation, and has all star fans Kähler, is Kähler in the above sense.

We believe that all smooth projective tropical varieties admit quasi-projective triangulations,
and plan to come back to this question in a separate publication. In the next section, we
explain a weaker triangulation theorem we will prove in this paper which will be enough for
our purpose.
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1.13. Quasi-projective and unimodular triangulations of polyhedral spaces. Our
treatment of projective tropical varieties is based on the existence of what we call relatively
projective unimodular triangulations, or regular unimodular triangulations, of rational polyhe-
dral spaces in Rn. Regular triangulations are fundamental in the study of polytopes and their
applications across different fields in mathematics and computer science, cf. the book by De
Lorea-Rambau-Santos [DRS10] and the book by Gelfand-Kapranov-Zelvinsky [GKZ94], one
of the pioneers to the field of tropical geometry, for the definition and its relevance in algebraic
geometry.

Regularity for triangulations of a polytope is a notion of convexity, and as such, can be de-
fined for any polyhedral subspace of Rn. Generalizing the pioneering result of Kemp-Knudson-
Mumford and Saint-Donat [KKMS06] in the proof of the semistable reduction theorem, as
well as previous variants proved by Itenberg-Kazarkov-Mikhalkin-Zharkov in [IKMZ19] and
Włodarczyk [Wło97], we obtain the following theorem on the existence of unimodular quasi-
projective triangulations.

Theorem 1.11 (Triangulation theorem). Let X be a rational polyhedral complex in Rn. There
exists a relatively projective triangulation of X which is quasi-projective and unimodular with
respect to the lattice 1

kZ
n, for some integer k P N.

We expect stronger versions of the theorem, as well as a theory of secondary structures on
relatively projective triangulations, and plan to come back to these questions in a future work.

1.14. Canonical compactifications of polyhedral spaces. Let Y be a polyhedral space
in V “ NR. The asymptotic cone of Y which we denote by Yrec is defined as the pointwise
limit of the rescaled subsets X{t when t goes to `8. The term asymptotic cone is borrowed
from geometric group theory, originating from the pioneering work of Gromov [Gro81,Gro83],
and exceptionally refers here to non-necessarily convex cones.

Let Y be a smooth polyhedral space in V “ NR. Let ∆ be a unimodular fan structure on
the asymptotic cone of Yrec. Let X be the closure of Y in TP∆. The compactification X is
then smooth. We call it the canonical compactification of Y with respect to ∆.

As in the theory of toric varieties, the tropical toric variety TP∆ has a natural stratification
into tropical toric orbits. For each cone η P ∆, we have in particular the corresponding tropical
toric subvariety denoted by TPη∆ and defined as the closure of the torus orbit associated to η.

For the canonical compactification X of Y as above, we define for any η P ∆ the closed
stratum Dη of X as the intersection X X TPη∆. With these definitions, we see that the com-
pactification boundary D :“ XzY is a simple normal crossing divisor in X, meaning that

‚ D0 “ X, where 0 is the zero cone in V consisting of the origin.
‚ Dη are all smooth of dimension d´ |η|.
‚ We have

Dη “
č

%ăη
|%|“1

D%.

1.15. Projective bundle formula. Notations as in the previous section, let δ be a cone in
∆, and denote by ∆1 the fan obtained by the barycentric star subdivision of ∆. Denote by
X1 the closure of Y in TP∆1 and π : X1 Ñ X the projection map. The tropical variety X1 is
smooth again.

Let ρ be the new ray in ∆1 obtained after the star subdivision of δ P ∆. Consider the
corresponding tropical divisor D1ρ Ď X1, i.e., the closed stratum in X1 associated to ρ.

The divisor D1ρ defines by the tropical cycle class map an element clpD1ρq of H1,1
troppX

1q.
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For any smooth compact tropical variety W , and for each integer k, we define the k-th
cohomology of W by

HkpW q :“
ÿ

p`q“k

Hp,q
troppW q.

Theorem 1.12 (Projective bundle formula). We have an isomorphism

HkpX1q » HkpXq ‘ THk´2pDδq ‘ T 2Hk´4pDδq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ T |δ|´1Hk´2|δ|`2pDδq.

Here the map from the right hand side to the left hand side restricts to π˚ on HkpXq and
sends T to ´clpD1ρq. It is given on each factor T sHk´2spDδq by

T sHk´2spDδq ÝÑ HkpX1q

T sα ÞÝÑ p´1qsclpD1ρqs´1 Y π˚ ˝Gyspαq,

where π˚ and Gys are the pull-back and Gysin maps for the tropical cohomology groups, with
respect to the projection π : X1 Ñ X and the inclusion Dδ ãÑ X, respectively.

The decomposition stated in the theorem provides for each pair of non-negative integers
pp, qq, a decomposition of the form

Hp,qpX1q » Hp,qpXq ‘ THp´1,q´1pDδq ‘ T 2Hp´2,q´2pDδq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ T |δ|´1Hp´|δ|`1,q´|δ|`1pDδq.

Remark 1.13 (Tropical Chern classes). The theorem describes the cohomology of the blow-up
X1 of X along the subvariety Dδ Ă X. Our proof actually provides more generally a projective
bundle theorem for the projective bundle associated to a vector bundle E on a smooth tropical
variety X. As in the classical setting, it allows to define Chern classes of vector bundles in
tropical geometry over smooth projective tropical varieties.
In the situation above, we get

T |δ| ` c1pNDδqT
|δ|´1 ` c2pNDδqT

|δ|´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` c|δ|pNDδq “ 0

where ci are the Chern classes of the normal bundle NDδ in X.
Chern classes of matroids were previously defined and studied by López de Medrano, Rincón,
and Shaw in [LRS20]. ˛

1.16. Tropical Steenbrink sequence. Let X be a smooth compact tropical variety and let
X be a unimodular polyhedral structure on X. Denote by Xf the set of faces of X whose
closures do not intersect the boundary at infinity of X, i.e., the set of compact faces of X0.

Inspired by the shape of the first page of the Steenbrink spectral sequence [Ste76], we define
bigraded groups STa,b1 with a collection of maps between them as follows.

For all pair of integers a, b P Z, we define

STa,b1 :“
à

sě|a|
s”a pmod 2q

STa,b,s1

where
STa,b,s1 “

à

δPXf
|δ|“s

Ha`b´spΣ
δ
q.

Here Σδ is the star fan of X around δ (also called the transversal fan of δ in the literature),
and Σ

δ
“ Σδ is the canonical compactification of Σδ.

The bigraded groups STa,b1 come with a collection of maps

ia,b˚ : STa,b1 Ñ STa`1,b
1 and Gysa,b : STa,b1 Ñ STa`1,b

1 .

Both these maps are defined by our sign convention introduced in Section 5 as an alternating
sum of the corresponding maps on the level of cohomology groups appearing in the definition
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of STa,b,s1 above. In practice, we drop the indices and denote simply by i˚ and Gys the
corresponding maps.

Using these two maps, we define the differential d: STa,b1 Ñ STa`1,b
1 as the sum d “ i˚`Gys.

For a unimodular triangulation X of X and for any integer b, we will show that the differential
d makes ST‚,b1 into a cochain complex.

For a cochain complex pC‚,dq, denote by HapC‚, dq its a-th cohomology group, i.e.,

HapC‚, dq “
ker

´

d: Ca Ñ Ca`1
¯

Im
´

d: Ca´1 Ñ Ca
¯ .

We prove the following comparison theorem.

Theorem 1.14 (Steenbrink-Tropical comparison theorem). The cohomology of pST‚,b1 , dq is
described as follows. For b odd, all the terms STa,b1 are zero, and the cohomology is vanishing.
For b even, let b “ 2p for p P Z. Then for q P Z, we have a canonical isomorphism

Hq´ppST‚,2p1 ,dq » Hp,q
troppXq.

In the approximable case, i.e., when X arises as the tropicalization of a family of com-
plex projective varieties, this theorem was proved by Itenberg-Katzarkov-Mikhalkin-Zharkov
in [IKMZ19]; see also the work of Gross-Siebert [GS10,GS06] for a similar statement for the
special case where X is an integral affine manifold with singularities.

Our proof is inspired by the one given in the approximable case [IKMZ19], as well as by
the use of the sheaf of logarithmic differentials on both Deligne’s construction of a mixed
Hodge structure on the cohomology of a smooth algebraic variety [Del71] and Steenbrink’s
construction of the limit mixed Hodge structure on the special fiber of a semistable degener-
ation [Ste76].

In order to prove the theorem in this generality, we will introduce and develop a certain
number of tools which we hope could be of independent interest and which will be used in our
forthcoming work.

As a first ingredient, we will use an analogous result in the tropical setting of the Deligne
resolution which gives a resolution of the coefficient groups Fp with cohomology groups of
the canonically compactified fans Σ

δ. (The coefficient group Fp is the discrete tropical analog
of the sheaf of holomorphic forms of degree p, and is used to define the tropical cohomology
groups Hp,qpXq for all non-negative integer q.) This was established in our work [AP20b].

In the approximable case for matroidal tropical varieties, this resolution is a consequence of
the Deligne spectral sequence in mixed Hodge theory as was observed in [IKMZ19]. The proof
we present in [AP20b] for the general setting is entirely within tropical geometry, and is based
on the hypercohomology of a complex of sheaves which provides a resolution of the sheaf of
tropical holomorphic forms of a given order. It uses Poincaré duality as well as our Hodge
isomorphism Theorem 1.3, which provides a description of the tropical cohomology groups of
the canonically compactified fans.

Inspired by the weight filtration on the sheaf of logarithmic differentials, we define a natural
filtration on the coefficient groups Fpp ¨ q that we call toric weight filtration, also somehow
explicitly present in [IKMZ19], and study the corresponding spectral sequence on the level
of tropical cohomology groups. The resolution of the coefficient groups given by the Deligne
exact sequence gives a double complex which allows to calculate the cohomology of the graded
cochain complex associated to the weight filtration.

We then show that the spectral sequence associated to the double complex corresponding
to the weight filtration which abuts to the tropical cohomology groups, abuts as well to the
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cohomology groups of the Steenbrink cochain complex. The proof of this latter fact is based
on an unfolding of the Steenbrink sequence into a double complex, which allows to define new
Steenbrink type spectral sequences on each degree, and on a spectral resolution lemma which
allows to make a bridge between spectral sequences.

While the treatment we give of these constructions might appear quite technical, we would
like to note that this should be merely regarded as a manifestation of the rich combinatorial
structure of the Steenbrink spectral sequence, and the geometric informations it contains. We
hope the effort made to make a surgery of this spectral sequence in this paper should paid off
in further applications and developments, some of them will appear in our forthcoming work.

1.17. Main theorem for triangulated tropical Kähler varieties. In order to prove The-
orem 1.7, we first establish it for a unimodular triangulation of a smooth tropical variety
which admits a Kähler form. The advantage of these triangulations is that we can use the
tropical Steenbrink spectral sequence in order to study the tropical cohomology groups. We
show that this spectral sequence can be endowed with a Hodge-Lefschetz structure, where the
monodromy operator is the analog of the one arising in the classical Steenbrink spectral se-
quence and the Lefschetz operator corresponds to multiplication with the Kähler form. This
leads to the following theorem.

Theorem 1.15. Let X be a unimodular triangulation of a smooth tropical variety which admits
a Kähler form given by classes `v P H1,1pvq for v vertices of the triangulation. Denote by ` the
corresponding Lefschetz operator and by N the corresponding monodromy operator. We have

‚ (Weight-monodromy conjecture) For q ą p two non-negative integers, we get an iso-
morphism

N q´p : Hq,p
troppXq Ñ Hp,q

troppXq.

‚ (Hard Lefschetz) For p` q ď d, the Lefschetz operator ` induces an isomorphism

`d´p´q : Hp,q
troppXq Ñ Hd´q,d´p

trop pXq.

‚ (Hodge-Riemann) For p ` q ď d and p ď q, lhe pairing p´1qp
〈
¨ , `d´p´qN q´p ¨

〉
is

positive-definite on the primitive part P q,p, where
〈
¨ , ¨

〉
is the natural pairing〈

¨ , ¨
〉

: Hq,ppXq bHd´q,d´ppXq Ñ Hd,dpXq » Q.

1.18. Hodge-Lefschetz structures. In order to prove the theorem of the previous section,
we show that ST‚,‚1 and the tropical cohomology H‚,‚trop admit a Hodge-Lefschetz structure. To
define this, we need to introduce the monodromy and Lefschetz operators on ST‚,‚1 .

The monodromy operator is of bidegree p2,´2q and it is defined in such a way to mimic the
one obtained from the Steenbrink spectral sequence if we had a semistable family of complex
varieties. So it is the data of maps Na,b : STa,b1 Ñ STa`2,b´2

1 defined as

Na,b “
à

sě|a|
s”a mod 2

Na,b,s

with

(1.1) Na,b,s “

#

id : STa,b,s1 Ñ STa`2,b´2,s
1 if s ě |a` 2|,

0 otherwise.

Moreover, it coincides with the monodromy operator on the level of Dolbeault cohomology
groups defined in [Liu19], via our Steenbrink-Tropical comparison Theorem 1.14 and the com-
parison theorem between Dolbeault and tropical cohomology groups proved in [JSS19].

The definition of the Lefschetz operator depends on the choice of the Kähler form `. Recall
that a Kähler form is the data of ample classes `v at vertices v which are moreover compatible
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along edges. This guaranties the compatibility of restrictions to higher dimensional faces
giving an ample element `δ P H2pδq “ A1pδq for all faces δ P Xf .

The Lefschetz operator `a,b : STa,b1 Ñ STa,b`2
1 is then defined as the sum

`a,b “
à

`a,b,s :
à

sě|a|
s”a pmod 2q

STa,b,s1 Ñ
à

sě|a|
s”a pmod 2q

STa,b`2,s
1

where `a,b,s is the sum of the contributions of local ample elements

`a,b,s “
à

`δ :
à

δPXf
|δ|“s

Ha`b´spδq ÝÑ
à

δPXf
|δ|“s

Ha`b`2´spδq.

In practice, the indices are dropped and this is denoted simply by `.
The Monodromy and Lefschetz operators N and ` verify the following properties
‚ r`,N s “ 0, r`, i˚s “ r`,Gyss “ 0, and rN, i˚s “ rN,Gyss “ 0.
‚ for a pair of integers a, b with a` b ě d, the map

`d´a´b “ ` ˝ ` ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ `
loooooomoooooon

pd´a´bq times

: STa,b1 ÝÑ STa,2d´2a´b
1

is an isomorphism.
‚ for a pair of integers a, b with a ď 0, the map

N´a “ N ˝N ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝N
loooooooomoooooooon

p´aq times

: STa,b1 ÝÑ ST´a,b`2a
1

is an isomorphism.
These properties show that the tropical Steenbrink spectral sequence with the two operators

` and N form a Hodge-Lefschetz structure. Moreover, we show that local polarizations allow
to define a polarization on ST‚,‚1 leading to a polarized Hodge-Lefschetz structure. From
this, we deduce that the cohomology of the tropical Steenbrink spectral sequence admits a
polarized Hodge-Lefschetz structure. Using this, and combining the corresponding primitive
decomposition with the comparison Theorem 1.14, we can finish the proof of Theorem 1.15.

Differential Hodge-Lefschetz structures are treated in Saito’s work about Hodge mod-
ules [Sai88], in the paper by Guillén and Navarro Aznar on invariant cycle theorem [GN90]
and in the upcoming book by Sabbah and Schnell [SS20] on mixed Hodge modules. We should
however note that the tropical set-up is slightly different, in particular, the differential oper-
ator appearing in our setting is skew-symmetric with respect to the polarization. The proof
we give of these results is elementary and does not make any recourse to representation the-
ory, although it might be possible to recast in the language of representation theory the final
combinatorial calculations we need to elaborate.

We refer to Sections 6 and 7 for more details.

1.19. Proof of Theorem 1.7. Having explained all the needed ingredients, we now explain
how the proof of the main theorem can be deduced. Starting with the projective tropical
variety X, and the quasi-projective unimodular fan structure ∆ induced on Xrec by the com-
pactification we proceed as follows. The choice of the convex piecewise function ` on ∆ gives
an element ` P H1,1pXq. Using the ascent and descent properties, that we extend naturally
from the local situation to the global setting using the projective bundle theorem, we show
that it will be enough to treat the case where X admits a quasi-projective unimodular trian-
gulation X compatible with ∆. In this case, we show that the class ` P H1,1pXq is Kähler,
and so we can apply Theorem 1.15 to conclude.
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1.20. Organization of the paper. The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
provide the relevant background on tropical varieties, introduce canonical compactifications,
and recall the definition of cohomology groups associated to them. This section introduces as
well the corresponding terminology in polyhedral geometry we will be using all through the
paper.

In Section 3 we present the proof of the shellability of Hard Lefschetz and Hodge-Riemann
properties, thus proving Theorem 1.6. These local results are the basis for all the materials
which will appear in the upcoming sections. Moreover, the ascent and descent properties used
in the proof of local Hodge-Riemann relations will be again crucial in our proof of the global
Hodge-Riemann relations.

Section 4, which is somehow independent of the rest of the paper, is devoted to the proof
of our triangulation theorem, cf. Theorem 1.11. The results are crucial in that they allow to
introduce a tropical analog to the Steenbrink spectral sequence, which will be the basis for all
the results which come thereby after.

In Section 5 we study the tropical Steenbrink spectral sequence, introduce the weight fil-
tration on tropical coefficient groups Fp, and prove the tropical Deligne resolution theorem as
well as the comparison theorem between Steenbrink sequence and tropical cohomology groups,
cf. Theorem 1.14. For the ease of reading, few computational points of this section are treated
separately in Appendix.

Kähler tropical varieties are introduced in Section 6. For a unimodular triangulation of a
smooth tropical varieties which admits a Kähler form, the corresponding tropical Steenbrink
spectral sequence can be endowed with a Hodge-Lefschetz structure, where the monodromy
operator is the analog of the one arising in the classical Steenbrink spectral sequence and the
Lefschetz operator corresponds to multiplication with the Kähler class. Using an adaptation
of the theory of Hodge-Lefschetz structure to the tropical setting, Sections 6 and 7 are devoted
to the proof of the Kähler package for triangulated tropical varieties, cf. Theorem 1.15. The
fact that the Hodge-Lefchetz structure will be inherited in the cohomology in the tropical
setting is treated in Section 7.

The last two sections are then devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.7. In Section 8, we present
the proof of the projective bundle theorem, cf. Theorem 1.12. Section 9 then finishes the proof
of the main theorem using the materials developed in the previous sections, ascent-descent
property, projective bundle theorem and Theorem 1.15.

The results presented in Appendix show that a certain triple complex constructed in Sec-
tion 5 provides a spectral resolution of the tropical spectral sequence, associated to the weight
filtration on the tropical complex. Due to the calculatory nature of the content of this section,
and necessity of introducing extra notations, we have decided to include it only as an appendix.
It is also written somehow independently of the rest of the paper. This means we reproduce
some of the materials from the paper there, and in few places, we adapt a terminology slightly
different from the one used in the main body. We have found this more adapted both in terms
of rigour and compactness to the purpose of this appendix which requires through case by
case computations. Every time this change of terminology happens, we make a comment of
comparison to the one used in the previous sections.

2. Tropical varieties

The aim of this section is to provide the necessary background on polyhedral spaces and
tropical varieties. It contains a brief review of polyhedral geometry, tropical and Dolbeault
cohomology, as well as a study of canonical compactifications of polyhedral spaces, which will
be all used in the consequent sections. This will be also the occasion to fix the terminology
and notations which will be used all through the text.
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2.1. Recollection in polyhedral geometry. A (closed convex) polyhedron of a real vector
space V » Rn is a non-empty intersection of a finite number of affine half-spaces. All through
this paper, a polyhedron means a strongly convex one in the sense that we require it does not
contain any affine line.

Let P be a polyhedron. The affine tangent space of P denoted by TaffP is by definition the
smallest affine subspace of Rn which contains P ; it is precisely the set of all linear combinations
of elements of P whose coefficients sum up to one. The linear tangent space, or simply tangent
space, of P denoted by TP is the linear subspace of Rn spanned by the differences x ´ y for
any pair of elements x, y of P .

The dimension of P is denoted by |P |, which is by definition that of its tangent space. A
face of P is either P or any nom-empty intersection P XH for any affine hyperplane H such
that P Ă H` where H` is one of the two half-spaces delimited by H. Note that a face of a
polyhedron P is itself a polyhedron. We use the notation γ ă δ for two polyhedra if γ is a
face of δ. If moreover γ is of codimension one in δ, i.e., |γ| “ |δ|´ 1, then we write γ ă̈ δ. A
face of dimension zero is called a vertex of P . A face of dimension one is called an edge. The
interior of a polyhedron P refers to the relative interior of P in its affine tangent space, which
is by definition the complement in P of all the proper faces of P .

A cone is a polyhedron with a unique vertex which is the origin of Rn. (By our assumption,
we only consider strongly convex cones, which means that the cone does not include any line.)
A compact polyhedron is called a polytope; equivalently, a polytope is a polyhedron which is
the convex-hull of a finite number of points.

Suppose now that the vector space V » Rn comes with a full rank lattice N » Zn. A
polyhedron P in V is called rational if the half-spaces used to define P can be defined in
NQ » Qn. We denote by NP the full-rank lattice N X TpP q in TpP q.

A polyhedron is called integral with respect to N if it is rational and all its vertices are in
N . In the sequel, we simply omit to mention the underlying lattice N if this is clear from the
context.

The Minkowski sum of two polyhedra P and Q in V is defined by

P `Q : “
 

x` y
ˇ

ˇ x P P, y P Q
)

.

By Minkowski-Weyl theorem, every polyhedron P can be written as the Minkowski sum
Q ` σ of a polytope Q and a cone σ. Moreover, one can choose Q to be the convex-hull of
the vertices of P and the cone σ is uniquely characterized by the property that for any point
x P P , σ is the maximal cone verifying x` σ Ď P . We denote this cone by Prec.

It follows that for any polyhedron P , one can choose points v0, . . . , vk and vectors u1, . . . , ul
in V such that

P “ convpv0, . . . , vkq `
l
ÿ

i“1

R`ui.

Here and in the whole article, R` denotes the space of non-negative real numbers.
A polyhedron P is called simplicial if we can choose the points vi and the vectors uj in

the above decomposition so that the collection of vectors pv1 ´ v0, . . . , vk ´ v0, u1, . . . , ulq be
independent. In this case, there is a unique choice for points v0, . . . , vk, which will be the
vertices of P . (And the vectors u1, . . . , ul are in bijection with the rays of Prec.) We define

Pf :“ convpv0, . . . , vkq,

and we have P “ Pf ` Prec. Furthermore, any point x P P can be decomposed in a unique
way as the sum x “ xf ` xrec of a point xf P Pf and a point xrec P Prec.

A simplicial polyhedron P is called unimodular with respect to the lattice N in V if it is
integral with respect to N and moreover, the points vi and the vectors uj can be chosen in N
so that pv1 ´ v0, . . . , vk ´ v0, u1, . . . , ulq is part of a basis of N (or equivalently, if they form a
basis of the lattice NP “ N X TpP q).
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A polyhedral complex in a real vector space V » Rn is a finite non-empty set X of polyhedra
in Rn called faces of X such that for any pair of faces δ, δ1 P X

(i) any face of δ belongs to X, and
(ii) the intersection δ X δ1 is either empty or is a common face of δ and δ1.

A finite collection of polyhedraX which only verifies the first condition (i) is called a polyhedral
pseudo-complex.

If P is a polyhedron, the set of faces of P form a polyhedral complex which we denote by
facepP q. A polyhedral complex which has a unique vertex is called a “fan” if the unique vertex
is the origin of V . In this case, all the faces of the complex are cones. The finite part of X
denoted by Xf is the set of all compact faces of X, which is itself again a polyhedral complex.
The support of X denoted by |X| is the union of the faces of X in V . A polyhedral complex
whose support is the entire vector space V is said to be complete.

A polyhedral complex is called simplicial, rational, integral, or unimodular (with respect to
the lattice N), if all faces of X are simplicial, rational, integral, or unimodular (with respect
to N), respectively.

Let X and Y be two polyhedral complexes in a real vector space V . We say that Y is a
subdivision of X if X and Y have the same support, and each face of Y is included in a face
of X. We say that Y is a triangulation of X if in addition Y is simplicial. We say that Y is a
subcomplex of X or that X contains Y if Y Ď X. In particular, the support of X contains that
of Y . We say that X contains a subdivision of Y if there exists a subdivision Z of Y which
is a subcomplex of X. The same terminology will be used for polyhedral pseudo-complexes.

Let S be a subset of a real vector space V » Rn. The set of affine linear functions on S is
defined as the restrictions to S of affine linear functions on V and is denoted by LpSq. For a
polyhedral complex, we simplify the notation and write LpXq instead of Lp|X|q.

Let f : |X|Ñ R be a continuous function. We say that f is piecewise linear on X if on each
face δ of X, the restriction f |δ of f to δ is affine linear. The set of piecewise linear functions
on X is denoted by LpmpXq. (Lpm reads linéaire par morceaux.)

A function f P LpmpXq is called convex, resp. strictly convex, if for each face δ of X, there
exists an affine linear function ` P LpV q such that f ´ ` vanishes on δ and is non-negative,
resp. strictly positive, on Uzδ for an open neighborhood U of the relative interior of δ in |X|.

We denote by KpXq, resp. , K`pXq, the set of convex, resp. strictly convex, functions in
LpmpXq. A polyhedral complex X is called quasi-projective if the set K`pXq is non-empty.
We will treat this notion of convexity in more detail in Section 4.3.

2.2. Canonical compactifications of fans. Let T “ R Y t8u be the extended real line
with the topology induced by that of R and a basis of open neighborhoods of infinity given
by intervals pa,8s for a P R. Extending the addition of R to T in a natural way, by setting
8 ` a “ 8 for all a P T, gives T the structure of a topological monoid. We call pT,`q the
monoid of tropical numbers and denote by T` “ R` Y t8u the submonoid of non-negative
tropical numbers with the induced topology.

Both monoids admit a natural scalar multiplication by non-negative real numbers (setting
0 ¨ 8 “ 0). Moreover, the multiplication by any factor is continuous. As such, T and T` can
be seen as module over the semiring R`. Recall that modules of semirings are quite similar
to classical modules over rings, except that such modules are commutative monoids instead of
being abelian groups. Another important collection of examples of topological modules over
R` are the cones.

We can consider the tensor product of two modules over R`. In this section, every tensor
product will be over R`, thus we will sometimes omit to mention it.

All through, N will be a free Z-module of finite rank and M “ N‹ denotes the dual of
N . We denote by NR and MR the corresponding real vectors spaces, so we have MR “ N‹R.
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For a polyhedron δ in NR, we use both the notations Nδ,R or Tδ, depending on the context,
to denote the linear tangent space to δ which is the real vector subspace of NR generated by
differences x ´ y for pairs of elements x, y in δ. Furthermore, we define the normal vector
space of δ denoted N δ

R by N δ
R :“ NR

L

Nδ,R. If the polyhedron δ is rational, then we naturally
get lattices of full rank N δ and Nδ in N δ

R and Nδ,R, respectively.

By convention, all through this article, we most of the time use δ (or any other face) as a
superscript to denote the quotient of some space by Tδ, or to denote elements related to this
quotient. On the contrary, we use δ as a subscript for subspaces of Tδ or elements associated
to these subspaces.

For a fan Σ in NR, we denote by Σk the set of k-dimensional cones of Σ; elements of Σ1 are
called rays. In the case the fan is rational, for any ray % P Σ1, we denote by e% the generator
of %XN .

For any cone σ, denote by σ_ ĎMR the dual cone defined by

σ_ :“
!

m PMR
ˇ

ˇ xm, ay ě 0 for all a P σ
)

.

The canonical compactification σ of a cone σ, called as well the extended cone of σ, is
defined by

σ :“ σ bR` T`.
The topology on σ is the natural one, i.e., the finest one such that the projections

pσ ˆ T`qk ÝÑ σ
pxi, aiq1ďiďk ÞÝÑ

ř

i xi b ai,

for k P N, are continuous. The space σ is a compact topological space, whose restriction to σ
coincides with the usual topology.

Remark 2.1. One can also define σ in the following way. If we work in the category of
R`-modules whose morphisms are morphisms of R`-modules. Then, by duality, we have

σ “ HomR`pσ
_,T`q.

The advantage of this definition is that the link with the compactifications of toric varieties
is more direct (cf. below). However, the description of the topology and of the general shape
of σ is easier with the first definition. ˛

There is a distinguished point 8σ in σ defined by xb8 for any x in the relative interior of
σ. The definition does not depend on the chosen x. Note that for the cone 0, we have 80 “ 0.

For an inclusion of cones τ ă σ, we get a map τ Ď σ. This inclusion identifies τ as the
topological closure of τ in σ.

Let Σ be a rational fan in NR. The canonical compactification Σ is defined as the union of
extended cones σ for any cone σ P Σ where we identify τ with the corresponding subspace of
σ for any inclusion of cones τ ă σ in Σ. The topology of Σ is the induced quotient topology.
Each extended cone σ naturally embeds as a subspace of Σ.

The canonical compactification Σ of Σ naturally lives in a partial compactification of NR
defined by Σ that we denote by TPΣ. We define TPΣ as follows. For any cone σ in Σ,
we consider the space rσ “ homR`pσ

_,Tq. The topology is defined in a way similar than
for σ. We have a natural inclusion of σ into rσ. Notice that homR`pσ

_,Rq » NR. We set
Nσ
8,R :“ 8σ `NR Ă rσ. Clearly N0

8,R “ NR. Moreover, from the fact that for any x P σ and
any λ P R, 8σ ` λx “ 8σ, we can see the map

NR Ñ Nσ
8,R, z ÞÑ z `8σ

as a projection along σ b R » Nσ,R. Indeed, one can prove that Nσ
8,R » Nσ

R .
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Then, rσ is naturally stratified into a disjoint union of subspaces N τ
8,R, each isomorphic to

N τ
R, for τ running over faces of σ. Because of this isomorphism, we might sometimes omit the

8, when it is clear from the context that we are considering the stratum at infinity. Moreover,
the inclusions rτ Ď rσ for pairs of elements τ ă σ in Σ allow to glue these spaces and define the
space TPΣ.

The partial compactification TPΣ of NR is naturally stratified as the disjoint union of
Nσ
8,R » Nσ

R for σ P Σ.
For a rational fan Σ, we have TPΣ “ TroppPΣq the extended tropicalization of the toric

variety PΣ. In other words, TPΣ can be viewed as the tropical toric variety associated to the
fan Σ. In particular, the tropical projective space TPn coincides with TPΣ for Σ the standard
fan of the projective space Pn. We refer to [AP20b,BGJK20,Kaj08,Pay09,Thu07] for more
details.

The canonical compactification Σ of Σ admits a natural stratification into cones and fans
that we describe now. Moreover, this stratification can be enriched into an extended polyhedral
structure [AP20a], see Section 2.3 for more details.

Consider a cone σ P Σ and a face τ of σ. Let Cτσ :“ 8τ `σ Ď σ. From this description, one
sees that Cτσ is isomorphic to the projection of the cone σ in the linear space Nσ,R

L

Nτ,R ãÑ

N τ
8,R. We denote by C˝τσ the relative interior of Cτσ .
One can show that the canonical compactification Σ is a disjoint union of (open) cones C˝τσ

for pairs τ ă σ of elements of Σ.
For a fixed cone τ P Σ, the collection of cones Cτσ for elements σ P Σ with τ ă σ form a fan

with origin 8τ that we denote by Στ
8
Ă N τ

8,R. Note that with this terminology, for the cone
0 of Σ we have Σ0

8
“ Σ.

The fan Στ
8
is canonically isomorphic to the star fan of τ in Σ denoted by Στ and defined

by

Στ :“
!

πτ pσq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
σ ą τ is a cone in Σ

)

,

where πτ : NR Ñ N τ
R. Note that our use of the star fan is consistent with the one used

in [AHK18] and differs from the usual terminology, e.g., in [Kar04, BBFK02] where this is
called transversal fan.

If there is no risk of confusion, we sometimes drop 8 and write Στ when referring to the
fan Στ

8
based at 8τ .

For any pair pτ, σq with τ ă σ, the closure Cτσ of Cτσ in Σ is the union of all the cones C˝τ
1

σ1

with τ ă τ 1 ă σ1 ă σ. The closure of Στ
8
is indeed canonically isomorphic to the canonical

compactification of Στ Ď N τ
R.

The stratification of Σ by cones Cτσ and their closures is called the conical stratification of
Σ. Note that there is a second stratification of Σ into fans Στ

8
for τ P Σ.

By definition, from the inclusion of spaces σ Ď rσ, we get an embedding Σ Ď TPΣ. Since
the strata Στ

8
of Σ lives in N τ

8,R, this embedding is compatible with the stratification of both
spaces. In particular, Σ is the compactification of the fan Σ in the tropical toric variety TPΣ.

2.3. Extended polyhedral structures. We now describe an enrichment of the category of
polyhedral complexes and polyhedral spaces into extended polyhedral complexes and extended
polyhedral spaces by replacing the ambient spaces V » Rn with Tn, or more generally, with
a partial compactification TPσ for the fan facepσq associated to a cone σ in V , as described
in the previous section. For more details we refer to [JSS19,MZ14, IKMZ19].

Let n be a natural number and let x “ px1, . . . , xnq be a point of Tn. The sedentarity of x
denoted by sedpxq is the set J of all integers j P rns with xj “ 8. The space Tn is stratified
into subspaces RnJ for J Ď rns where RnJ consists of all points of x of sedentarity J . Note that
RnJ » Rn´|J |.
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More generally, let σ be a cone in V . By an abuse of the notation, we denote by σ the fan in
V which consists of σ and all its faces. By the construction described in the previous section,
σ provides a partial compactification TPσ of V , where we get a bijection between strata V τ

8

of TPσ and faces τ of the cone σ. In the context of the previous section, the stratum V τ
8

was
denoted N τ

8,R.
Generalizing the definition of the sedentarity, for any point x P TPσ which lies in the

stratum V τ
8
, with τ ă σ, the sedentarity of x is by definition sedpxq :“ τ . For σ the positive

quadrant in Rn, these definitions coincide with the ones in the preceding paragraph, as we get
TPσ “ Tn and the subfaces of σ can be identified with the subsets rns.

An extended polyhedron δ in TPσ is by definition the topological closure in TPσ of any
polyhedron included in a strata V τ

8
for some τ ă σ. A face of δ is the topological closure of a

face of δX V ζ
8
for some ζ ă σ. An extended polyhedral complex in TPσ is a finite collection X

of extended polyhedra in TPσ such that the two following properties are verified.
‚ For any δ P X, any face γ of δ is also an element of X.
‚ For pair of elements δ and δ1, the intersection δX δ1 is either empty or a common face
of δ and δ1.

The support of the extended polyhedral complex |X| is by definition the union of δ P X.
The space X “ |X| is then called an extended polyhedral subspace of TPσ, and X is called an
extended polyhedral structure on X.

We now use extended polyhedral subspaces of partial compactifications of vector spaces of
the form TPσ as local charts to define more general extended polyhedral spaces.

Let n and m be two natural numbers, and let V1 » Rn and V2 » Rm be two vector spaces
with two cones σ1 and σ2 in V1 and V2, respectively. Let φ : V1 Ñ V2 be an affine map between
the two spaces and denote by A be the linear part of φ. Let I be the set of rays % ă σ1 such
that A% lives inside σ2. Let τI be the cone of σ1 which is generated by the rays in I. The
affine map φ can be then extended to a map

Ť

ζăσ1
ζĎτI

V ζ
1,8 Ñ TPσ2 denoted by φ by an abuse

of the notation. We call the extension an extended affine map. More generally, for an open
subset U Ď TPσ1 , a map φ : U Ñ TPσ2 is called an extended affine map if it is the restriction
to U of an extended affine map φ : TPσ1 Ñ TPσ2 as above. (The definition thus requires that
U is a subset of

Ť

ζăσ1
ζĎτI

V ζ
1,8.) In the case V1 and V2 come with sublattices of full ranks, the

extended affine map is called integral if the underlying map φ is integral, i.e., if the linear part
A is integral with respect to the two lattices.

An extended polyhedral space is a Hausdorff topological space X with a finite atlas of charts
´

φi : Wi Ñ Ui Ď Xi

¯

iPI
for I a finite set such that

‚
 

Wi

ˇ

ˇ i P I
(

form an open covering of X;
‚ Xi is an extended polyhedral subspace of TPσi for a finite dimensional real vector space
Vi » Rni and a cone σi in Vi, and Ui is an open subset of Xi; and

‚ φi are homeomorphisms between Wi and Ui such that for any pair of indices i, j P I,
the transition map

φj ˝ φ
´1
i : φipWi XWjq Ñ TPσj

is an extended affine map.
The extended polyhedral space is called integral if the transition maps are all integral with

respect to the lattices Zni in Rni .

Let X be an extended polyhedral space with an atlas of charts
´

φ : Wi Ñ Ui Ď Xi

¯

iPI
as above. A face structure on X is the choice of an extended polyhedral complex Xi with
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|Xi| “ Xi for each i and a finite number of closed sets θ1, . . . , θN , for N P N, called facets
which cover X such that the following two properties are verified.

‚ Each facet θj is contained in some chartWi for i P I such that φipθjq is the intersection
of the open set Ui with a face ηj,i of the polyhedral complex Xi.

‚ For any subset J Ď rN s, any j P J , and any chart Wi which contains θj , the image by
φi of the intersection

Ş

jPJ θj in Ui is the intersection of Ui with a face of ηj,i.
A face of the face structure is the preimage by φi of a face of ηj,i for any j P rN s and for any
i P I such that θj Ď Wi. Each face is contained in a chart Wi and the sedentarity of a face δ
in the chart Wi is defined as the sedentarity of any point in the relative interior of φipδq seen
in Xi.

Proposition 2.2. Let Σ be a fan in NR. The canonical compactification Σ naturally admits
the structure of an extended polyhedral space, and a face structure given by the closure Cτσ in
Σ of the cone Cτσ in the conical stratification of Σ, for pairs of cones τ ă σ in Σ. The extended
polyhedral structure is integral if Σ is a rational fan.

Proof. This is proved in [AP20a]. �

Note that the sedentarity of the face Cτσ of the conical stratification of Σ is the set of rays
of τ .

2.4. Recession fan and canonical compactification of polyhedral complexes. Let X
be a polyhedral complex in a real vector space NR » Rn. The recession pseudo-fan of X
denoted by Xrec is the set of cones tδrec

ˇ

ˇ δ P Xu. In fact the collection of cones δrec do
not necessary form a fan, as depicted in the following example; we will however see later in
Section 4 how to find a subdivision of X whose recession pseudo-fan becomes a fan. In such
a case, we will call Xrec the recession fan of X. Recession fans are studied in [BS11].

Example 2.3. Let V “ R3 and denote by pe1, e2, e3q the standard basis of R3. Define

σ1 “ R`e1 ` R`e2 Ă R3,

σ2 “ R`e1 ` R`pe1 ` e2q Ă R3,

X “ facepσ1q Y face pe3 ` σ2q .

Note that Xrec contains the cones σ1 and σ2 whose intersection is not a face of σ1. ˛

Let X be a polyhedral complex in NR » Rn whose recession pseudo-fan Xrec is a fan.
Let TPX8 be the corresponding tropical toric variety. The canonical compactification of X
denoted by X is by definition the closure of X in TPX8 .

We now describe a natural stratification of X. Let σ P Xrec, and consider the corresponding
stratum Nσ

8,R of TPσ. Define Xσ
8
to be the intersection of X with Nσ

8,R, that without risk of
confusion, we simply denote Xσ by dropping 8. Note that X0 “ X, which is the open part
of the compactification X.

Let D “ XzX be the boundary at infinity of the canonical compactification of X. For each
non-zero cone σ in Xrec, we denote by Dσ the closure of Xσ in X.

Theorem 2.4 (Tropical orbit-stratum correspondence). Notations as above, let X be a poly-
hedral complex in NR » Rn. We have the following.

(1) For each cone σ P Xrec, the corresponding strata Xσ is a polyhedral complex in Nσ
8,R.

(2) The pseudo-recession fan pXσqrec of Xσ is a fan which coincides with the fan pXrecq
σ
8

in Nσ
8,R in the stratification of the canonical compactification Xrec of the fan Xrec.

(3) The closure Dσ of Xσ coincides with the canonical compactification of Xσ in Nσ
8,R,

i.e., Dσ “ Xσ.
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(4) If X has pure dimension d, then each stratum Xσ as well as their closures Dσ have
pure dimension d´ |σ|.

In particular, the canonical compactification X is an extended polyhedral structure with a face
structure induced from that of X.

Proof. The theorem is proved in [AP20a]. �

2.5. Tropical homology and cohomology groups. We recall the definition of tropical
cohomology groups and refer to [IKMZ19,JSS19,MZ14,GS19b] for more details.

Let X be an extended polyhedral space with a face structure. We start by recalling the
definition of the multi-tangent and multi-cotangent spaces Fppδq and Fppδq, respectively, for
the face δ of X. This leads to the definition of a chain, resp. cochain, complex which calculates
the tropical homology, resp. cohomology, groups of X.

For a face δ of X and for any non-negative integer p, the p-th multi-tangent and the p-th
multicotangent space of X at δ denoted by Fppδq and Fppδq are defined by

Fppδq “
ÿ

ηąδ
sedpηq“sedpδq

ŹpTη, and Fppδq “ Fppδq‹.

For an inclusion of faces γ ă δ in X, we get maps iδąγ : Fppδq Ñ Fppγq and i˚γăδ : Fppγq Ñ
Fppδq.

For a pair of non-negative integers p, q, define

Cp,qpXq :“
à

δPX
|δ|“q

Fppδq

and consider the cellular chain complex, defined by using maps iδąγ as above,

Cp,‚ : . . . ÝÑ Cp,q`1pXq
B

trop
q`1
ÝÝÝÑ Cp,qpXq

B
trop
q

ÝÝÝÝÑ Cp,q´1pXq ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

The tropical homology of X is defined by

Htrop
p,q pXq :“ HqpCp,‚q.

Similarly, we have a cochain complex

Cp,‚ : . . . ÝÑ Cp,q´1pXq
B
q´1
trop
ÝÝÝÑ Cp,qpXq

B
q
trop

ÝÝÝÝÑ Cp,q`1pXq ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

where
Cp,qpXq :“

à

δPX
|δ|“q

Fppδq.

The tropical cohomology of X is defined by

Hp,q
troppXq :“ HqpCp,‚q.

In the case X comes with a rational structure, one can define tropical homology and co-
homology groups with integer coefficients. In this case, for each face δ, the tangent space Tδ
has a lattice Nδ. One defines then

Fppδ,Zq “
ÿ

ηąδ
sedpηq“sedpδq

ŹpNη, and Fppδ,Zq “ Fppδ,Zq‹.

Similarly, we get complexes with Z-coefficients CZ
p,‚ and C

p,‚
Z , and define

Htrop
p,q pX,Zq :“ HqpC

Z
p,‚q Hp,q

troppX,Zq :“ HqpCp,‚Z q.

Similarly, working with the cochain Cp,‚c with compact support, one can define tropical
cohomology groups with compact support. We denote them by Hp,q

trop,cpX,Aq with coefficients
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A “ Z,Q, or R. If the coefficient field is not specified, it means we are working with real
coefficients. We define as well the homology groups HBM

p,q pX,Aq the tropical analogue of the
Borel-Moore homology.

2.6. Dolbeault cohomology and comparison theorem. In this section we briefly recall
the formalism of superforms and their corresponding Dolbeault cohomology on extended poly-
hedral complexes. The main references here are [JSS19,JRS18], see also [Lag12,CLD12,GK17].

Let V » Rn be a real vector space and denote by V ‹ its dual. We denote by Ap the sheaf
of differential forms of degree p on V . Note that the sheaf Ap is a module over the sheaf of
rings of smooth functions C8. The sheaf of (super)forms of bidegree pp, qq denoted by Ap,q is
defined as the tensor product Ap bC8 Aq. Choosing a basis Bx1 , . . . , Bxn of V , we choose two
copies of the dual vector space V ‹ with the dual basis d1x1, . . . ,d

1xn for the first copy and
d2x1, . . . ,d

2xn for the second. In the tensor product ApbAq the first basis is used to describe
the forms in Ap and the second basis for the forms in Aq. So for an open set U Ď V , a section
α P Ap,q is uniquely described in the form

α “
ÿ

I,JĎrns
|I|“p,|J |“q

αI,J d1xI ^ d2xJ

for smooth functions αI,J P C8pUq. Here for a subset I “ ti1, . . . , i`u Ď rns with i1 ă i2 ă

¨ ¨ ¨ ă i`, we denote by d1xI and d2xI the elements of the two copies of
Ź`V ‹ defined by

d1xI “ d1xi1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ d1xi` and d2xI “ d2xi1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ d2xi` ,

respectively. Moreover, for subsets I, J Ď rns, d1xI ^ d2xJ is the element of
ŹpV ‹ b

ŹqV ‹

given by d1xI b d2xJ . The usual rules of the wedge product apply. In particular, for any
i, j P rns,

d2xj ^ d1xi “ ´d1xi ^ d2xj .

Observing that Ap,q » Ap bR
ŹqV ‹ and Ap,q »

ŹpV ‹ b Aq, the collection of bigraded
sheaves Ap,q come with differential operators d1 : Ap,q Ñ Ap`1,q and d2 : Ap,q Ñ Ap,q`1 defined
by d1 “ dp b id and d2 “ id b dq where for non-negative integer `, d` : A` Ñ A``1 is the
differentiation of smooth `-forms. More explicitly, the differential map d2 is defined by its
restriction to open sets U Ď V

Ap,qpUq Ñ Ap,q`1pUq

and sends a pp, qq-form α “
ř

I,J αI,J d1xI ^ d2xJ to

d2α “
ÿ

I,J

n
ÿ

`“1

Bx`αI,J d2x` ^ d1xI ^ d2xJ “ p´1qp
ÿ

I,J

n
ÿ

`“1

Bx`αI,J d1xI ^ pd
2x` ^ d2xJq.

The operator d1 has a similar expression.

Consider now a fan Σ in V , and let TPΣ be the corresponding partial compactification of
V . We define the sheaf of bigraded pp, qq-forms Ap,q on TPΣ as follows. For each pair of cones
τ ă σ of Σ, we have a natural projection πτăσ : V τ

8
Ñ V σ

8
. This projection induces a map

π˚σąτ : Ap,qpV σ
8
q Ñ Ap,qpV τ

8
q. Let U Ď TPΣ be an open set. A section α P Ap,qpUq is the data

of the collection of pp, qq-forms ασ P Ap,qpU XV σ
8
q, where U XV σ

8
is viewed as an open subset

of the real vector space V σ
8
» V

L

Tσ, so that the following compatibility at infinity is verified
among these sections. For each pair of cones τ ă σ in Σ, there exists a neighborhood U 1 of
U X V σ

8
in U such that the restriction of ατ to U 1 is given by the pullback π˚σąτ

`

ασ
˘

|U 1 .
The differential operators d1 and d2 naturally extend to TPΣ and define operators

d1 : Ap,q Ñ Ap`1,q and d2 : Ap,q Ñ Ap,q`1

for any pair of non-negative integers pp, qq.
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Let now X be a closed polyhedral complex in TPΣ, and denote ι : X ãÑ TPΣ the inclusion.
The sheaf of pp, qq-forms Ap,q

X is defined as a quotient of the restriction ι˚Ap,q
TPΣ

of the sheaf
of pp, qq-forms on TPΣ to X modulo those sections which vanish on the tangent space of X.
Thus for an open set U in X, a section α P Ap,q

X pUq is locally around each point x given by
a section αx P Ap,qpUxq for an open subset Ux Ď TPΣ with Ux X X Ď U , and two sections
α and β in Ap,q

X pXq are equivalent if for any point x living in a face σ of X, the difference
αpxq ´ βpxq vanishes on any pp, qq-multivector in

ŹpTσ b
ŹqTσ.

The definition above can be extended to any extended polyhedral complex.
The two differential operators d1 and d2 naturally extend to TPX8 and we get d1 : Ap,q

X Ñ

Ap`1,q
X and d2 : Ap,q

X Ñ Ap,q`1
X for any pair of non-negative integers pp, qq.

The above definition only depends on the support of X and not on the chosen polyhedral
structure on this support. As a consequence, if X is any polyhedral space, the sheaf Ap,q

X is
well-defined.

The Dolbeault cohomology group Hp,q
DolpXq of bidegree pp, qq is by definition the q-th coho-

mology group of the cochain complex
`

Ap,‚
X pXq,d

2
˘

: Ap,0
X pXq Ñ Ap,1

X pXq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Ap,q´1
X pXq Ñ Ap,q

X pXq Ñ Ap,q`1
X pXq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

Similarly, we define Dolbeault cohomology groups with compact support Hp,q
Dol,cpXq as the

q-th cohomology group of the cochain complex
`

Ap,‚
X,cpXq,d

2
˘

: Ap,0
X,cpXq Ñ Ap,1

X,cpXq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

where Ap,q
X,cpXq is the space of pp, qq-forms whose support forms a compact subset of X.

Denote by Ωp
X the kernel of the map d2 : Ap,0

X Ñ Ap,1
X . We call this the sheaf of holomorphic

p-forms on X. By Poincaré lemma for superforms, proved in [Jel16, JSS19], the complex
pAp,‚, d2q provides an acyclic resolution of the sheaf Ωp

X . We thus get the isomorphism

Hp,q
DolpXq » HqpX,Ωp

Xq,

and similarly,
Hp,q

Dol,cpXq » Hq
c pX,Ω

p
Xq.

Moreover, we have the following comparison theorem from [JSS19].

Theorem 2.5 (Comparison theorem). For any extended polyhedral complex X, we have

Hp,q
troppXq » Hp,q

DolpXq, and Hp,q
trop,cpXq » Hp,q

Dol,cpXq.

2.7. Tropical fans, smoothness and shellability. We recall the definition of tropical fans
and refer to [AP20b] for their basic properties. More results related to algebraic and com-
plex geometry can be found in [Mik06,?Mik07,?AR10,?GKM09,?KM09,?Katz12,?Bab14,BH17,
?Gro18] and [MS15,?MR09,?BIMS].

A tropical fan Σ is a rational fan of pure dimension d, for a natural number d P Zě0, which
verifies the balancing condition: namely, for any cone τ of dimension d´ 1 in Σ, we require

ÿ

σ ą̈τ

eσ{τ “ 0 P N τ .

Here eσ{τ is the primitive vector of the ray ρσ{τ corresponding to σ in N τ
R.

Let Σ be a tropical fan of dimension d. The Borel-Moore homology group HBM

d,dpΣq contains
a canonical element νΣ, the analogue of the fundamental cycle in the tropical setting. Using
the cap product ", we get a natural map

¨" νΣ : Hp,qpΣq ÝÑ H
BM

d´p,d´qpΣq.

We say that a simplicial tropical fan Σ verifies the Poincaré duality if the above map is an
isomorphism for any bidegree pp, qq. A tropical fan Σ is called smooth if for any cone σ P Σ,
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the star fan Σσ verifies the Poincaré duality. In this paper, the star fan Σσ refers to the fan
in NR

L

Nσ,R induced by the cones η in Σ which contain σ as a face.
We have the following list of properties of the category of smooth tropical fans.
(1) Smoothness only depends on the support of the tropical fan.
(2) Smoothness is a local condition, namely that, a tropical fan is smooth if it is smooth

around each of its points.
(3) The category of smooth tropical fans is closed under products. In fact, we have the

following stronger property: Let Σ1,Σ2 be two tropical fans and set Σ “ Σ1 ˆ Σ2

(which is again a tropical fan). Then Σ is smooth if and only if Σ1 and Σ2 are both
smooth.

(4) Any complete rational fan, i.e., a fan with support equal to NR, is tropically smooth.
(5) Bergman fans of matroids are tropically smooth in the above sense.
(6) The category of smooth tropical fans is stable under tropical modifications along

smooth divisors.
We refer to [AP20b] for more details.
In order to show the category of smooth tropical fans is large, we introduce in [AP20b] a

tropical notion of shellability. This is based on two types of operations on tropical fans, that
of star subdivision and tropical modification. A tropical fan is called shellable if it can be
obtained from a collection of basic tropical fans by only using these two operations. We refer
to [AP20b] for the formal definition and basic properties.

We prove the following result in [AP20b].

Theorem 2.6. Any shellable tropical fan is smooth.

2.8. Tropical cycles and divisors. Let V “ NR » Rn be a real vector space of dimension n
with a full rank lattice N . Let Y be a rational polyhedral complex of pure dimension d in V .
For each facet σ of Y , suppose we are given a weight which is an integer wpσq. Let C :“ pY,wq
be the weighted polyhedral complex Y with the weight function on its facets w. The weighted
polyhedral complex C is called a tropical cycle if the following balancing condition is verified:

@τ P Y of dimension d´ 1,
ÿ

σ ą̈τ

wpσqeσ{τ “ 0 P N τ .

The following is a direct consequence of the definition of a tropical fan given in the previous
section.

Proposition 2.7. The tropical fan Σ with weights equal to one on facets is a tropical cycle.

A tropical regular function f on a tropical cycle C is a piecewise affine function with integral
slopes which is the restriction to C of a concave function on Rn. In other words, it is a function
of the form

f “ min
iPI

 

xαi, ¨ y ` βi
(

for a finite index set I and αi P Zn, βi P Q.
Any tropical regular function induces a subdivision of the tropical cycle C. On each face

δ of C, the new polyhedral structure consists of set of the form tx P δ
ˇ

ˇ fpxq “ gpxqu where
g is an affine linear function such that gpxq ě fpxq for every x. Keeping the same weight on
facets, this leads to a new tropical cycle that we denote by C1 and note that C and C1 have
the same support and same weight function.

Given a tropical regular function f on C, we can consider the graph Γf of f in V ˆR » Rn`1,
with the polyhedral structure obtained by that of the subdivided C1. The graph Γf is not
necessary a tropical cycle in V ˆ R anymore, as it might have unbalanced codimension one
faces. In this case, we can add new faces to Γf to obtain a tropical cycle. For this, consider
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a codimension one face δ of C1 which turns to be unbalanced in the graph Γf . Consider the
polyhedron Eδ defined by

Eδ :“
!

px, tq
ˇ

ˇ x P δ and t ě fpxq
)

Ă V ˆ R.

Define rC as the union of Γf with the polyhedra Eδ and there faces, one polyhedron for each
unbalanced codimension one face δ of Γf . Note that for each such face δ, the primitive vector
eEδ{δ is the one given by the last vector en`1 in the standard basis of V ˆ R » Rn`1.

One verifies there is a unique integer weight wpEδq which we can associate to new faces Eδ
in order to make rC a tropical cycle in V ˆR. The new tropical cycle in V ˆR is called tropical
modification of C along divCpfq, where divCpfq is the union of the δ in C1 of codimension
one which happens to be unbalanced when seen in Γf .

2.9. Tropical smoothness of the support. An extended polyhedral complex X is said to
have a tropically smooth, or simply smooth, support if its support |X| is locally isomorphic to
a product Ta ˆ |Σ| for a non-negative integer a and a smooth tropical fan Σ.

We prove in [AP20b] that the canonical compactification of any unimodular smooth tropical
fan is smooth. In fact, we have the following more general result.

Theorem 2.8. Let X be a rational polyhedral complex in NR with smooth support. Suppose
that the recession fan Xrec is unimodular. Then the canonical compactification X of X has
smooth support. Moreover, if the polyhedral structure on X is unimodular, then the induced
extended polyhedral structure on X, given in Theorem 2.4, is unimodular as well.

3. Local Hodge-Riemann and Hard Lefschetz

The aim of this section is to study the local situation and to prove Theorem 1.6.
The results in this section are valid for integral, rational, or real Chow rings of smooth

tropical fans when they are definable. Since our primary objective in this paper is to establish
global versions of these results, and we do not have tried to control the torsion part of the
tropical cohomology for more general tropical varieties, to simplify the presentation, we will
only consider the case of rational fans and we suppose the coefficient ring K be either Q or R.

3.1. Basic definitions and results. In this section, we review some basic results concerning
Hodge theory of finite dimensional algebras.

Let A‚ “
À

iPZA
i be a graded vector space of finite dimension over K such that the graded

pieces of negative degree are all trivial.

Definition 3.1 (Poincaré duality). We say that A‚ verifies
- weak Poincaré duality for an integer d denoted by WPDdpA‚q if for any integer k, we
have the equality dimKA

k “ dimKA
d´k.

Let Φ: A‚ˆA‚ Ñ K be a symmetric bilinear form on A‚. We say that the pair pA‚,Φq verifies
- Poincaré duality for an integer d that we denote by PDdpA‚,Φq if Φ is non-degenerate
and for any integer k, Ak is orthogonal to Al for all l ‰ d´ k. ˛

Let A‚ be a graded K-vector space of finite dimension as above, let d be a positive integer,
and let Q be a symmetric bilinear form on the truncation

À

kď d
2
Ak such that Ai and Aj are

orthogonal for distinct pair of non-negative integers i, j ď d
2 .

Definition 3.2 (Hard Lefschetz). Notations as above, we say that the pair pA‚, Qq verifies
- Hard Lefschetz property denoted HLdpA‚, Qq if A‚ verifies WPDdpA‚q and Q is non-
degenerate. ˛
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In the sequel, for any k ď d{2, we denote by Qk the restriction of Q to Ak.

Definition 3.3 (Hodge-Riemann). We say the pair pA‚, Qq verifies
- Hodge-Riemann relations HRdpA‚, Qq if A‚ verifies WPDdpA‚q and moreover, for each
non-negative integer k ď d

2 , the signature of Qk is given by the sum
k
ÿ

i“0

p´1qi
`

dimpAiq ´ dimpAi´1q
˘

. ˛

Remark 3.4. As we will show in Proposition 3.5 below, the above definitions are in fact
equivalent to the ones given in the introduction. ˛

3.1.1. Bilinear form associated to a degree map. Assume that A‚ is a unitary graded K-algebra
with unit 1A‚ and suppose A0 “ K ¨ 1A‚ . Moreover, suppose that we are given a linear form
deg : Ad Ñ K called the degree map which we extend to the entire algebra A‚ by declaring
it to be zero on each graded piece Ak for k ‰ d. In this way, we get a bilinear form on A‚
denoted by Φdeg and defined by

Φdeg : A‚ ˆA‚ Ñ K,
pa, bq ÞÑ degpabq.

3.1.2. Lefschetz operator and its associated bilinear form. Notations as in the preceding para-
graph, let now L : A‚ Ñ A‚`1 be a morphism of degree one which sends any element a of A‚
to the element La P A‚`1. Let Φ be a symmetric bilinear form on A‚. For example, if we
have a degree map on A‚, we can take Φ “ Φdeg.

We define a bilinear form QL,Φ on A‚ by setting

@ a P Ak, b P Aj , QL,Φpa, bq :“ Φpa, Ld´2kbq

for all pairs of integers k, j ď d{2. We furthermore require Aj and Ak to be orthogonal
for j ‰ k. In the case Φ “ Φdeg, we will have QL,Φpa, bq “ degpa ¨ Ld´2kbq and this latter
requirement will be automatic.

Assuming that L is auto-adjoint with respect to QL,Φ, i.e., Φpa, Lbq “ ΦpLa, bq for all
a, b P A‚, we get a symmetric bilinear form Q “ QL,Φ on A‚.

If L is given by multiplication by an element ` P A1 and Φ “ Φdeg, we write ` instead of
L for the corresponding map, and write Q` for the corresponding bilinear form, which is then
automatically symmetric: in fact, we have

Q`pa, bq “ degp`d´2kabq

for any pair of elements a, b P Ak. In this case, we write HLdpA‚, `q and HRdpA‚, `q instead
of HLdpA‚, Q`,Φdeg

q and HRdpA‚, Q`,Φdeg
q, respectively. If there is no risk of confusion, we

furthermore omit the mention of the top dimension d in the above notations. Moreover, we
sometimes use deg instead of Φdeg in order to simplify the notation.

3.1.3. Primitive parts induced by a Lefschetz operator. For a Lefschetz operator L : A‚ Ñ
A‚`1, as in the preceding section, and for a non-negative integer k ď d

2 , the primitive part of
Ak with respect to L denoted by Akprim,L is by definition the kernel of the map

Lr´2k`1 : Ak ÝÑ Ak´r`1.

If L is given by an element ` P A1, we denoted by Akprim,` the primitive part of Ak with
respect to `.

If there is no risk of confusion, and L or ` are understood from the context, we simply drop
them and write Akprim for the primitive part of Ak.
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3.1.4. Basic implications and consequences. For future use, we state here basic results around
these notions and some of their consequences.

We start by the following proposition which gathers several useful implications and relations
between the properties introduced above.

We use the notations of the preceding paragraph. We suppose the Lefschetz operator L is
auto-adjoint with respect to Φ so that the corresponding bilinear form becomes symmetric.

Proposition 3.5. Notations as above, the following properties are verified.
(3.1) HRdpA‚, L,Φq ùñ HLdpA‚, L,Φq ùñ PDdpA‚,Φq ùñ WPDdpA‚q.

(3.2)
HLdpA‚, L,Φq ðñ

#

PDdpA‚,Φq and
@ k ď d{2, Ld´2k : Ak Ñ Ad´k is an isomorphism.

(3.3)

HRdpA‚, L,Φq ðñ

#

WPDdpA‚q

@k ď d{2, the restriction p´1qkQL,Φ|Akprim
is positive definite.

(3.4) For S : A‚ Ñ A‚ an automorphism of degree 0,

PDpA‚,Φq ðñ PDpA‚,Φ ˝ Sq,

HLpA‚, Qq ðñ HLpA‚, Q ˝ Sq,

HRpA‚, Qq ðñ HRpA‚, Q ˝ Sq.

(3.5) For two graded K-algebras A‚ and B‚, we have

WPDpA‚q and WPDpB‚q ðñ WPDpA‚q and WPDpA‚ ‘B‚q,

PDpA‚,ΦAq and PDpB‚,ΦBq ðñ PDpA‚,ΦAq and PDpA‚ ‘B‚,ΦA ‘ ΦBq,

HLpA‚, QAq and HLpB‚, QBq ðñ HLpA‚, QAq and HLpA‚ ‘B‚, QA ‘QBq,

HRpA‚, QAq and HRpB‚, QBq ðñ HRpA‚, QAq and HRpA‚ ‘B‚, QA ‘QBq.

(3.6) For two graded K-algebras A‚ and B‚, we have

WPDpA‚q and WPDpB‚q ùñ WPDpA‚ bB‚q,

PDpA‚,ΦAq and PDpB‚,ΦBq ùñ PDpA‚ bB‚,ΦA b ΦBq,

HLpA‚, QAq and HLpB‚, QBq ùñ HLpA‚ bB‚, QA bQBq,

HRpA‚, QAq and HRpB‚, QBq ùñ HRpA‚ bB‚, QA bQBq.

(3.7) For two graded K-algebras A‚ and B‚

ΦdegA b ΦdegB “ ΦdegAb degB , and
QLA,ΦA ‘QLB ,ΦB “ QLA‘LB ,ΦA‘ΦB .

(3.8) For two graded K-algebras A‚ and B‚, we have

HRpA‚, LA,ΦAq and HRpB‚, LB,ΦBq ùñ HRpA‚ bB‚, LA b id` idb LB,ΦA b ΦBq.

Most of these statements are routine. We only give the proof of the first three and the very
last statements.

Proof of (3.1). The last implication is trivial. If HLdpA‚, L,Φq holds, then the bilinear form
Q “ QL,Φ is non-degenerate. This implies that for each non-negative integer k ď d{2, the
map Ld´2k is injective on Ak. By WPDdpA‚q, this implies that Ld´2k induces an isomorphism
between Ak and Ad´k, and so, as Aj and Ak are orthogonal for distinct pair of integers j and
k, by our requirement, this implies that Φ is non-degenerate and so we have PDdpA‚,Φq.

It remains to prove the first implication. We prove by induction on k that Qk is non-
degenerate. The case k “ 0 is immediate by the assumption on the signature and the fact
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that A0 “ K ¨ 1A‚ . Assume this holds for k´ 1 and k ď d{2. Since L is auto-adjoint, we have
for any a, b P Ak´1,

Qk´1pa, bq “ QkpLa,Lbq

which implies that L : Ak´1 Ñ Ak is injective, and Qk restricted to LpAk´1q is non-degenerate
and has signature that of Qk´1. Since the difference between the signature of Qk and that of
Qk´1 is p´1qk

`

dimpAkq´dimpAk´1q
˘

“ p´1qk
`

dimpAkq´dimpLAk´1q
˘

, it follows that Qk is
non-degenerate. �

Proof of (3.2). The implication ñ follows from the proof of (3.1). The reverse implication is
a consequence of our requirement that Aj and Ak are orthogonal for Φ if j and k are distinct,
which combined with the non-degeneracy of Φ and the isomorphism between Ak and Ad´k

induced by Ld´2k, implies that Qk is non-degenerate. �

Proof of (3.3). Let Q “ QL,Φ. By (3.1), HRdpA‚, L,Φq implies HLdpA‚, L,Φq. By Proposi-
tion 3.6 below this leads to an orthogonal decomposition

Ak “
k
à

i“0

Lk´iAiprim “ Akprim ‘ LA
k´1

where the restriction of Qk to LAk´1 coincides with that of Qk´1 on Ak´1. Proceeding by
induction and using HRdpA‚, L,Φq which gives the signature of Qk, we get the implicationñ.

It remains to prove the reverse implication ð. We proceed by induction and show that
the bilinear form Qk is non-degenerate, that Ld´2k : Ak Ñ Ad´k is an isomorphism, and
that we have an orthogonal decomposition Ak “ Akprim

À

LAk´1. This shows that L is
an isometry with respect to Qk´1 and Qk on the source and target, respectively, and the
result on signature follows by the positivity of p´1qkQk on the primitive part combined with
dimAkprim “ dimpAkq ´ dimpAk´1q.

The case k “ 0 comes from the assumption on the positivity of Q0, since A0 “ A0
prim, which

implies Ld : A0 Ñ Ad is injective, and the property WPDdpA‚q. Suppose the property holds
for k ´ 1 and that k ď d{2. By the assumption of our induction, L : Ak´1 Ñ Ak is injective,
and in addition, it preserves the bilinear forms Qk´1 and Qk. Moreover, Akprim is orthogonal
to LAk´1. We now explain why an element a P Ak which is orthogonal to LAk´1 is in the
primitive part Akprim: for such an element, and for an element b P Ak´1, we have

Qkpa, Lbq “ Φpa, Ld´2k`1bq “ ΦpLd´2k`1a, bq “ 0.

Since Qk´1 is non-degenerate, using WPDd, we infer the bilinear form Φ restricted to Ad´k`1ˆ

Ak´1 is non-degenerate. This implies that Ld´2k`1a is zero and so a P Akprim.

We thus get the orthogonal decomposition Ak “ Akprim ‘ LAk´1. We infer that Qk is
non-degenerate, and using WPDdpA‚q, we get the isomorphism Ld´2k : Ak Ñ Ad´k. �

Proof of (3.8). By (3.1) and Proposition 3.6, we can decompose each graded piece Ak and Bl

for k ď dA{2 and l ď dB{2 into the orthogonal sum

Ak “
k
à

i“0

Lk´iA Aiprim Bl “

l
à

i“0

Ll´iB Bi
prim

such that QA,k and QB,j are definite on Akprim and Bj
prim, respectively. Taking an orthonormal

basis of the primitive parts Akprim and Bj
prim, and making a shift in the degree of graded

pieces, by Proposition 3.5, we can reduce to verifying the statement in the case where A‚ “
Krxs

L

xr`1 and B‚ “ Krys
L

ys`1, for two non-negative integers r and s, and LA and LB
are multiplications by x and y, respectively. The proof in this case can be obtained either
by using Hodge-Riemann property for the projective complex variety CPr ˆ CPs, or by the
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direct argument given in [BBFK02, Proposition 5.7], or still by the combinatorial argument
given in [McD11, Lemma 2.2] and [AHK18, Lemma 7.8] based on the use of Gessel-Viennot-
Lindström lemma [GV85,Lin73]. �

Proposition 3.6 (Lefschetz decomposition). Assume that HLdpA‚, L,Φq holds. Then for
k ď d

2 , we have the orthogonal decomposition

Ak “
k
à

i“0

Lk´iAiprim,

where, for each i P t0, . . . , ku, the map Lk´i : Aiprim
„ÝÑ Lk´iAiprim is an isomorphism which

preserves respective bilinear forms (Qi on Ai and Qk on Ak).

Proof. First, we observe that for i ď k, the map Lk´i induces an isomorphism between Ai

and its image Lk´iAi in Ak. This follows from the fact previously stated that for a, b P Aj ,

Qjpa, bq “ Qj`1pLa,Lbq

which implies that L : Aj Ñ Aj`1 is injective provided that j ` 1 ď d{2. Note that Aprim is
orthogonal to LAk´1. Indeed for a P Aprim and b P Ak´1, we have

Φpa, Ld´2kLbq “ ΦpLd´2k`1a, bq “ 0.

Moreover, an element a P Ak orthogonal to LAk´1 is necessarily in the primitive part, cf. the
proof of (3.3). We thus get the orthogonal decomposition

Ak “ Akprim ‘ LA
k´1.

Proceeding by induction on k, this leads to the orthogonal decomposition

Ak “ Akprim ‘ LA
k´1 “

k
à

i“0

Lk´iAiprim. �

The following proposition is straightforward.

Proposition 3.7. The properties HR and HL are open conditions in Q (and so in Φ and L).
The property PD is open in Φ. Moreover, HR is a closed condition in Q when restricted to
the space

!

Q
ˇ

ˇ HLdpA‚, Qq
)

consisting of those Q which verify HL.

3.2. Chow rings of fans. For a simplicial fan Σ of dimension d in a real vector space V , we
denote by A‚pΣq its Chow ring with K coefficients. It is defined as follows.

For each ray % P Σ1, pick a vector e% which generates %. If Σ is a rational fan with respect
to a lattice, a natural choice for the generating vector is the primitive vector in the lattice
which generates the ray.

Consider the polynomial ring Krx%s%PΣ1 with indeterminate variables x% associated to rays
% in Σ1. The Chow ring A‚pΣq is by definition the quotient ring

A‚pΣq :“ Krx%s%PΣ1

L`

I1 ` I2

˘

where
‚ I1 is the ideal generated by the products x%1x%2 . . .x%k for any positive integer k and
rays %1, . . . , %k which do not form a cone in Σ;

‚ I2 is the ideal generated by the homogeneous polynomials of degree one of the form
ř

%PΣ1
fpe%qx% where f P V ‹ is a linear form on the vector space V , and fp%q is the

evaluation of f at the generator e% of %.
Note that since the ideal I1 ` I2 is homogeneous, the Chow ring inherits a graded ring

structure. Moreover, the definition is well-posed even in the case of non-rational fans, in
which case K “ R, as any two different choices of generating vectors for the rays lead to an
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isomorphism of the quotient rings. (This isomorphism sends the generator x% in the Chow ring
defined with respect to the first generator set to c%x% in the second, for a constant c% P Rą0.)

For each ray % of Σ, we denote by x% the image of x% in A1pΣq.
Any cone-wise linear function f on Σ gives an element of A1pΣq defined as

ÿ

%PΣ1

fpe%qx%.

In fact, all elements of A1pΣq are of this form, and A1pΣq can be identified with the space of
cone-wise linear functions on Σ modulo linear functions.

In the case the fan Σ is rational and unimodular with respect to a lattice N in V , one can
define Chow rings with integral coefficients by choosing e% to be the primitive vector of %, for
each ray %, and by requiring f in the definition of I2 to be integral. In this case, we have the
following characterization of the Chow ring, cf. [Dan78,BDP90,Bri96,FS97].

Theorem 3.8. Let Σ be a unimodular fan, and denote by PΣ the corresponding toric variety.
The Chow ring A‚pΣq is isomorphic to the Chow ring of PΣ.

In the sequel, unless otherwise stated, we will be only considering tropical fans, which are
thus fans verifying the balancing condition.

3.3. Shellable supports are smooth. We recall the following result from [AP20b].

Theorem 3.9. A shellable tropical fan Σ is smooth. Moreover, Σ is connected in codimension
one.

3.4. The canonical element and the degree map. The following proposition allows to
define a degree map for the Chow ring of a smooth tropical fan. It is proved in [AP20b].

Proposition 3.10. Let Σ be a smooth unimodular tropical fan of dimension d. For each cone
σ P Σd, the element

ź

%ăσ
|%|“1

x% P A
dpΣq

does not depend on the choice of σ.

We call this element the canonical element of AdpΣq and denote it by ωΣ.

We recall the following consequence of the localization lemma from [AP20b].

Proposition 3.11. Let Σ be a simplicial fan. Then, for each k P t0, . . . , du, AkpΣq is gener-
ated by square-free monomials.

Corollary 3.12. Let Σ be a smooth unimodular tropical fan. Then we have ωΣ ‰ 0 and AdpΣq
is generated by ωΣ.

Proof. This follows from the fact that AdpΣq is generated by square-free monomials associated
to top-dimensional cones, which by Poincaré duality A0pΣq » AdpΣq‹ and Proposition 3.10
ensures the non-vanishing of ωΣ. �

Let deg : AdpΣq Ñ K be the linear map which takes value 1 on the canonical element. This
degree map and the corresponding bilinear map Φdeg is systematically used below, so we use
our convention and omit the mention of Φ and deg in HL and HR.
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3.5. Chow rings of products. Let Σ and Σ1 be two fans.
We have the following proposition for the Chow ring of the product fan whose proof is given

in [AP20b].

Proposition 3.13. Let Σ and Σ1 be two fans. There exists a natural isomorphism of rings

A‚pΣˆ Σ1q » A‚pΣq bA‚pΣ1q.

Moreover, under this isomorphism, one has

ωΣˆΣ1 “ ωΣ b ωΣ1 ,

degΣˆΣ1 “ degΣbdegΣ1 .

3.6. Restriction and Gysin maps. For a pair of cones τ ă σ in Σ, we define the restriction
and Gysin maps i˚τăσ and Gysσąτ between the Chow rings of Στ and Σσ.

The restriction map
i˚τăσ : A‚pΣτ q Ñ A‚pΣσq

is a graded K-algebra homomorphism given on generating sets

i˚τăσ : A1pΣτ q Ñ A1pΣσq

by

@ ρ ray in Στ , i˚τăσpxρq “

$

’

&

’

%

xρ if σ ` ρ is a cone ζ ą σ,

´
ř

%PΣσ1
fpe%qx% if ρ P σ

0 otherwise,

where in the second equality, f is any linear function on N τ , viewed naturally in N‹, which
takes value 1 on eρ and value zero on all the other rays of σ, and the sum is over all the rays
% of Σσ. Note that any two such choices of f and f 1 differ by a linear function on Nσ, and so
the element

ř

%PΣσ fpe%qx% in A1pΣσq does not depend on the choice of f .

Remark 3.14. For a pair of cones τ ă σ as above, we get an inclusion of canonical com-
pactifications i : Σ

σ
ãÑ Σ

τ . The map i˚τăσ : AkpΣτ q Ñ AkpΣσq coincides with the restriction
map

i˚ : Hk,k
troppΣ

τ
q ÝÑ Hk,k

troppΣ
σ
q

via the isomorphism between the Chow and tropical cohomology groups given in Theorem 1.3.
˛

The Gysin map is the K-linear morphism

Gysσąτ : A‚pΣσq ÝÑ A‚`|σ|´|τ |pΣτ q

defined as follows. Let r “ |σ|´ |τ |, and denote by ρ1, . . . , ρr the rays of σ which are not in τ .
Consider the K-linear map

Krx%s%PΣσ1 ÝÑ Krx%s%PΣτ1
defined by multiplication by xρ1xρ2 . . .xρr . Obviously, it sends an element of the ideal I2 in
the source to an element of the ideal I2 in the target. Moreover, any linear function on Nσ

defines a linear function on N τ via the projection

N τ “ N
L

Nτ ÝÑ Nσ “ N
L

Nσ.

This shows that the elements of I1 in the source are sent to elements of I1 in the target as
well. Passing to the quotient, we get a K-linear map

Gysσąτ : AkpΣσq ÝÑ Ak`|σ|´|τ |pΣτ q.
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Remark 3.15. For a pair of cones τ ă σ as above, from the inclusion of canonical compacti-
fications i : Σ

σ
ãÑ Σ

τ , we get a restriction map

i˚ : Hd´|σ|´k,d´|σ|´k
trop pΣ

τ
q ÝÑ Hd´|σ|´k,d´|σ|´k

trop pΣ
σ
q

which by Poincaré duality on both sides, gives the Gysin map

Gysσąτ : Hk,k
troppΣ

σ
q ÝÑ Hk`|σ|´|τ |,k`|σ|´|τ |

trop pΣ
τ
q.

This map coincides with the Gysin map between Chow groups defined in the preceding para-
graph, via the isomorphism of Chow and tropical cohomology given in Theorem 1.3. ˛

The following proposition gathers some basic properties of the restriction and Gysin maps.

Proposition 3.16. Let τ ă̈ σ be a pair of faces, and let x P A‚pΣτ q and y P A‚pΣσq. Denote
by ρσ{τ the unique ray associated to σ in Στ , and by xσ{τ the associated element of A1pΣτ q.
The following properties hold.

i˚τă̈σ is a surjective ring homomorphism.(3.9)
Gysσ ą̈τ ˝ i˚τă̈σpxq “ xσ{τ ¨ x.(3.10)

Gysσ ą̈τ p i˚τă̈σpxq ¨ yq “ x ¨Gysσ ą̈τ pyq.(3.11)

Moreover, if degτ : Ad´|τ |pΣτ q Ñ K and degσ : Ad´|σ|pΣσq Ñ K are the corresponding degrees
maps, then

(3.12) degσ “ degτ ˝Gysσ ą̈τ .

Finally, Gysσ ą̈τ and i˚τă̈σ are dual in the sense that

(3.13) degτ px ¨Gysσ ą̈τ pyqq “ degσp i˚τă̈σpxq ¨ yq.

Proof. In order to simplify the presentation, we drop the indices of Gys and i˚. Proper-
ties (3.9) and (3.10) follow directly from the definitions. From Equation (3.10), we can deduce
Equation (3.11) by the following calculation. Let ry be a preimage of y by i˚. Then,

Gysp i˚pxq ¨ yq “ Gysp i˚px ¨ ryqq “ xδ{γ ¨ x ¨ ry “ x ¨Gys ˝ i˚pryq “ x ¨Gyspyq.

For Equation (3.12), let η be a maximal cone of Σσ. Let rη be the corresponding cone containing
ρσ{τ in Στ . The cone rη is maximal in Στ . We have the respective corresponding generators
x
rη P A

d´|τ |pΣτ q and xη P Ad´|σ|pΣσq. By definition of the degree maps, degτ pxrηq “ degσpxηq.
Using the definition of Gys, we get that x

rη “ Gyspxηq. Thus, we can conclude that

degσ “ degτ ˝Gys.

Finally, we get Equation (3.13):

degτ px ¨Gyspyqq “ degτ pGysp i˚pxq ¨ yqq “ degσp i˚pxq ¨ yq. �

3.7. Primitive parts of the Chow ring. Let Σ be a smooth tropical fan of dimension
d. For an element ` P A1pΣq and any non-negative integer number k ď d

2 , the primitive
part Akprim,`pΣq of A

kpΣq is the kernel of the Lefschetz operator given by multiplication with
`d´2k`1

`d´2k`1 ¨ ´ : AkpΣq ÝÑ Ad´k`1pΣq.

Let Q be the bilinear form defined on Ak, for k ď d
2 , by

@ a, b P AkpΣq, Qpa, bq “ degp`d´2kabq.

Note that by Propositions 3.5 and 3.6, we have the following properties.
‚ HLpΣ, `q is equivalent to the following: For each k ď d

2 , the map

`d´2k ¨ ´ : AkpΣq Ñ Ad´kpΣq

is an isomorphism.
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‚ HRpΣ, `q is equivalent to the following: The bilinear form p´1qkQp ¨ , ¨ q restricted to
the primitive part AkprimpΣq is positive definite.

‚ Assume that HLpΣ, `q holds. Then for k ď d
2 , we have the Lefschetz decomposition

AkpΣq “
k
à

i“0

`k´iAiprimpΣq.

3.8. Hodge-Riemann for star fans of rays implies Hard Lefschetz. Let ` P A1pΣq. We
assume that ` has a representative in A1pΣq with strictly positive coefficients, i.e.,

` “
ÿ

%PΣ1

c%x%

for scalars c% ą 0 in K. For each % P Σ1, define `% “ i˚0ă%p`q P A
1pΣ%q.

The following is well-known, see e.g. [dCM05] or [AHK18, Proposition 7.15].

Proposition 3.17. If HRpΣ%, `%q holds for all rays % P Σ1, then we have HLpΣ, `q.

Proof. Let k ď d
2 be a non-negative integer where d denotes the dimension of Σ. We need to

prove that the bilinear form Q` defined by

@ a, b P AkpΣq, Q`pa, bq “ degp`d´2kabq

is non-degenerate. By Poincaré duality for A‚pΣq, Theorem 1.4, this is equivalent to showing
the multiplication map

`d´2k ¨ ´ : AkpΣq ÝÑ Ad´kpΣq

is injective. Let a P AkpΣq such that `d´2k ¨ a “ 0. We have to show that a “ 0.

There is nothing to prove if k “ d{2, so assume 2k ă d. For each % P Σ1, define a% :“
i˚0ă%paq. It follows that

p`%qd´2k ¨ a% “ i˚0ă%p`
d´2kaq “ 0,

and so a% P Akprim,`%pΣ
%q for each ray % P Σ1.

Using now Proposition 3.16, for each % P Σ1, we get

deg%
`

p`%qd´2k´1 ¨ a% ¨ a%
˘

“ deg%
`

i˚0ă%p`
d´2k´1 ¨ aq ¨ a%

˘

“ deg
`

`d´2k´1 ¨ a ¨ x% ¨ a
˘

.

We infer that
ÿ

%PΣ1

c% deg%
`

p`%qd´2k´1 ¨ a% ¨ a%
˘

“ deg
`

`d´2k´1 ¨ a ¨
`

ÿ

%

c%x%
˘

¨ a
˘

“ degp`d´2k ¨ a ¨ aq “ 0.

By HRpΣ%, `%q, since a% P Akprim,`%pΣ
%q, we have p´1qk deg%

`

p`%qd´2k´1 ¨ a% ¨ a%
˘

ě 0 with
equality if and only if a% “ 0. Since c% ą 0 for all %, we conclude that a% “ 0 for all % P Σ1.

Applying Proposition 3.16 once more, we infer that

x%a “ Gys%ą0 ˝ i˚0ă%paq “ Gys%ą0pa%q “ 0.

By Poincaré duality for A‚pΣq, and since the elements x% generate the Chow ring, this
implies that a “ 0, and the proposition follows. �
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3.9. Isomorphism of Chow groups under tropical modification. We recall the following
theorem proved in [AP20b] which states that tropical modifications as defined in [AP20b]
preserve the Chow groups. This will be served as the basis to prove that HR and HL properties
are shellable for tropical fans.

We use the notations of [AP20b] and denote by rΣ the tropical modification of Σ along
∆ “ divpfq for a conewise linear function f on Σ.

Theorem 3.18 (Stability of the Chow ring under tropical modifications). Let rΣ be the tropical
modification of the tropical fan Σ along ∆. Assume furthermore that Σ is div-faithful. Then
we get an isomorphism

A‚prΣq » A‚pΣq

between the Chow rings. Moreover, this isomorphism is compatible with the Poincaré duality
for Chow rings.

3.10. Keel’s lemma. Let Σ be a unimodular fan and let σ be a cone in Σ. Let Σ1 be the
star subdivision of Σ obtained by star subdividing σ. Denote by ρ the new ray in Σ1. In
this paper we only consider barycentric star subdivisions of rational fans. This means that
ρ “ R`pe1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ekq where e1, . . . , ek are the primitive vectors of the rays of σ.

Theorem 3.19 (Keel’s lemma). Let J be the kernel of the surjective map i˚0ăσ : A‚pΣq Ñ

A‚pΣσq and let
P pT q :“

ź

%ăσ
|%|“1

px% ` T q.

We have
A‚pΣ1q » A‚pΣqrT s

L

pJT ` P pT qq.

The isomorphism is given by the map
χ : A‚pΣqrT s

L

pJT ` P pT qq „ÝÑ A‚pΣ1q

which sends T to ´xρ and which verifies

@% P Σ1, χpx%q “

#

x% ` xρ if % ă σ

x% otherwise.

In particular this gives a vector space decomposition of A‚pΣ1q as

A‚pΣ1q » A‚pΣq ‘A‚´1pΣσqT ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘A‚´|σ|`1pΣσqT |σ|´1.(3.14)

We refer to [AP20b] for the proof.

3.11. Ascent and Descent. Situation as in Section 3.10, let Σ be a unimodular fan and σ
a cone in Σ. Let Σ1 be the star subdivision of Σ obtained by star subdividing σ. Denote by ρ
the new ray in Σ1. Let ` be an element of A1pΣq, and denote by `σ the restriction of ` to Σσ,
i.e., the image of ` under the restriction map A‚pΣq Ñ A‚pΣσq.

Theorem 3.20. We have the following properties.
‚ (Ascent) Assume the property HRpΣσ, `σq holds. Then HRpΣ, `q implies HRpΣ1, `1 ´
εxρq for any small enough ε ą 0, where

`1 “
ÿ

%PΣ

`pe%qx% `
`

ÿ

%ăσ
|%|“1

`pe%q
˘

xρ.

‚ (Descent) We have the following partial inverse: if both the properties HRpΣσ, `σq and
HLpΣ, `q hold, and if we have the property HRpΣ1, `1` εT q for any small enough ε ą 0,
then we have HRpΣ, `q.
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Notice that the definition of `1 does not depend on the chosen representative of the class of
` as a cone-wise linear function on Σ.

Remark 3.21. One can check in the proof of Theorem 3.20 below that we only use Keel’s
lemma, Poincaré duality and Proposition 3.5. For instance, we do not use that we are dealing
with fans. Therefore, Theorem 3.20 might be useful in other contexts where an analog of
Keel’s lemma holds. In particular, this remark will be useful in Section 9 where we need a
similar ascent-descent theorem in the global case. ˛

In preparation for the proof, we introduce some preliminaries. Let d be the dimension of
Σ. By Keel’s lemma, we have AdpΣq » AdpΣ1q, and under this isomorphism, the canonical
element ωΣ corresponds to the canonical element ωΣ1 .

Let α be a lifting of ωΣσ in Ad´|σ|pΣq for the restriction map A‚pΣq Ñ A‚pΣσq. Such a
lifting can be obtained for example by fixing a maximum dimensional cone τ in Σσ; in this
case we have

ωΣσ “
ź

%ăτ
|%|“1

x%

and a lifting α of ωΣσ is given by taking the product
ś

%ărτ x% in Ad´|σ|pΣq, where rτ is the
face of Σ corresponding to τ .

Using this lifting, the canonical element ωΣ1 can be identified with ´T |σ|α in A‚pΣ1q »
A‚pΣqrT s

L

pJT ` P pT qq. Indeed, since P pT q “ 0, we get

´T |σ| “

|σ|´1
ÿ

j“0

SjT
|σ|´j ,

with Sj the j-th symmetric function in the variables x% for % a ray in σ, seen as an element
of A‚pΣ1q. Therefore we get

´T |σ|α “

|σ|
ÿ

j“1

SjαT
|σ|´j

“
ź

%ăσ
|%|“1

x% ¨ α`

|σ|´1
ÿ

j“1

SjαT
|σ|´j .

Since ωΣσ “ i˚σpαq lives in the top-degree part of A‚pΣσq, the products SjωΣσ belongs to J.
Thus the terms of the sum are all vanishing for j “ 1, . . . , |σ|´ 1. Therefore, we get

´T |σ|α “
ź

%ăσ
|%|“1

x% ¨ α “
ź

%ăσ
|%|“1

x% ¨
ź

%ărτ
|%|“1

x% “ ωΣ “ ωΣ1 .

We infer that the following commutative diagram holds.

Ad´|σ|pΣσq AdpΣ1q AdpΣq

K

¨p´T |σ|q
„

„

deg

„

deg

„

deg
„

We are now ready to give the proof of the main theorem of this section.

Proof of Theorem 3.20. (Ascent) The idea for the proof of the ascent property is well-known,
e.g., it is used as a way to derive Grothendieck’s standard conjecture of Lefschetz type for a
blow-up from the result on the base. It is also used in [AHK18]. We give the proof here. Let
ε ą 0 and define the linear automorphism

Sε : A
‚pΣ1q Ñ A‚pΣ1q
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of degree 0 which is the identity map id on A‚pΣq and multiplication by ε´|σ|{2`kid on each
A‚pΣσqT k, in the direct sum decomposition in Theorem 3.19.

We admit for the moment that Q`1`εT ˝Sε admits a limit Q such that the pair pA‚pΣ1q, Qq,
consisting of a graded vector space and a bilinear form on this vector space, is naturally
isomorphic to the pair

Ξ :“
´

A‚pΣq ‘
`

T ¨ pRrT s
L

T |σ|´1q bA‚pΣσq
˘

, `‘ pT b id` idb `σq
¯

.

It follows from the statement (3.8) in Proposition 3.5, the hypothesis of the theorem, and
HRpRrT s

L

T |σ|´1, T q, that the pair Ξ verifies HRpΞq. Using Keel’s lemma, it follows that we
have HRpA‚pΣ1q, Qq. By Proposition 3.7, the property HRpA‚pΣ1q, Q`1`εT ˝ Sεq holds for any
small enough value of ε ą 0. Finally, applying Proposition 3.5, we get HRpA‚pΣ1q, Q`1`εT q,
which finishes the proof of the ascent part of our theorem.

Before turning to the proof of the existence of the limit, let us explain the proof of the
descent part.

(Descent) We again use Proposition 3.5. By our assumption, we have HLpA‚pΣq, `q and
HRpA‚pΣσ, `σq, from which we get the property

HR
´

pT ¨ pRrT s
L

T |σ|´1q bA‚pΣσq
˘

, pT b id` idb `σq
¯

.

Defining Ξ as in the first part of the proof, we deduce HLpΞq by applying Proposition 3.5.
By the statement (3.5) in that proposition, it will be enough to prove HRpΞq in order to get
HRpA‚pΣq, `q.

Note that by the hypothesis in the theorem, we have HRpA‚pΣ1q, Q`1`εT q for small enough
values of ε ą 0. Using Proposition 3.5, we deduce that HRpA‚pΣ1q, Q`1`εT ˝Sεq holds for ε ą 0
small enough. It follows that we have as well HLpA‚pΣ1q, Q`1`εT ˝ Sεq.

Applying now Proposition 3.7, since HR is a closed condition restricted to the space of
bilinear forms which verify HL, we deduce that HRpΞq holds: indeed, Q is the limit of Q`1`εT ˝
Sε and HRpA‚pΣ1q, Q`1`εT ˝ Sεq and HLpA‚pΣ1q, Q`1`εT ˝ Sεq hold for ε ą 0 small enough.

We are thus left to prove the last point, namely the existence of the limit limεÑ0 Q`1`εT ˝Sε.
Consider the decomposition (3.14) given in Keel’s lemma. The decomposition for degree k

part AkpΣ1q of the Chow ring has pieces AkpΣq and Ak´ipΣσqT i for 1 ď i ď mintk, |σ| ´ 1u.
Consider the bilinear form ΦA‚pΣ1q given by the degree map of A‚pΣ1q.

For this degree bilinear form, each piece Ak´ipΣσqT i is orthogonal to the piece Ad´kpΣq as
well as to the piece Ad´k´jpΣσqT j for j ă |σ|´ i, in the decomposition of Ad´kpΣ1q given in
Keel’s lemma.

We now work out the form of the matrix of the bilinear forms Q`1`εT ˝ Sε in degree k with
respect to the decomposition given in (3.14).

First, note that for a, b P AkpΣq, we have

Q`1`εT pa, bq “ degpa`1d´2kbq `Opε|σ|q.
Second, for an element a P AkpΣq and an element b P Ak´ipΣσqT i, we get the existence of

an element c P Ad´2k´|σ|`ipΣ1q such that

Q`1`εT pa, bq “ degpacpεT q|σ|´iε´|σ|{2`ibq “ Opε|σ|{2q.
Third, for an element a P Ak´ipΣσqT i and an element b P Ak´jpΣσqT j , with i` j ď |σ|, we

get

Q`1`εT pa, bq “ deg
´

ε´|σ|{2`ia
`

CpεT q|σ|´i´j`1d´2k´|σ|`i`j `Opε|σ|´i´j`1q
˘

ε´|σ|{2`jb
¯

“ C degA‚pΣσqpap`
σqd´

|σ|´2k`i`jbq `Opεq,
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with C “
`

d´2k
|σ|´i´j

˘

.
Finally, if a P Ak´ipΣσqT i and b P Ak´jpΣσqT j , with i` j ą |σ|, we get

Q`1`εT pa, bq “ degpε´|σ|{2`iaOp1qε´|σ|{2`jbq “ Opεi`j´|σ|q.

Doing the same calculation for the bilinear form Q
rL
associated to the linear map of degree

one rL : A‚pΣ1q Ñ A‚`1pΣ1q given by the matrix
¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

`
0 `σ 0

T `σ

0
. . . . . .

T `σ

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

relative to the decomposition (3.14) given in Keel’s lemma, we see that

lim
εÑ0

Q`1`εT “ Q
rL
.

To conclude, we observe that the pair pA‚pΣ1q, Q
rL
q is isomorphic to the previously introduced

pair,

Ξ “
´

A‚pΣq ‘
`

T ¨ pRrT s
L

T |σ|´1q bA‚pΣσq
˘

, `‘ pT b id` idb `σq
¯

,

as claimed. �

3.12. Weak factorization theorem. Two unimodular fans with the same support are called
elementary equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a barycentric star subdivision.
The weak equivalence between unimodular fans with the same support is then defined as the
transitive closure of the elementary equivalence relation.

Theorem 3.22 (Weak factorization theorem). Two unimodular fans with the same support
are always weakly equivalent.

Proof. This is Theorem A of [Wło97] proved independently by Morelli [Mor96] and expanded
by Abramovich-Matsuki-Rashid, see [AMR99]. �

We will be interested in the class of quasi-projective unimodular fans on the same support.
In this class, we define the weak equivalence between quasi-projective unimodular fans as the
transitive closure of the elementary equivalence relation between quasi-projective unimodular
fans with the same support. This means all the intermediate fans in the star subdivision and
star assembly are required to remain quasi-projective.

Theorem 3.23 (Weak factorization theorem for quasi-projective unimodular fans). Two
quasi-projective unimodular fans with the same support are weakly equivalent within the class
of quasi-projective fans.

Proof. This can be obtained from relevant parts of [Wło97,Mor96, AKMW02] as discussed
and generalized by Abramovich and Temkin in [AT19, Section 3]. �

We thank Kenji Matsuki and Kalle Karu for helpful correspondence and clarification on
this subject.
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3.13. Ample classes. Let Σ Ď NR be a unimodular tropical fan. Let f be a strictly convex
cone-wise linear function on Σ. Recall that if % is a ray in Σ1, we denote by e% the primitive
element of % and by x% the corresponding element of A1pΣq. We denote by `pfq the element
of A1pΣq defined by

`pfq :“
ÿ

%PΣ1

fpe%qx%.

Proposition 3.24. Notations as above, let σ be a cone of Σ and let φ be a linear form on NR
which coincides with f on σ. The function f ´ φ induces a cone-wise linear function on Σσ

which we denote by fσ. Then
`pfσq “ i˚0ăσp`pfqq.

In particular, `pfσq does not depend on the chosen φ.
Moreover, if f is strictly convex on Σ, then fσ is strictly convex on Σσ.

Proof. We write % „ σ if % is a ray in the link of σ, i.e., % R σ and σ ` % is a face of Σ. Such
rays are in one-to-one correspondence with rays of Σσ. Recall the following facts:

`pφq “ 0, i˚0ăσpx%q “ 0 if %  σ and % R σ, fpe%q “ φpe%q if % ă σ.

Then we have

i˚0ăσp`pfqq “ i˚0ăσp`pf ´ φqq

“
ÿ

%PΣ1

pf ´ φqpe%q i˚0ăσpx%q “
ÿ

%PΣ1
%„σ

pf ´ φqpe%q i˚0ăσpx%q

“
ÿ

%PΣσ

|%|“1

fσpe%qx% “ `pfσq. �

For the last point, let f be a strictly convex cone-wise linear function on Σ. We have to
prove that fσ is strictly convex. Let ζ be a cone of Σσ. The cone ζ corresponds to a unique
cone rζ in Σ that contains σ. Since f is strictly convex, there exists a linear form ψ on NR
such that f ´ ψ is strictly positive around rζ (in the sense of Section 4.3). Then ψ ´ φ is zero
on σ, thus induces a linear form ψσ on Nσ

R . We get that fσ ´ ψσ is strictly positive around
ζ, thus fσ is strictly convex around ζ. We infer that fσ is strictly convex on Σσ.

Definition 3.25. Let Σ be a tropical fan. An element ` P A1pΣq is called an ample class if
there exists a strictly convex cone-wise linear function f on Σ such that ` “ `pfq. ˛

3.14. Main Theorem. Here is the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 3.26. Any shellable quasi-projective unimodular tropical fan Σ verifies HRpΣ, `q
for any ample class ` P A1pΣq.

The following proposition is the base of our proof. It allows to start with a fan on a support
which verifies the Hodge-Riemann relations, and then use the ascent and descent properties
to propagate the property to any other fan on the same support.

Proposition 3.27. For any shellable tropical fan support, there exists a quasi-projective uni-
modular fan Σ on this support and a strictly convex element ` P A1pΣq which verifies HRpΣ, `q.

We prove both statements, in the theorem and proposition, by induction on the dimension
of the ambient space. So suppose by induction that the theorem and the proposition hold for
all shellable support of Rk with k ă n, and for any quasi-projective unimodular fan with a
shellable support lying in Rk for k ă n.
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Proof of Proposition 3.27. If the support is Rn, that is if the tropical fan is complete, in this
case, we can take any projective unimodular fan. For example, the fan of the projective space
Pn, equivalently of TPn, ΣTPn has Chow ring isomorphic to Rrxs

L

xn`1. In this case, we can
take ` “ x, and we have HRpRrxs

L

xn`1,xq.

Otherwise, the support is obtained by one of the operations in the definition of shellability
out of other fans. Consider the case where we have a tropical fan rΣ obtained by the tropical
modification of Σ along the divisor ∆ “ divpfq for a conewise linear function f on Σ. By the
induction hypothesis, there exists a quasi-projective unimodular fan Σ1 of support Σ. Doing
some blow-ups if necessary, we can assume that Σ1 contains a subdivision ∆1 of ∆ (cf. Section 4
for more details on this argument). Let `1 be a strictly convex function on Σ1. Modifying `1
by adding a linear function if necessary, we can suppose without loss of generality that `1 is
strictly positive on |Σ1|zt0u. Let rΣ1 be the unimodular fan with support |rΣ| obtained as the
tropical modification of ∆1 in Σ1. Using Theorem 3.18, we deduce HRprΣ1, `q from HRpΣ1, `1q
where ` is the cone-wise linear function on Σ which takes value 0 on the new ray ρ of Σ and
which coincides on other rays with Γ˚p`

1q where Γ: Σ1 ãÑ rΣ1 is the natural injective map. One
easily verifies that ` is strictly convex. So the proposition follows.

For the other operations in the definition of the shellability, we argue similarly. In particular,
for the product, we use property (3.8). �

Proposition 3.28. For any unimodular fan Σ of dimension d, we have the equivalence of the
following statements.

‚ HRpΣ, `q is true for any strictly convex element ` P A1pΣq.
‚ HRpΣ, `q is true for a strictly convex element ` P A1pΣq.

Proof. Let ` be a strictly convex piecewise linear function on Σ. For all σ P Σ, we get a strictly
convex function `σ on Σσ. By the hypothesis of our induction, we know that HRpΣσ, `σq holds.
By Proposition 3.17 we thus get HLpΣ, `q.

By Proposition 3.7 we know that HRpΣ, `q is an open and closed condition on the set of all
` which satisfy HLpΣ, `q. In particular, if there exists `0 in the cone of strictly convex elements
which verifies HRpΣ, `0q, any ` in this cone should verify HRpΣ, `q. �

Let Σ be a unimodular fan of dimension d, ` a strictly convex element on Σ, and let Σ1 be
the fan obtained from Σ by star subdividing a cone σ P Σ. Denote by ρ the new ray in Σ1,
and let

`1 :“ ``
`

ÿ

%ăσ
|%|“1

`pe%q
˘

xρ.

The following is straightforward.

Proposition 3.29. For any small enough ε ą 0, the element `1 ´ εxρ of A1pΣ1q is strictly
convex.

Proposition 3.30. Notations as above, the following statements are equivalent.
(i) We have HRpΣ, `q.
(ii) The property HRpΣ1, `1 ´ εxρq holds for any small enough ε ą 0.

Proof. It will be enough to apply Theorem 3.20. A direct application of the theorem, and the
fact that T is identified with ´xρ via Keel’s lemma, leads to the implication (i)ñ (ii).

We now explain the implication (ii) ñ (i). By the hypothesis of our induction, we have
HRpΣσ, `σq. Moreover, Proposition 3.17 and our induction hypothesis imply that we have
HLpΣ, `q. Applying now the descent part of Theorem 3.20 gives the result. �

Proof of Theorem 3.26. Let Σ be a shellable quasi-projective tropical fan. By Proposition 3.27
there exists a quasi-projective unimodular fan Σ0 with support |Σ| and a strictly convex
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element `0 P A1pΣ0q such that HRpΣ0, `0q holds. By Propositions 3.30 and 3.28, for any
quasi-projective fan Σ in the quasi-projective weak equivalence class of Σ0, so with support
|Σ|, and any strictly convex element ` P A1pΣq, we get HRpΣ, `q. The theorem now follows in
dimension n by applying Theorem 3.23 �

3.15. Examples. We finish this section with some concrete examples of fans verifying the
Hodge-Riemann relations with respect to ample and non-ample classes.

3.15.1. Let Σ be the complete Bergman fan associated to the uniform matroid U3,3 on the
ground set t0, 1, 2u as illustrated in Figure 1. The flats of U3,3 are C̀ pU3,3q :“ t1, 12, 2, 02, 0, 01u

Figure 1. The Bergman fan of U3,3

ρ1

ρ12

ρ2

ρ02

ρ0
ρ01

(where ij denote the set ti, ju). The rays of Σ correspond to the flats of U3,3 and are denoted ρF
with F P C̀ pU3,3q. These rays corresponds to elements of A1pΣq denoted xF , for F P C̀ pU3,3q.
We have

dimpA1pΣqq “ |C̀ pU3,3q|´ dim
`

R2‹
˘

“ 4.

We have a natural degree map deg : A2pΣq Ñ R which verifies the following.

degpxFxGq “

$

’

&

’

%

´1 if F “ G,
1 if F ‰ G and F and G are comparable,
0 if F and G are not comparable.

Let ` :“ x1`x12`x2`x02`x0`x01 P A
1pΣq. This element corresponds to a strictly convex

cone-wise linear function on Σ, thus, it must verify the Hodge-Riemann relations HRpΣ, `q.
Let us check that this is the case. We have to check that degp`2q ą 0 and that

Q1 : A1pΣq ˆA1pΣq Ñ R,
px, yq ÞÑ degpxyq,

has signature ´2 “ 2 dimpA0q ´ dimpA1q. We have

degp`x1q “ degpx2
1 ` x1x12 ` x1x01q “ 1,

and, by symmetry, degp`xF q “ 1 for every F P C̀ pU3,3q. Thus, degp`2q “ 6.
ForQ1 we have an orthogonal basis px0, x1, x2, x0`x01`x1q. Moreover degpx2

0q “ degpx2
1q “

degpx2
2q “ ´1 and

degppx0 ` x01 ` x1q
2q “ degpx2

0 ` x
2
01 ` x

2
1 ` 2x0x01 ` 2x01x1q “ 1.

Thus, the signature of Q1 is ´2 and the Hodge-Riemann relations are verified.
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3.15.2. Let us give another example in the same Chow ring treated in the previous paragraph.
Let `1 “ x1` x12` x2. The cone-wise linear function associated to `1 is not convex. It is even
zero around ρ0, which implies that i˚0ă̈ρ0

p`1q “ 0. Nevertheless, `1 verifies the Hodge-Riemann
relations HRpΣ, `1q. We only have to check that degp`12q ą 0, since Q1 does not depend on `1
and we have already checked that Q1 has signature ´2. We have

degppx1 ` x12 ` x2q
2q “ degpx2

1 ` x
2
12 ` x

2
2 ` 2x1x12 ` 2x12x2q “ 1 ą 0.

This gives us an example of a non-ample element verifying the Hodge-Riemann relations.

3.15.3. As a last example, let Σ be the Bergman fan of the uniform matroid U3,4 on the
ground set t0, 1, 2, 3u, and let ` “ p2`2εqx0`x2`x3` εx01`p3` εqpx02`x03q´x23 P A

1pΣq
where ε is a small positive number. Then ` is not ample, but we have HRpΣ, `q. Indeed, we
have something stronger: `σ is ample for any σ P Σzt0u where `σ “ i˚0ăσp`q.

4. Quasi-projective unimodular triangulations of polyhedral complexes

In this section we show that any rational polyhedral complex in Rn admits a simplicial
subdivision which is both quasi-projective and unimodular with respect to the lattice 1

kZ
n, for

some natural number k, in a sense which we will precise in a moment. Moreover, we will show
this property holds for any tropical compactification of X. The novelty here is in ensuring the
convexity property underlying the definition of quasi-projective triangulations which will be
the crucial property used in what will follow later, as well as in ensuring the unimodularity of
unbounded polyhedra which form the polyhedral subdivision of X. The theorem thus extends
the pioneering result proved in [KKMS06], in Mumford’s proof of the semistable reduction
theorem, as well as previous variants proved in [IKMZ19] and [Wło97].

4.1. Statement of the triangulation theorem. This theorem corresponds to Theorem 1.11
stated in the introduction. However, we add a technical result about the existence of strictly
convex functions to the statement which will be needed later.

Theorem 4.1 (Triangulation theorem). Let X be a rational polyhedral complex in Rn. There
exists an integer k and a triangulation X 1 of X which is quasi-projective and unimodular with
respect to the lattice 1

kZ
n.

Moreover we ensure that X 1rec is a fan, and that there exists a strictly convex function f on
X 1 such that frec is well-defined and strictly convex.

The terminology will be introduced in the next section.

Furthermore, we will prove the following theorem which will be later used in Section 8.

Theorem 4.2 (Unimodular triangulation preserving the recession fan). Let X be a polyhedral
complex in Rn such that its pseudo-recession fan Xrec is a unimodular fan. Then there exists
a positive integer k and a subdivision Y of X which is unimodular with respect to 1

kZ
n and

which verifies Yrec “ Xrec.

4.2. Preliminary definitions and constructions. This section presents certain construc-
tions which will be needed later. While definitions are given here for the case of polyhedral
complexes and fans, we note that the majority of the constructions naturally extend to the
case of polyhedral pseudo-complexes and pseudo-fans.

4.2.1. Restriction, intersection, and hyperplane cut. Let X be a polyhedral complex of Rn
and let S be a subset of Rn. The restriction of X to S denoted by X|S is by definition the
polyhedral complex consisting of all the faces of X which are included in S. If S is an affine
hyperplane, an affine half-space, or more generally a polyhedron of Rn, the intersection of X
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with S denoted by X X S is the polyhedral complex whose faces are δ X S for any face δ of
X, i.e.,

X X S :“
 

δ X S
ˇ

ˇ δ P X
(

.

For an affine hyperplane H in Rn, the hyperplane cut of X by H denoted by X ¨ H is the
subdivision of X defined by

X ¨H :“ pX XHq Y pX XH`q Y pX XH´q,

where H` et H´ are the two half-spaces of Rn defined by H.

4.2.2. Slicing with respect to a pencil of hyperplanes. Let Σ be a fan of Rn. For any cone σ P Σ,
choose a collection of half-spaces H`σ,1, . . . ,H

`
σ,kσ

for kσ P Zą0 each defined by hyperplanes
Hσ,1, . . . ,Hσ,kσ , respectively, such that σ is the intersection of these half-spaces. We call the
collection of hyperplanes

PΣ :“
!

Hσ,j

ˇ

ˇ σ P Σ and j “ 1, . . . , kσ

)

a pencil of hyperplanes defined by Σ.

Let now ∆ be a complete fan in Rn and let Σ be a second (arbitrary) fan in Rn. The slicing
of ∆ with a pencil of hyperplanes PΣ defined by Σ is the fan denoted by ∆ ¨PΣ and defined
by

∆ ¨PΣ :“ ∆ ¨Hσ1,1 ¨Hσ1,2 ¨ ¨ ¨Hσ1,kσ1
¨ ¨ ¨Hσm,kσm ,

i.e., defined by starting from ∆ and successively taking hyperplane cuts by elements Hσ,j of
the pencil PΣ.

Proposition 4.3. The slicing of a complete fan with a pencil of hyperplanes PΣ defined by
a fan Σ necessarily contains a subdivision of Σ.

Proof. First note that if ∆ is a fan in Rn and H is a hyperplane, all the cones δ P ∆ ¨H live
in one of the two half-spaces H` and H´ defined by H. This property holds as well for any
subdivision of ∆ ¨H.

Let now ∆ be complete. Let PΣ be a pencil of hyperplanes defined by the fan Σ consisting
of hyperplanes Hσ,j for σ P Σ and j “ 1, . . . , kσ as above. Let ∆1 “ ∆ ¨PΣ. In order to prove
the proposition, we will need to show the following two properties:

(1) the support of the restriction ∆1
||Σ| is the entire support |Σ|; and

(2) any face of ∆1
||Σ| is included in a face of Σ.

In order to prove (1), let x be a point in |Σ|. It will be enough to show the existence of a
face of ∆1 which contains x and which is entirely in |Σ|.

Let δ be the smallest face of ∆1 which contains x; δ is the face which contains x in its
interior. Let σ P Σ be a face which contains x. We will show that δ Ď σ.

By what preceded, for each i P t1, . . . , kσu, there exists εi P t`,´u such that δ is included
in Hεi

σ,i. Recall that by definition, we have σ “ X
kσ
i“1H

`
σ,i. We will show that we can take

εi “ ` for each i, which gives the result. Suppose εi “ ´ for an i P t1, . . . , kσu. In particular,
x belongs to both half-spaces H´σ,i and H

`
σ,i, and so x P Hσ,i. Since δ XHσ,i is a non-empty

face of δ which contains x, by minimality of δ, we infer that δ Ă Hσ,i which shows that we
can choose εi “ `. This proves (1).

In order to prove the second assertion, let δ be a face of the restriction ∆1
||Σ|. Let x be a

point in the interior of δ, so δ is the smallest face of ∆1 which contains x. Let σ be a face of
Σ which contains x. As we showed in the proof of (1), we have the inclusion δ Ď σ, which is
the desired property in (2).

It follows that ∆1
||Σ| is a subdivision of Σ and the proposition follows. �
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4.2.3. Blow-ups and existence of triangulations. Let σ be a cone in Rn and let x be a vector
of Rnzt0u. The blow-up of σ at x is the fan denoted by σpxq and defined by

σpxq :“

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

ď

τăσ
xRτ

 

τ, τ ` R`x
(

if x P σ,

facepσq otherwise.

Note that σpxq is a polyhedral subdivision of facepσq. Moreover, the definition depends only
on the half line R`x.

More generally, if Σ is a fan, we define the blow-up of Σ at x to be the fan denoted by Σpxq
and defined as the union of blow-ups σpxq for σ P Σ, i.e.,

Σpxq “
ď

σPΣ

σpxq.

Then Σpxq is a subdivision of Σ.

For a pair of points x1, x2, we denote by Σpx1qpx2q the fan obtained by first blowing-up Σ
at x1, and then blowing-up the resulting fan at x2. The definition extends to any ordered
sequence of points x1, . . . , xk in Rn.

Proposition 4.4. Let Σ be a fan. Let σ1, . . . , σk be the minimal faces of Σ which are not
simplicial. For each such face σi, i P t1, . . . , ku, pick a vector xi in its interior. Then

Σpx1qpx2q¨¨¨pxkq

is a triangulation of Σ.

Proof. Faces of Σpx1q which were not in Σ are of the form τ `R`x1 where τ P Σ and x1 R Tτ .
Let τ 1 “ τ ` R`x1 be such a new face. Clearly τ 1 is simplicial if and only if τ is simplicial.
By contrapositive, if τ 1 is not simplicial, then τ ă τ 1 is not simplicial. In any case, τ 1 is not a
non-simplicial minimal cone of Σpx1q. Therefore, the non-simplicial minimal cones of Σpx1q are
included in (in fact, equal to) tσ2, . . . , σku. We concludes the proof by repeating this argument
k-th time. �

4.2.4. External cone over a polyhedral complex. We now define external cones over polyhedral
complexes.

First, let φ : Rn Ñ Rm be an affine linear application and let X be a polyhedral complex in
Rn. The image of X by φ denoted by φpXq is the polyhedral pseudo-complex tφpδq

ˇ

ˇ δ P Xu
of Rm. If the restriction φ||X| is injective, φpXq is a polyhedral complex.

For a subset S of Rn, we denote by adhpSq the topological closure of S in Rn.

Proposition 4.5 (Coning over a polyhedron). Let δ be an arbitrary polyhedron which does
not contain the origin in Rn. Let H be any affine hyperplane containing Taffδ but not 0, and
denote by H0 the linear hyperplane parallel to H. Let H`0 be the half-space defined by H0

which contains δ in its interior. Then
(1) σ :“ adhpR`δq is a cone which verifies δ “ σ XH and δrec “ σ XH0.
(2) Moreover, σ is the unique cone included in H`0 which verifies δ “ σ XH.
(3) In addition, if δ is rational, resp. simplicial, then so is σ.

Note that by the terminology adapted in this paper, part (1) means σ is strongly convex,
i.e., it does not contain any line.

Proof. For part (1), we will show more precisely that if

δ “ convpv0, . . . , vlq ` R`u1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` R`um,
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for points v0, . . . , vl in Rn and vectors u1, . . . , um in H0, then σ “ σ1 where

σ1 :“ R`v0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` R`vl ` R`u1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` R`um.

Note that obviously we have δ Ă σ1, which implies the inclusion σ Ď σ1. To prove the
inclusion σ1 Ď σ, since v0, . . . , vl P σ, we need to show u1, . . . , um P σ. Let x be an element of
δ. For all λ ě 0, all the points x` λuj are in δ. Dividing by λ, we get x{λ` uj P σ. Making
λ tend to infinity, we get uj P σ for all j “ 1, . . . ,m. This proves σ “ σ1.

We now show that σ is a cone, i.e., it does not contain any line. To show this, let
λ0, . . . , λl, µ1, . . . , µm P R` such that λ0v0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λlvl ` µ1u1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` µmum “ 0. It will
be enough to show all the coefficients λj and µi are zero.

First, if one of the coefficients λj was non-zero, dividing by the linear combination above
with the sum

řl
j“1 λj , we would get 0 P δ, which would be a contradiction. This shows all the

coefficients λj are zero. Moreover, δrec is a cone, i.e., it is strongly convex, which proves that
all the coefficients µi are zero as well. (Note that in our definition of polyhedra, we assume
that a polyhedron is strongly convex, that is it does not contain any affine line.)

To finish the proof of part (1), it remains to show δ “ σ XH and that δrec “ σ XH0.
Obviously, we have the inclusion δ Ď σ X Taffδ Ď σ X H. Proceeding by absurd, suppose

there exists y P pσ X Hqzδ. We can write y “ λ0v0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λlvl ` µ1u1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` µmum with
non-negative coefficients λj , µi.

We first show that all the coefficients λj are zero. Otherwise, let Λ “
ř

i λi, which is non-
zero. Since we are assuming y R δ, we get Λ ‰ 1. The point x “ y{Λ belongs to δ, and so both
points x, y P δ Ă H. It follows that any linear combination p1´ λqx` λy for λ P R belongs to
H. In particular,

0 “
Λ

1´ Λ
x´

1

1´ Λ
y P H,

which is a contradiction. This shows λ0 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λl “ 0.
We thus infer that y “ µ1u1`¨ ¨ ¨`µmum belongs to H0. But this is a contradiction because

H XH0 “ ∅. We conclude with the equality δ “ σ XH.
We are left to show δrec “ σ X H0. Take a point y P σ X H0, and write y “ λ0v0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `

λnvn`µ1u1`¨ ¨ ¨`µmum with non-negative coefficients λj , µi. Then by a similar reasoning as
above, all the coefficients λi should be zero, which implies y P δrec. This implies the inclusion
σ X H0 Ď δrec. The inclusion δrec Ă H0 comes from the inclusion δrec Ă Tδ Ď H0 and the
inclusion δrec Ă σ.

We now prove part (2). Let σ1 be a cone included in H`0 such that σ1 XH “ δ. Obviously,
σ “ adhpR`δq Ď σ1. To prove the inverse inclusion, let y be a point σ1. If y R H0, then there
exists a scalar λ ą 0 such that λy P H. It follows that λy P δ and so y P σ. If now y P H0,
then for all points x P δ and any real λ ą 0, the point x`λy belongs to σXH, which is equal
to δ by the first part of the proposition. We infer that y P δrec Ă σ. This implies that σ1 “ σ
and the unicity follows.

Part (3) follows from the description of the cone σ given in the beginning of the proof. �

Let now X be a polyhedral complex in Rn. We define the cone over X denoted by R`X
by

R`X :“
!

adhpR`δq
ˇ

ˇ δ P X
)

Y

!

0
)

.

In particular, we note that this is not always a pseudo-fan. However, if one assumes that
|X| does not contain 0, then R`X is indeed a pseudo-fan which contains Xrec.

We define the external cone over X denoted by conepXq as the pseudo-fan of Rn`1 defined
as follows. This is also called sometimes the homogenization of X,
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Let pe0, . . . , enq be the standard basis of Rn`1, and let x0, . . . , xn be the corresponding
coordinates. Consider the projection π : Rn`1 Ñ Rn defined by

πpx0, . . . , xnq “ px1, . . . , xnq.

Consider the affine hyperplane H1 of Rn`1 given by the equation x0 “ 1. The restriction
of π to H1 gives an isomorphism π1 : H1

„ÝÑ Rn, and we define

conepXq :“ R`π´1
1 pXq.

In particular, for any polyhedron δ, we get the external cone

conepδq :“ R`π´1
1 pδq.

By Proposition 4.5, intersecting with H1 gives

πpconepXq XH1q “ X.

The pseudo-fan conepXq is included in tx0 ě 0u. Moreover, denoting by H0 the linear
hyperplane tx0 “ 0u, we get

conepXq|H0
“ conepXq XH0.

Applying again Proposition 4.5, we deduce that πpconepXq XH0q is the recession pseudo-fan
Xrec of X.

4.2.5. From Xrec to X and vice-versa. Let X be any polyhedral complex such that Xrec is a
fan. Let f be a piecewise linear function on X. The function f naturally induces a function
on R`pXq X H1. This function can be extended by linearity to R`XzH0. We denote this
extension by rf . We say that frec is well-defined if rf can be extended by continuity to H0. In
this case, we define frec to be the restriction of rf to Xrec “ conepXq XH0.

Remark 4.6. Notice that if f is strictly convex and if frec is well-defined, then frec is strictly
convex. ˛

Assume X is simplicial. In this case, recall that for any polyhedron δ P X and any point x
in δ, there is a unique decomposition x “ xf ` xrec with xf P δf and xrec P δrec. We define the
projection onto the finite part πf : |X| Ñ |Xf | as the map x ÞÑ xf . Similarly, we define the
projection onto the asymptotic part πrec : |X|Ñ |Xrec| by x ÞÑ xrec. If Yf is subdivision of Xf ,
we define

π´1
f pYf q :“

ď

δPX

!

γ ` σ
ˇ

ˇ σ ă δrec, γ P Yf , γ Ă δf

)

.

Remark 4.7. Setting Z :“ π´1
f pYf q, one can show that Z is a polyhedral complex, which is

moreover simplicial if Yf is simplicial. In addition, we have Zf “ Yf et Zrec “ Xrec. ˛

4.3. Regular subdivisions and convexity. Let now X be a polyhedral complex in Rn, and
let δ be a face of X. Recall that a function f is called strictly positive around δ if there exists
a a neighborhood V of the relative interior of δ such that f vanishes on δ and it is strictly
positive on V zδ. Recall as well from Section 2 that a function f P LpmpXq is called strictly
convex around δ if there exists a function ` P LpRnq such that f ´ ` is strictly positive around
the relative interior of δ in |X|. We also note that K`pXq denotes the set of strictly convex
functions on X, i.e., the set of those functions in LpmpXq which are strictly convex around
any face δ of X.

Remark 4.8. For a polyhedral complex X, the set K`pXq is an open convex cone in the real
vector space LpmpXq, i.e., it is an open set in the natural topology induced on LpmpXq, and
moreover, if f, g P K`pXq, then we have f ` g P K`pXq and λf P K`pXq for any positive real
number λ ą 0. In addition, for ` P LpXq, we have f ` ` P K`pXq. ˛
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Example 4.9. If P is a polyhedron in Rn, then we have 0 P K`pfacepP qq. Indeed, for each
face τ of P , by definition of faces δ in a polyhedron, there exists a linear form ` on Rn which
is zero on δ and which is strictly negative on P zδ, so 0 ´ ` “ ´` is strictly positive around
δ. ˛

We call a polyhedral complex X quasi-projective if the set K`pXq is non-empty. Quasi-
projective polyhedral complexes are sometimes called convex in the literature.

Remark 4.10. In the case of fans, the notion coincides with the notion of quasi-projectivity
(convexity) used in the previous section. ˛

We are now going to make a list of operations on a polyhedral complex which preserves the
quasi-projectivity property. To start, we have the following which is straightforward.

Proposition 4.11. Any subcomplex of a quasi-projective polyhedral complex is itself quasi-
projective.

Let now Y be a subdivision of X. For each face δ of X, recall that the restriction Y |δ
consists of all the faces of Y which are included in δ.

Let X be a polyhedral complex. A relatively projective subdivision of X is a subdivision
Y such that there exists a function f P LpmpY q whose restriction to Y |δ for any face δ P X
is strictly convex. In this case, we say Y is projective relative to X, and that the function f
is strictly convex relative to X. For example, a strictly convex function f on Y is necessary
strictly convex relative to X (but the inverse is not necessarily true).

Remark 4.12. In the theory of triangulations of polytopes and secondary polytopes (see [GKZ94,
DRS10]), a polyhedral subdivision of a polytope is relatively projective in our sense if and
only it is regular in the sense of [GKZ94]. ˛

Remark 4.13. To justify the terminology, we should emphasize that our notion is indeed a
relative notion : the underlying polyhedral complex of a relatively projective subdivision does
not need to be quasi-projective. ˛

Remark 4.14. A function f P LpmpY q which is strictly convex relative to X allows to recover
the subdivision Y as the polyhedral complex whose collection of faces is

ď

δPX

ď

`PpRnq‹
`|
δ
ďf|

δ

!

x P δ
ˇ

ˇ `pxq “ fpxq
)

z

!

∅
)

. ˛

Proposition 4.15. A relatively projective subdivision of a quasi-projective polyhedral complex
is itself quasi-projective.

Proof. Let X be a quasi-projective polyhedral complex in Rn and let f P K`pXq. Let Y be
a relatively projective subdivision of X and let g P LpmpY q be strictly convex relative to X.
We show that for any small enough ε ą 0, the function f ` εg P LpmpY q is strictly convex on
Y , which proves the proposition.

Let γ be a face of Y . It will be enough to show that f ` εg is strictly convex around γ for
any sufficiently small value of ε ą 0.

Let δ be the smallest face of X which contains γ. Let ` P LpXq and `1 P LpY |δq be two affine
linear functions such that f ´ ` is strictly positive around δ and g|δ ´ `1 is strictly positive
around γ. Without loss of generality, we can assume that `1 P LpXq.

Let V be a small enough neighborhood of the interior of γ in |X|. Equipping Rn with its
Euclidean norm, we can in addition choose V in such a way that for each point x P V , the
closest point of x in δ belongs to V .
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Since f and g are piecewise linear, we can find c, c1 ą 0 such that for any x P V ,

fpxq ´ `pxq ě c distpx, δq and

gpxq ´ `1pxq ě min
yPVXδ

 

gpyq ´ `1pyq
(

´ c1 distpx, δq “ ´c1 distpx, δq,

where distpx, δq denotes the Euclidean distance between the point x and the face δ.
We infer that the function f ` εg ´ p` ` ε`1q is strictly positive around γ for any value of

ε ă c{c1. It follows that f ` εg is strictly convex around γ for small enough values of ε ą 0, as
required. This shows that Y is quasi-projective. �

As an immediate consequence we get the following.

Corollary 4.16. The relation of “being a relatively projective subdivision” is transitive.

Proof. Let Y be a relatively projective subdivision of a polyhedral complexX with f P LpmpY q
strictly convex relative to X, and let Z be a relatively projective subdivision of Y with
g P LpmpZq strictly convex relative to Y . It follows that for a face δ P X, the restriction f |δ
is strictly convex on Y |δ, and the restriction g|δ, seen as a function in LpmpZ|δq, is strictly
convex relative to Y |δ.

By the previous proposition, more precisely by its proof, for sufficiently small values of
ε ą 0, the function f |δ` εg|δ is strictly convex on Z|δ. Taking ε ą 0 small enough so that this
holds for all faces δ of X, we get the result. �

Proposition 4.17. Let Σ be a fan in Rn and take a point x P Rnzt0u. The blow-up Σpxq of
Σ at x is projective relative to Σ.

Proof. There exists a unique function f P LpmpΣpxqq which vanishes on any face of Σ that does
not contain x and which takes value ´1 at x. We show that this function is strictly convex
relative to Σ, which proves the proposition.

Let σ P Σ. If σ does not contain x, then σ belongs to Σpxq, and f is zero, therefore convex,
on Σpxq|σ “ facepσq. Consider now the case where x P σ. Let τ be a face of σ not containing
x. By the definition of the blow-up, we have to show that f |σ is convex around τ and around
τ `R`x. Let ` P LpRnq be an affine linear function which vanishes on τ and which is strictly
negative on σzτ . Moreover, we can assume without losing generality that `pxq “ ´1. The
function f ´ ` is therefore zero on τ ` R`x. In addition, if ν is a face of σ not containing x,
f vanishes on ν, so f ´ ` is strictly positive on νzτ . If now y is a point lying in σzpτ `R`xq,
there is a face ν of σ such that y belongs to pνzτq`R`x, so we can write y “ λx` z for some
real number λ ě 0 and an element z P νzτ . Given the definition of f and the choice of `, we
see that

pf ´ `qpyq “ λ ¨ 0` pf ´ `qpzq ą 0.

Thus, f ´ ` is strictly positive around τ ` R`x in σ. In the same way, we see that f ´ 2`
is strictly positive around τ in σ. So f |σ is strictly convex around τ ` R`x and around τ in
Σpxq|σ, and the proposition follows. �

Proposition 4.18. Let P be a polytope in Rn which contains 0. The fan

Σ :“ R`facepP q|Rnzt0u

consisting of cones of the form R`σ for σ a face of P is quasi-projective.

Proof. We omit the proof that Σ is a fan. In order to prove the quasi-projectivity, let τ be
a face of P which does not contain 0. There exists an affine linear `τ function on Rn which
takes value 0 on τ and which takes negative values on P zτ . Moreover, we can assume that
`τ p0q “ ´1. The restrictions `τ |R`τ glue together to define a piecewise affine linear function
f on Σ. One can show that f is strictly convex on Σ. �
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Proposition 4.19. Let X be a polyhedral complex and let H be an affine hyperplane in Rn.
The hyperplane cut X ¨H is projective relative to X.

Proof. Let distp ¨ , ¨ q be the Euclidean distance in Rn. It is easy to see that the distance
function x ÞÑ distpx,Hq is strictly convex on X ¨H relative to X. �

Corollary 4.20. Suppose that X is quasi-projective. Then the intersection X XH is quasi-
projective as well.

Proof. IfX is quasi-projective, then combining the preceding proposition with Proposition 4.15,
we infer that the hyperplane cut X ¨H is quasi-projective as well. Since X XH “ pX ¨Hq|H
is a polyhedral subcomplex of X ¨H, it will be itself quasi-projective by Proposition 4.11. �

Proposition 4.21. Let X be a polyhedral complex in Rn. If X is simplicial and Yf is a
relatively projective subdivision of Xf , the subdivision Y :“ π´1

f pYf q of X is projective relative
to X. Moreover, there exists a function f P LpmpY q which is strictly convex relative to X and
such that frec “ 0.

Proof. By Remark 4.7, the polyhedral complex Y is a subdivision of X whose finite part
coincides with Yf .

Let ff be a piecewise affine linear function on Yf which is strictly convex relative to Xf .
Let f :“ π˚f pff q “ ff ˝ πf be the extension of f to |Y | “ |X|. It is clear that frec “ 0. For a
face γ P Y , since both the projection πf |γ : γ Ñ γf and the restriction ff |γf

are affine linear,
f |γ is also affine linear. This shows that f P LpmpY q. We now show that f is strictly convex
relative to X, which proves the proposition.

Let δ be a face of X and let γ be a face in Y which is included in δ. We need to show that
f |δ, as a piecewise linear function on Y |δ, is strictly convex around γ. By the choice of ff , we
know that ff is strictly convex around γf in Yf |δf

. Let `f be an element of Lpδf q such that
ff |δf

´ `f is strictly positive around intpγf q in δf , where intpγf q denotes the relative interior
of γf .

The function ` :“ π˚f p`f q is an element of Lpδq. Moreover, the difference f ´ ` is strictly
positive around intpγf q`δrec in δ. Notice that the relative interior of γ is included in intpγf q`

δrec. Let `1 P Lpδq be an affine linear function which is zero on γ and which takes negative
values on

`

γf ` δrec

˘

zγ. Then, for ε ą 0 small enough, f ´ ` ´ ε`1 is strictly positive around
intpγq. Thus, f is strictly convex around γ, and the proposition follows. �

4.4. Unimodularity. In this section, we discuss the existence of unimodular subdivisions of
a rational polyhedral complex in Rn.

Proposition 4.22. Let Σ be a rational simplicial fan in Rn. There exists a subdivision rΣ
projective relative to Σ which is in addition unimodular with respect to Zn. Moreover, we can
assume that unimodular cones of Σ are still in rΣ.

Proof. This follows from the results of [Wło97, Section 9], where it is shown how to get a
unimodular subdivision rΣ of Σ by a sequence of blow-ups on some non-unimodular cones. By
Proposition 4.17 and Corollary 4.16, the resulting fan rΣ is a projective subdivision of Σ, from
which the result follows. �

For a rational vector subspace W of Rn, we denote by pW : Rn Ñ Rn
L

W the resulting
projection map. We endow the quotient Rn

L

W by the quotient lattice Zn
L

Zn XW .

Let now P be a simplicial polyhedron in Rn andW :“ TpPf q. We say that Prec is unimodular
relative to Pf if the projection pW pPrecq is unimodular in Rn

L

W .

Remark 4.23. If Prec is unimodular relative to Pf , then for any polytope Q included in TpPf q,
for the Minkowski sum R :“ Q` Prec we see that Rrec is unimodular relative Rf ˛
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Proposition 4.24. Let P be an integral simplicial polyhedron in Rn. Then P is unimodular
if and only if both the following conditions are verified:

(1) Pf is unimodular; and
(2) Prec is unimodular relative to Pf .

For a collection of vectors v1, . . . , vm in a real vector space, we set Vectpv1, . . . , vmq :“
Rv1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Rvm the vector subspace generated by the vectors vi.

Proof. We can write P “ convpv0, . . . , vlq`R`vl`1`¨ ¨ ¨`R`vm, as in Section 2.1. Moreover,
we can suppose without loss of generality that v0 “ 0, that vi is primitive in R`vi for i P
tl ` 1,m, . . . ,}, and that TpP q “ Rn. The claimed equivalence can be rewritten in the form:
pv1, . . . , vmq is a basis of Zn if and only if pv1, . . . , vlq is a basis of Zn XVectpv1, . . . , vmq and
pvl`1, . . . , vmq is a basis of Zn

L

Zn XVectpv1, . . . , vmq. This is clear. �

Corollary 4.25. If a polyhedron P is rational and its coning conepP q is unimodular in Rn`1,
with respect to the lattice Zn`1, then Prec is unimodular relative to Pf .

Proof. We use the notations used in the definition of conepP q. So let π : Rn`1 Ñ Rn be the
projection, and let H0 be the hyperplane tx0 “ 0u and π0 :“ π|H0

. Let u1, . . . , ul, ul`1, . . . , um

in Rn`1 be so that conepP q “ R`u1`¨ ¨ ¨`R`um and u1, . . . , ul R H0 while ul`1, . . . , um P H0,
and u1, . . . , um is part of a basis of Zn.

We apply the preceding proposition to P 1 :“ convp0, u1, . . . , ulq ` R`ul`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` R`um
which is clearly unimodular. Setting W 1 “ TpP 1f q, we infer that pW 1pP 1recq is a unimodular
cone in Rn`1

L

W 1. Note that Rn`1
L

W 1 “ H0

L

W 1XH0. Moreover, the linear application
π0 : H0 Ñ Rn is an isomorphism which preserves the corresponding lattices, and which sends
P 1rec “ conepP q X H0 onto Prec, and W 1 X H0 onto W :“ TpPf q. Therefore, π0 induces an
isomorphism from H0

L

W 1XH0 to Rn
L

W which sends pW 1pP 1recq onto pW pPrecq. This finally
shows that pW pPrecq is unimodular. �

Theorem 4.26. Let X be a compact rational polyhedral complex in Rn (so Xrec “ t0u).
There exists a positive integer k and a subdivision Y projective relative to X such that Y is
unimodular with respect to the lattice 1

kZ
n.

Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 4.1 of [KKMS06, Chapter III]. �

Remark 4.27. Note that if a fan Σ in Rn is unimodular with respect to Zn, then it is as well
unimodular with respect to any lattice of the form 1

kZ
n. ˛

4.5. Proof of Theorem 4.1. We are now in position to prove the main theorem of this
section. Let ΣX :“ conepXq, which is a pseudo-fan, and define H0, H1 and π : Rn`1 Ñ Rn as
in the definition of the external cone. We thus have X “ πpΣXXH1q and Xrec “ πpΣXXH0q.

We first prove the existence of a relatively projective subdivision of ΣX .

Let P be a polytope containing 0 in its interior. Define the fan Σ1 :“ R`facepP q|Rn`1zt0u
.

This is a complete fan which moreover, by Proposition 4.18, is projective. Define Σ2 as the
fan obtained by slicing Σ1 with respect to a pencil of hyperplanes associated to ΣX . (We
defined the slicing with respect to a fan but as mentioned previously, the definition extends
to pseudo-fans.)

By Proposition 4.3, Σ2 contains a subdivision of ΣX . Moreover, since Σ1 is quasi-projective,
and since by Proposition 4.19, Σ2 is projective relative to Σ1 (being obtained by a sequence
of hyperplane cuts), it follows that Σ2 is quasi-projective.

Let Σ3 :“ Σ2 ¨ H0, and note that this is a relatively projective subdivision of Σ2 by the
same proposition. In particular, Σ3 itself is quasi-projective. The fan Σ3 is special in that if
Σ1 if a subdivision of Σ3, then any cone in Σ1 is included in one of the two half-spaces H`0 or
H´0 defined by H0.
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Let Σ4 be a rational triangulation of Σ3 obtained from Σ3 by applying Proposition 4.4.
Note that Σ4 is obtained from Σ3 by blow-ups, thus, by Proposition 4.17, it is projective
relative to Σ3. In particular, it is quasi-projective.

Let Σ5 be a unimodular subdivision of Σ4, which exists by Proposition 4.22. The fan Σ5 is
therefore unimodular and quasi-projective, and it contains moreover a subdivision of ΣX .

We now use Σ5 to get a subdivision of X. Let X1 :“ πpΣ5 XH1q.

Since Σ5 is quasi-projective, the intersection Σ5 XH1 is quasi-projective as well. Since Σ5

contains a subdivision of ΣX , it follows that Σ5XH1 contains a subdivision of ΣX XH1 “ X.
Passing now to the projection, we infer thatX1 is quasi-projective and contains a subdivision

of X. More precisely, there exists a strictly convex function f on X1 such that frec is well-
defined.

Pick δ in X1, and let σ be a cone in Σ5 such that πpσXH1q “ δ. Applying Proposition 4.5
to δ1 :“ σ XH1 and to the hyperplane H1, given that σ is included in the half-space defined
by H0 which contains δ1, we infer that σ “ adhpR`δq “ conepδq. Since σ is unimodular, by
Corollary 4.25 we infer that δrec is unimodular relative δf .

Let X2 :“ X1||X|. It follows that X2 is a subdivision of X which is rational, simplicial, and
quasi-projective, and moreover, for any δ P X2, the cone δrec is unimodular relative to δf .

At this moment, we are left to show the existence of a unimodular subdivision Y that is
projective relative to X2. By Theorem 4.26, there exists an integer k ě 1 and a relatively
projective subdivision Yf of X2,f such that Yf is unimodular with respect to the lattice 1

kZ
n.

Define Y :“ π´1
f pYf q. By Proposition 4.21, Y is projective relative to X2, and so by quasi-

projectivity of X2, it is quasi-projective itself. More precisely, there exists a function f strictly
convex on Y such that Yrec is well-defined.

Using Remark 4.23, we infer that for each face δ P Y , the cone δrec is unimodular relative
to δf , with respect to the lattice Zn of Rn. By Remark 4.27, this remains true for the lattice
1
kZ

n as well.

Applying Proposition 4.24, we finally conclude that Y is unimodular with respect to the
lattice 1

kZ
n. At present, we have obtained a relatively projective subdivision Y of X which

is moreover quasi-projective and unimodular with respect to the lattice 1
kZ

n. Moreover, it is
clear that Yrec is a fan. This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.1. �

4.6. Unimodular triangulations preserving the recession fan. We finish this section
by presenting the proof of Theorem 4.2. We use the same notations as in the previous section
for external cones.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let Σ1 “ conepXq. We know that Σ1|H0
“ Xrec is a unimodular fan.

Thus Σ1 is a fan.

By Proposition 4.4, we can construct a simplicial subdivision Σ2 of Σ1. Moreover, since
faces of Σ1|H0

are already simplicial, the construction described in Proposition 4.4 does not
change this part of the fan, i.e., Σ2|H0

“ Σ1|H0
.

In the same way, by Proposition 4.22, there exists a unimodular subdivision Σ3 of Σ2.
Moreover, since Σ2|H0

is unimodular, the same proposition ensures we can assume Σ3|H0
“

Σ2|H0
.

Set X1 “ πpΣ3 XH1q. Then X1 is a triangulation of X with X1,rec “ Xrec.

By Theorem 4.26, there exists an integer k ě 1 and a subdivision Yf of X1,f such that Yf is
unimodular with respect to the lattice 1

kZ
n. Define Y :“ π´1

f pYf q. Clearly, Yrec “ X1,rec “ Xrec.
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Using the same argument as in the final part of the proof of Theorem 4.1 in the previous
section, we infer that Y is unimodular, which concludes the proof. �

5. Tropical Steenbrink spectral sequence

Let V :“ Rn be a vector space. Denote by N the lattice Zn Ă V , thus V “ NR. Let Y be a
unimodular polyhedral complex of dimension d in NR whose support |Y | is a smooth tropical
variety. Assume that the recession pseudo-fan of Y is a fan Yrec. This fan induces a partial
compactification TPY8 of Rn. Denote by X the extended polyhedral complex induced by Y
on the closure of Y in TPY8 . Then, |X| is a smooth compact tropical variety. To simplify
the notations, we will denote by Xrec the recession fan Yrec of Y , and by TPX8 the partial
compactification TPY8 of Rn.

Recall from Section 2 that the space TPX8 is naturally stratified by open strata Nσ
R for

σ P Xrec. If σ P Xrec, we denote by Xσ the intersection of X with Nσ
R . Notice that Xσ is a

unimodular simplicial complex of dimension d ´ |σ|. In particular, X0 “ Y . If δ P X is a
face, we denote by sedpδq P Xrec its sedentarity: this is the unique cone σ P Xrec such that the
relative interior of δ is in Nσ

R .

Recall that for a simplicial polyhedron δ in Rn, we defined δrec and δf in Section 2. We
extend the definition to faces δ of X of higher sedentarity as follows. By δrec (resp. δf ) we mean
pδ XN

sedpδq
R qrec (resp. pδ XN sedpδq

R qf ) which belongs to the fun pXsedpδqqrec (resp. pXsedpδqqf ).

The max-sedentarity of a face δ P X that we denote by maxsedpδq is defined as

maxsedpδq :“ max
!

sedpγq
ˇ

ˇ γ ă δ
)

.

One verifies directly that we have maxsedpδq “ sedpδq ` δrec and that this is the maximum
cone σ P Xrec such that δ intersects Nσ

R .

For each δ P X, let Σδ be the fan in N sedpδq
R

L

Tδ induced by the star of δ in X. Unimodu-
larity of X implies that the fan Σδ is unimodular. We denote as before by Σ

δ the canonical
compactification of Σδ.

We define the k-th cohomology Hkpδq of Σ
δ by

Hkpδq :“
à

r`s“k

Hr,s
troppΣ

δ
q “

#

H
k{2,k{2
trop pΣ

δ
q » Ak{2pΣδq if k is even

0 otherwise

where the last equalities follows from Theorem 1.3, proved in [AP20b].

5.1. Basic maps. We define some basic maps between the cohomology groups associated to
faces of X.

5.1.1. The sign function. We will need to make the choice of a sign function for X. This is a
function

sign:
!

pγ, δq P X ˆX
ˇ

ˇ γ ă̈ δ
)

ÝÑ t´1,`1u

which takes a value signpγ, δq P t´1,`1u for a pair of faces γ, δ P X with γ ă̈ δ, and which
verifies the following property that we call the diamond property.

Definition 5.1 (Diamond property for a sign function). Let δ be a face of dimension at least
2 in X and ν be a face of codimension 2 in δ. The diamond property of polyhedra ensures
that there exist exactly two different faces γ, γ1 P X such that ν ă̈ γ,γ1 ă̈ δ. Then, we require
the sign function to verify the following compatibility

signpν, γqsignpγ, δq “ ´signpν, γ1qsignpγ1, δq.
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Moreover, if e is an edge in X and if u and v are its extremities, then we require the sign
function to verify

signpu, eq “ ´signpv, eq.

˛

For the existence, note that such a sign function can be easily defined by choosing an
orientation on each face.

From now on, we assume that a sign function for X has been fixed once for all.

5.1.2. The restriction and Gysin maps. If γ and δ are two faces with γ ă̈ δ, we have the Gysin
map

Gysδ ą̈γ : Hkpδq Ñ Hk`2pγq,

and the restriction map
i˚γă̈δ : Hkpγq Ñ Hkpδq,

where we define both maps to be zero if γ and δ do not have the same sedentarity. If γ and
δ have the same sedentarity, these maps correspond to the corresponding maps in the level of
Chow groups defined in Section 3.

Remark 5.2. We recall that if γ and δ have the same sedentarity, using the isomorphism of the
Chow groups with the tropical cohomology groups, the two maps have the following equivalent
formulation. First, we get an inclusion Σ

δ
ãÑ Σ

γ . To see this, note that δ gives a ray ρδ{γ in Σγ .

The above embedding identifies Σ
δ with the closure of the part of sedentarity ρδ{γ in Σ

γ . The

restriction map i˚γă̈δ is then the restriction map HkpΣ
γ
q Ñ HkpΣ

δ
q induced by this inclusion.

The Gysin map is the dual of the restriction map i˚γă̈δ : H2d´2|δ|´kpΣ
γ
q Ñ H2d´2|δ|´kpΣ

δ
q,

which by Poincaré duality for Σ
δ and Σ

γ , is a map from HkpΣ
δ
q to Hk`2pΣ

γ
q. ˛

In addition to the above two maps, if two faces γ and δ do not have the same sedentarity,
the projection map πδ ą̈γ : N

sedpδq
R Ñ N

sedpγq
R induces an isomorphism Σδ » Σγ , which leads

to an isomorphism of the canonical compactifications, and therefore of the corresponding
cohomology groups that we denote by

π˚γă̈δ : Hkpγq „ÝÑ Hkpδq.

Remark 5.3. All the three above maps can be defined actually even if γ is not of codimension
1 in δ. Note that in this case, the Gysin map is a map Gysδąγ : Hkpδq „ÝÑ Hk`2|δ|´2|γ|pγq. ˛

Let now S and T be two collections of faces of X. We can naturally define the map

i˚S,T :
À

γPS H
kpγq ÝÑ

À

δPT
Hkpδq,

by sending, for any γ P S, any element x of Hkpγq to the element

i˚S,T pxq :“
ÿ

δPT
δ ą̈γ

signpγ, δq i˚γă̈δpxq,

and extend it by linearity to the direct sum
À

γPS H
kpγq.

In the same way, we define

GysS,T :
À

δPS
Hkpδq ÝÑ

À

γPT H
k`2pγq,

by setting for x P Hkpδq, for δ P S,

GysS,T pxq :“
ÿ

γPT
δ ą̈γ

signpγ, δqGysδ ą̈γpxq.
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Similarly, we get
π˚S,T :

À

γPS H
kpγq ÝÑ

À

δPT
Hkpδq.

In what follows, we will often extend maps in this way. Moreover, we will drop the indices
if they are clear from the context.

5.2. Combinatorial Steenbrink and the main theorem. Denote by Xf the set of faces
of X whose closures do not intersect the boundary of TPX , i.e., the set of compact faces of
X0. Note that this was previously denoted by X0,f that we now simplify to Xf for the ease
of presentation.

In what follows, inspired by the shape of the first page of the Steenbrink spectral se-
quence [Ste76], we define bigraded groups STa,b1 with a collection of maps between them. In
absence of a geometric framework reminiscent to the framework of degenerating families of
smooth complex projective varieties, the heart of this section is devoted to the study of this
combinatorial shadow in order to obtain interesting information about the geometry of X.

For all pair of integers a, b P Z, we define

STa,b1 :“
à

sě|a|
s”a pmod 2q

STa,b,s1

where
STa,b,s1 “

à

δPXf
|δ|“s

Ha`b´spδq.

The bigraded groups STa,b1 come with a collection of maps

ia,b˚ : STa,b1 Ñ STa`1,b
1 and Gysa,b : STa,b1 Ñ STa`1,b

1 ,

where both these maps are defined by our sign convention introduced in the previous section.
In practice, we drop the indices and denote simply by i˚ and Gys the corresponding maps.

Remark 5.4. More precisely, we could view the collection of maps i˚ and Gys bi-indexed by
a, b as maps of bidegree p1, 0q

i˚ “
à

a,b

ia,b˚ :
à

a,b

STa,b1 ÝÑ
à

a,b

STa,b1 ,

and
Gys “

à

a,b

Gysa,b :
à

a,b

STa,b1 ÝÑ
à

a,b

STa,b1 . ˛

Proposition 5.5. The two collections of maps i˚ and Gys have the following properties.

i˚ ˝ i˚ “ 0, Gys ˝Gys “ 0, i˚ ˝Gys`Gys ˝ i˚ “ 0.

Proof. Section 5.10 is devoted to the proof of this proposition. �

We now define the differential d: STa,b1 Ñ STa`1,b
1 as the sum d “ i˚`Gys. It follows from

the properties given in the above proposition that we have the following.

Proposition 5.6. For a unimodular triangulation of X and for any integer b, the differential
d makes ST‚,b1 into a cochain complex.

Remark 5.7. This proposition suggests ST‚,‚1 might be the first page of a spectral sequence
converging to the cohomology of X. We could think that such a spectral sequence could be
defined if we could deform infinitesimally the tropical variety. In the sequel we will only use
the property stated in the proposition, that the lines of ST‚,‚1 with the differential d form a
cochain complex, as well as certain combinatorial properties of these cochain complexes. ˛
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For a cochain complex pC‚,dq, denote by HapC‚, dq its a-th cohomology group, i.e.,

HapC‚, dq “
ker

´

d: Ca Ñ Ca`1
¯

Im
´

d: Ca´1 Ñ Ca
¯ .

In this section we prove the following theorem, generalizing the main theorem of [IKMZ19]
from approximable setting (when X arises as the tropicalization of a family of complex pro-
jective varieties) to any general smooth tropical variety.

Theorem 5.8 (Steenbrink-Tropical comparison theorem). The cohomology of pST‚,b1 , dq is
described as follows. For b odd, all the terms STa,b1 are zero, and the cohomology is vanishing.
For b even, let b “ 2p for p P Z, then for q P Z, we have

Hq´ppST‚,2p1 ,dq “ Hp,q
troppXq.

The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.8.
In absence of a geometric framework reminiscent to the framework of degenerating families

of smooth complex projective varieties, the heart of our proof is devoted to introducing and
developing certain tools, constructions, and results about the combinatorial structure of the
Steenbrink spectral sequence.

Broadly speaking, the proof which follows is inspired by the one given in the approximable
case [IKMZ19], as well as by the ingredients in Deligne’s construction of the mixed Hodge struc-
ture on the cohomology of a smooth algebraic variety [Del71] and by Steenbrink’s construction
of the limit mixed Hodge structure on the special fiber of a semistable degeneration [Ste76],
both based on the use of the sheaf of logarithmic differentials and their corresponding spectral
sequences.

In particular, we are going to prove first an analogous result in the tropical setting of the
Deligne exact sequence which gives a resolution of the coefficient groups Fp with cohomology
groups of the canonically compactified fans Σ

δ. The proof here is based on the use of Poincaré
duality and our Theorem 1.3, the tropical analog of Feichtner-Yuzvinsky theorem [FY04],
which provides a description of the tropical cohomology groups of the canonically compactified
fans. We then define a natural filtration that we call the tropical weight filtration or toric
weight filtration on the coefficient groups Fpp¨q, inspired by the weight filtration on the sheaf
of logarithmic differentials, and study the corresponding spectral sequence. The resolution
of the coefficient groups given by the Deligne spectral resolution gives a double complex
which allows to calculate the cohomology of the graded cochain complex associated to the
weight filtration. We then show that the spectral sequence associated to the double complex
corresponding to the weight filtration which abuts to the tropical cohomology groups, abuts as
well to the cohomology groups of the Steenbrink cochain complex, which concludes the proof.
The proof of this last result is based on the use of our Spectral Resolution Lemma 5.25 which
allows to make a bridge between different spectral sequences.

5.3. Tropical Deligne resolution. Let Σ be a smooth unimodular tropical fan. We follow
the notations of the previous section. In particular, for each cone σ, we denote by Σσ the
induced fan on the star of σ in Σ, and by Σ

σ its canonical compactification. We proved
in [AP20b] the following theorem.

Theorem 5.9 (Tropical Deligne resolution). We have the following exact sequence of Q-vector
spaces:

0 Ñ Fpp0q Ñ
à

σPΣ
|σ|“p

H0pσq Ñ
à

σPΣ
|σ|“p´1

H2pσq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
à

σPΣ
|σ|“1

H2p´2pσq Ñ H2pp0q Ñ 0,

where the maps between cohomology groups are given by Gys.
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5.4. Toric weight filtration on Fp. In this section, we introduce a natural filtration on the
structure sheaf Fp. This filtration could be regarded as the analog in polyhedral geometry
of the weight filtration on the sheaf ΩpplogX0q of logarithmic differentials around the special
fiber X0 of a semistable degeneration X over the unit disk.

Let δ be a face of the triangulation X of the tropical variety X. First we define a filtration
denoted by ĂW‚ on Fppδq, and then define the weight filtration W‚ by shifting the filtration
induced by ĂW‚.

The tangent space Tδ of δ is naturally included in F1pδq. More generally, for any integer
s, we have an inclusion

ŹsTδ Ď Fspδq, which in turn gives an inclusion
ŹsTδ ^ Fp´spδq Ď Fppδq

for any non-negative integer s.

Definition 5.10. For any integer s ě 0, define ĂWsFppδq as follows

ĂWsFppδq :“
!

α P Fppδq
ˇ

ˇ restriction of α on subspace
Źs`1Tδ^Fp´s´1pδq of Fppδq is trivial

)

.

˛

Recall that for a pair of faces γ ă̈ δ, we denote by i˚γă̈δ the restriction map Fppγq Ñ Fppδq.

Proposition 5.11. Let γ be a face of codimension one of δ. We have the following two cases.
‚ If γ and δ have the same sedentarity, then the natural map i˚γă̈δ : Fppγq Ñ Fppδq sends
ĂWs´1Fppγq into ĂWsFppδq.

‚ If γ and δ do not have the same sedentarity, then the natural map π˚γă̈δ : Fppγq Ñ Fppδq
sends ĂWsFppγq into ĂWsFppδq.

Proof. For the first point, let nδ{γ be a primitive normal vector to Tγ in Tδ. The map
Fppδq Ñ Fppγq restricted to the subspace

Źs`1Tδ ^ Fp´s´1pδq can be decomposed as the
composition of the following maps

Źs`1Tδ ^ Fp´s´1pδq “
ŹsTγ ^ nδ{γ ^ Fp´s´1pδq `

Źs`1Tγ ^ Fp´s´1pδq

ÝÑ
ŹsTγ ^ nδ{γ ^ Fp´s´1pγq `

Źs`1Tγ ^ Fp´s´1pγq ãÝÑ
ŹsTγ ^ Fp´spγq.

An element of ĂWs´1Fppγq is thus sent to an element of Fppδq which restricts to zero on the
subspace

Źs`1Tδ ^ Fp´s´1pδq, in other words, to an element of ĂWsFppδq.

For the second point, the projection πδ ą̈γ maps Tδ onto Tγ. Thus, it also maps
Źs`1Tδ

onto
Źs`1Tγ. The image of an element of ĂWsFppγq thus restricts to zero on

ŹsTδ, i.e., it is
an element of ĂWsFppδq. �

We now consider the graded pieces grrWs F
ppδq :“ ĂWsFppδq

L

ĂWs´1Fppδq.

For δ P X, we denote as before by 0δ the zero cone of the fan Σδ induced by the triangulation
X around δ. The following proposition gives the description of the graded pieces of the
filtration.

Proposition 5.12. For each face δ, we have

grrWs F
ppδq »

ŹsT‹δ b Fp´sp0δq.

Here T‹δ is the cotangent space of the face δ.
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In order to prove this proposition, we introduce some useful maps. Denote by πδ the
natural projection N sedpδq

R Ñ N δ
R. We choose a projection pδ : N

sedpδq
R Ñ Tδ. Both projections

naturally extend to exterior algebras, and for any integer p, we get maps

pδ :
ŹpN

sedpδq
R Ñ

ŹpTδ,

πδ :
ŹpN

sedpδq
R Ñ

ŹpN δ
R.

Furthermore, we get a map
πδ : Fppδq Ñ Fpp0δq.

We have the corresponding pullback p˚δ and π
˚
δ between the corresponding dual spaces Fppδq

and Fp0δq. Moreover, if α P Fppδq is zero on Tδ ^Fp´1pδq, since Tδ “ kerpπδq, we can define
a natural pushforward πδ ˚pαq of α in Fpp0δq. This leads to a map (in fact an isomorphism)

πδ ˚ : ĂW0pFppδqq Ñ Fpp0δq.

Proof of Proposition 5.12. Let α be an element of ĂWsFppδq. Let u P
ŹsTδ. Recall that the

contraction of α by u is the multiform β :“ αpu^ ¨ q P Fp´spδq.
Since α is in ĂWsFppδq, and u ^ Tδ ^ Fp´s´1pδq Ď

Źs`1Tδ ^ Fp´s´1pδq, by definition of
the filtration ĂW‚, the contracted multiform β is zero on Tδ ^ Fp´s´1pδq. Thus, β P ĂW0pδq.
Hence, we get a morphism

Ψ: ĂWsFppδq ÝÑ Hom
´

ŹsTδ , Fp´sp0δq
¯

»
ŹsT‹δ b Fp´sp0δq,

α ÞÝÑ
`

u ÞÝÑ πδ ˚pαpu^ ¨ qq
˘

.

Notice that the kernel of Ψ is ĂWs´1pFppδqq, i.e., its cokernel is gr
ĂW
s pF

ppδqq.
Set

Φ:
ŹsT‹δ b Fp´sp0δq, ÝÑ Fppδq

xb y ÞÝÑ p˚δ pxq ^ π
˚
δ pyq,

and extended by linearity.

One verifies directly that ImpΨq Ď ĂWsFppδq, and Ψ ˝Φ is identity on
ŹsT‹δbFp´sp0δq. In

particular, Ψ is surjective. We thus infer that Ψ induces an isomorphism between its cokernel
and

ŹsT‹δ b Fp´sp0δq. This concludes the proof as we have seen that its cokernel of Ψ is
gr

ĂW
s pF

ppδqq. �

Definition 5.13 (Toric weight filtration). For each δ P X, we define the tropical weight
filtration or toric weight filtration W‚ on Fppδq and its opposite filtration W ‚ by

WsFppδq “ ĂWs`|δ|Fppδq, and

W sFppδq “ ĂW´s`|δ|Fppδq,
for each integer s. ˛

Proposition 5.12 directly translates into the following facts about the filtration W ‚.

Corollary 5.14. The following holds.
(1) For each face δ, we have

grsWF
ppδq »

Ź|δ|´sT‹δ b Fp`s´|δ|p0δq.

(2) For inclusion of faces γ ă δ, the map Fppγq Ñ Fppδq respects the filtration W ‚. In
particular, we get an application at each graded piece grsWF

ppγq Ñ grsWF
ppδq.
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5.4.1. Description of the restriction maps on graded pieces of the weight filtration. We would
now like to explicitly describe the map induced by i˚ on the level of graded pieces. In what
follows, we identify grsWF

ppδq with the decomposition
Ź|δ|´sT‹δ b Fp`s´|δ|p0δq and also, by

duality, with Hom
´

Ź|δ|´sTδ , Fp`s´|δ|p0δq
¯

. We call
Ź|δ|´sT‹δ and Fp`s´|δ|p0δq the parallel

part and the transversal part of the graded piece of the filtration, respectively. We use the
notation α{{, β{{, etc. when referring to the elements of the parallel part, and use αK, βK, etc.
when referring to the elements of the transversal part. In particular, each element of the
graded piece is a sum of elements of the form α{{ b αK.

We denote by Ψs,δ : WsFppδq Ñ grsWF
ppδq the projection. As we have seen in the proof of

Proposition 5.12, this map is explicitly described by

Ψs,δ : W sFppδq ÝÑ grsWF
ppδq

α ÞÝÑ
`

u ÞÝÑ πδ ˚pαpu^ ¨ qq
˘

.

We also have a section Φs,δ, which this time depends on the chosen projection pδ, and which
is given by

Φs,δ : grsWF
ppδq ÝÑ W sFppδq

α{{ b αK ÞÝÑ p˚δ pα{{q ^ π
˚
δ pαKq.

Consider now two faces γ ă̈ δ in X. We define two maps i˚
{{
and i˚K between parallel and

transversal parts of the graded pieces as follows. For each non-negative integer t, the map

i˚
{{

:
ŹtT‹γ ÝÑ

Źt`1T‹δ

sends an element α{{ P
ŹtT‹γ to the element β{{ “ i˚

{{
pα{{q of

Źt`1T‹δ defined as follows. The
multiform β{{ is the unique element of

Źt`1T‹δ which restricts to zero on
Źt`1Tγ under the

inclusion map
Źt`1Tγ ãÑ

Źt`1Tδ, and which verifies

β{{pu^ nδ{γq “ α{{puq for any u P
ŹtTγ Ă

ŹtTδ.

Here nδ{γ is any primitive normal vector to Tγ in Tδ. In other words,

β{{ “ p˚γpα{{q|Tδ ^ n‹δ{γ ,

where n‹δ{γ is the form on Tδ which vanishes on Tγ and which takes value 1 on nδ{γ .
For any positive integer t, the other map

i˚K : Ftp0γq ÝÑ Ft´1p0δq

between transversal parts is similarly defined as follows. This is the unique linear map which
sends an element αK of Ftp0γq to the element βK “ i˚KpαKq which verifies

αKpeδ{γ ^ vq “ βKpπγăδpvqq for any v P Ft´1p0
γq.

Here, as in the previous sections, eδ{γ is the primitive vector of the ray ρδ{γ corresponding to

δ in Σγ , and πγăδ is the projection from Σ
γ to Σ

δ (along Reδ{γ), which naturally induces a
surjective map from Ft´1p0

γq Ñ Ft´1p0
δq. In other words, βK is the pushforward by πγăδ of

the contraction of αK by eδ{γ (which is well-defined because kerπγăδ “ Reδ{γ).

Proposition 5.15. Let γ ă̈ δ be two faces in X. Notations as above, the induced map on
graded pieces grsWF

ppγq Ñ grsWF
ppδq is zero provided that sedpγq ‰ sedpδq. Otherwise, it

coincides with the map

i˚
{{
b i˚K :

Ź|γ|´sT‹γ b Fp`s´|γ|p0γq ÝÑ
Ź|δ|´sT‹δ b Fp`s´|δ|p0δq,

α{{ b αK ÞÝÑ signpγ, δqβ{{ b βK,

where β{{ “ i˚
{{
pα{{q and βK “ i˚KpαKq.
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Proof. If sedpδq ‰ sedpγq, then the natural map Fppγq Ñ Fppδq is π˚γă̈δ, and it sendsW sFppγq
onto W s`1Fppδq. Thus, it induces the zero map on the graded pieces.

Assume sedpδq “ sedpγq. Let α “ α{{ b αK P grsWF
ppγq. By definition, the map induced by

i˚ on the graded pieces maps α onto Ψs`1,δ ˝ i˚γă̈δ ˝ Φs,γpαq. To understand this image, take
an element u{{ b uK in

Ź|δ|´sTδ b Fp`s´|δ|p0δq. By definition of Ψs`1,δ we get

Ψs`1,δ ˝ i˚γă̈δ ˝ Φs,γpαq
`

u{{ b uK
˘

“ i˚γă̈δ ˝ Φs,γpαq
`

u{{ ^ ruK
˘

,

where ruK is any preimage of uK by Φs,γ . Then,

i˚γă̈δ ˝ Φs,γpαq
`

u{{ ^ ruK
˘

“ Φs,γpαq
`

u{{ ^ ruK
˘

“
`

p˚γpα{{q ^ π
˚
γ pαKq

˘`

u{{ ^ ruK
˘

.

Here, u{{ P
Ź|δ|´sTδ, and we have the decomposition

Ź|δ|´sTδ “
Ź|γ|´s`1Tγ ‘

Ź|γ|´sTγ ^ nδ{γ ,

where nδ{γ is a primitive normal vector to Tγ in Tδ. Thus, it suffices to study the following
two cases.

‚ Assume that u{{ “ u1
{{
^ nδ{γ with u1

{{
P
Ź|γ|´sTγ. Since Tγ “ kerpπγq, we get

`

p˚γpα{{q ^ π
˚
γ pαKq

˘`

u1
{{
^ nδ{γ ^ ruK

˘

“ α{{ppγpu{{qq ¨ αKpπγpnδ{γ ^ ruKqq

“ α{{pu
1
{{
q ¨ αKpeδ{γ ^ πγpruKqq

“ β{{pu{{q ¨ βKpuKq,

since u{{ “ u1
{{
^ nδ{γ and uK “ πγăδpπγpruKqq.

‚ If u{{ P
Ź|γ|´s`1Tγ, since p˚γpα{{q P

Ź|γ|´sN
sedpγq
R , a part of u{{ must be evaluated by

π˚γ pαKq. But this evaluation will be zero since Tγ “ kerpπγq. Thus,

0 “
`

p˚γpα{{q ^ π
˚
γ pαKq

˘

pu1
{{
^ nδ{γ ^ ruKq

“ β{{pu{{q ¨ βKpuKq.

In any case, the statement of the proposition holds. �

Using the above proposition, we identify in the sequel the graded pieces of the opposite
weight filtration and the maps between them by

Ź‚T‹γ b F‚p0γq and maps between them.

5.5. Yoga of spectral sequences and proof of the main theorem. In this section,
we study the combinatorics behind the Steenbrink spectral sequence, and use this to prove
Theorem 5.8. We introduce two spectral sequences. One of these spectral sequences computes
the tropical cohomology Hp,‚

trop, and the another one computes the cohomology of the 2p-th
row of the tropical Steenbrink spectral sequence. We show that the two spectral sequences are
isomorphic in page one. Then using a spectral resolution lemma we generalize the isomorphism
in page one to all pages, from which we will deduce that these two cohomologies coincide as
stated by Theorem 5.8.

Consider first the cochain complex C‚pX,Fpq which calculates the tropical cohomology
groups Hp,q

troppXq. By Corollary 5.14, the decreasing filtration W ‚ on Fp induces a decreasing
filtration on the cochain complex C‚pX,Fpq. By an abuse of the notation, we denote this
filtration by W ‚. This leads to a spectral sequence

(5.1) pC
‚,‚
0 ùñ H‚pX,Fpq “ Hp,‚

troppXq

where
pC

a,b
0 “ graWC

a`bpX,Fpq “
à

δPX
|δ|“a`b

ŹbT‹δ b Fp´bp0δq
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Figure 2. The zero-th page of the tropical spectral sequence pC
‚,‚
0 over Fp.

à

|δ|“0

Ź0
T‹δ b Fpp0δq

à

|δ|“1

Ź0
T‹δ b Fpp0δq . . .

à

|δ|“d´p

Ź0
T‹δ b Fpp0δq

à

|δ|“1

Ź1
T‹δ b Fp´1

p0δq
à

|δ|“2

Ź1
T‹δ b Fp´1

p0δq . . .
à

|δ|“d´p`1

Ź1
T‹δ b Fp´1

p0δq

...
... . . .

...

à

|δ|“p

Źp
T‹δ b F0

p0δq
à

|δ|“p`1

Źp
T‹δ b F0

p0δq . . .
à

|δ|“d

Źp
T‹δ b F0

p0δq

i˚
{{
b i˚
K

π˚`d i

and the differentials in page zero, which are of bidegree p0, 1q, are given by Proposition 5.15.
We call this the tropical spectral sequence. The zero-th page of this spectral sequence is given
in Figure 2. The dashed arrows correspond to the maps of the first page. The explicit form
of all these maps appear later in this section.

Before introducing the second spectral sequence, let us consider the 2p-th row ST‚,2p1 of the
Steenbrink spectral sequence. This row can be decomposed into a double complex as follows.
We define the double complex pSt‚,‚ by

pSta,b :“

$

&

%

À

δPXf
|δ|“p`a´b

H2bpδq if a ě 0 and b ď p,

0 otherwise,

whose differential of bidegree p1, 0q is i˚ and whose differential of bidegree p0, 1q is Gys. From
the identification

pSta,b “ STa`b´p,2p,p`a´b,

and the following equivalence

p` a´ b ě |a` b´ p|ðñ a ě 0 and b ď p,

we deduce that
ST‚,2p1 “ Tot‚ppSt‚,‚qrps.

The double complex pSt‚,‚ is represented in Figure 3.

Finally, we introduce another double complex pSt‚,‚, which will play the role of a bridge
between pSt‚,‚0 and pC

‚,‚
0 via Proposition 5.16 and Theorem 5.17 below. Recall that for δ P X,

the max-sedentarity of δ is defined by

maxsedpδq :“ maxtsedpxq
ˇ

ˇ x P δu P Xrec.

The double complex pSt‚,‚ is defined by

pSt‚,‚ “
à

σPXrec

pStσ,‚,‚

where, for σ P Xrec, we set

pStσ,a,b :“

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

À

δPX
maxsedpδq“σ
|δ|“p`a´b
|δrec|ďa

H2bpδq if b ď p,

0 otherwise.
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Figure 3. The p-th unfolded Steenbrink double complex pSt‚,‚.

à

δPXf
|δ|“p

H0pδq
à

δPXf
|δ|“p`1

H0pδq . . .
à

δPXf
|δ|“d

H0pδq

à

δPXf
|δ|“p´1

H2pδq
à

δPXf
|δ|“p

H2pδq . . .
à

δPXf
|δ|“d´1

H2pδq

...
...

. . .
...

à

δPXf
|δ|“0

H2ppδq
à

δPXf
|δ|“1

H2ppδq . . .
à

δPXf
|δ|“d´p

H2ppδq

Gys

i˚

Figure 4. The p-th extended Steenbrink double complex pSt‚,‚. The filtration

by columns gives the spectral sequence ÓpSt‚,‚‚ . Note that here, Gys has to be
restricted to pairs of faces with the same max-sedentarity.

à

|δ|“p
|δ8|ď0

H0pδq
à

|δ|“p`1
|δ8|ď1

H0pδq . . .
à

|δ|“d
|δ8|ďd´p

H0pδq

à

|δ|“p´1
|δ8|ď0

H2pδq
à

|δ|“p
|δ8|ď1

H2pδq . . .
à

|δ|“d´1
|δ8|ďd´p

H2pδq

...
...

. . .
...

à

|δ|“0
|δ8|ď0

H2ppδq
à

|δ|“1
|δ8|ď1

H2ppδq . . .
à

|δ|“d´p
|δ8|ďd´p

H2ppδq

Gys

i˚`π˚

On pStσ,‚,‚, the differentials of bidegree p0, 1q are given by Gys, and those of bidegree p1, 0q are
given by i˚`π˚. Note that, on the whole complex pSt‚,‚, no differentials goes from pStσ,‚,‚ to

pStσ
1,‚,‚ if σ ‰ σ1. In other words, the differentials Gys and i˚ are restricted to those pairs of

faces γ ă̈ δ such that maxsedpγq “ maxsedpδq and sedpγq “ sedpδq, or equivalently such that
|γrec| “ |δrec| and sedpγq “ sedpδq.

The total double complex pSt‚,‚ is represented in Figure 4.

For the cone 0 of Xrec, the double complex pSt 0,‚,‚ is described as follows. Faces δ such that
maxsedpδq “ 0 are exactly faces of Xf . Moreover, this implies that |δrec| “ 0. Thus, |δrec| ď a
is equivalent to a ě 0. Hence,

pSt 0,‚,‚ “ pSt‚,‚.
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For any non-zero cone σ P Xrec, we have the following result whose proof will be given at
the end of this section.

Proposition 5.16. Let σ P Xreczt0u. Then the cohomology of Tot‚ppStσ,‚,‚q is zero.

Proof. Section 5.9 is devoted to the proof of this proposition. �

Filtration by columns of the double complex pSt‚,‚ gives a spectral sequence ÓpSt‚,‚0 , which
abuts to the cohomology of the total complex of pSt‚,‚. By the previous discussion and
Proposition 5.16, this cohomology is just the cohomology of Tot‚ppSt‚,‚q, i.e.,

(5.2) Ó

pSt‚,‚0 ùñ H‚pTot‚ppSt‚,‚qq “ H‚pST‚,2p1 qr´ps.

The link between the two spectral sequences pC
‚,‚
‚ and ÓpSt‚,‚‚ is summarized by the following

theorem.

Theorem 5.17. The Tropical Deligne exact sequence induces compatible canonical isomor-
phisms

pC
‚,‚
k »

Ó

pSt‚,‚k ,

between the k-th pages for any k ě 1.

Proof. Section 5.6 is devoted to the proof of the isomorphism between first pages, and Sec-
tion 5.8 extends the isomorphism to further pages. �

We can now present the proof of the main theorem of this section.

Proof of Theorem 5.8. We recall that we have to prove

H‚pST‚,2p1 ,dqr´ps “ Hp,‚
troppXq.

By Theorem 5.17, we have

pC
‚,‚
k »

Ó

pSt‚,‚k ,

for any k ě 0. In particular, both spectral sequences have the same abutment. This implies
y (5.1) and (5.2) that we have a (non-canonical) isomorphism

H‚pST‚,2p1 ,dqr´ps » Hp,‚
troppXq. �

Remark 5.18. We note that though we cannot expect to have a canonical isomorphism
H‚pST‚,2p1 ,dqr´ps » Hp,‚

troppXq, the isomorphism

grsFH
‚pST‚,2p1 , dqr´ps » grsWH

p,‚
troppXq

between the graduations is canonical for any s. Here the filtration F ‚ is the filtration induced
by columns of pSt‚,‚. The isomorphism between the two cohomology groups above should
depend on the data of a smooth deformation of X. ˛

In the remaining of this section, we present the proofs of Theorem 5.17, Proposition 5.16
and Proposition 5.5.
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5.6. From pC
‚,‚
1 to ÓpSt‚,‚1 . In this section and the two following ones, we prove Theorem 5.17,

which states that pC
‚,‚
k is canonically isomorphic to pSt‚,‚k for k ě 1. As a warm-up, in this

section, we study the case of the first page k “ 1. Some of the results and constructions in this
section will be used in the next section to achieve the isomorphism of other pages. In order
to keep the reading flow, a few technical points of this section will be treated in Appendix 10.

We have to prove that, for every integer a, the cochain complex

pC
a,‚
0 : 0 Ñ

à

|δ|“a

Ź0T‹δ b Fpp0δq Ñ
à

|δ|“a`1

Ź1T‹δ b Fp´1p0δq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
à

|δ|“a`p

ŹpT‹δ b F0p0δq Ñ 0

is quasi-isomorphic to

pSta,‚0 : 0 Ñ
à

|δ|“p`a
|δrec|ďa

H0pδq Ñ
à

|δ|“p`a´1
|δrec|ďa

H2pδq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
à

|δ|“a
|δrec|ďa

H2ppδq Ñ 0.

Moreover, the induced isomorphisms in cohomology must commute with the differentials of
degree p1, 0q on the respective first pages:

pC
a,‚
1 pC

a`1,‚
1

Ó

pSta,‚1
Ó

pSta`1,‚
1

„ „

i˚`π˚

In order to calculate the cohomology of the first cochain complex, we use the tropical Deligne
resolution. Applying that exact sequence to the unimodular fan Σδ and to any integer s, we
get the exact sequence

0 Ñ Fsp0δq Ñ
à

ζPΣδ

|ζ|“s

H0pζq Ñ
à

ζPΣδ

|ζ|“s´1

H2pζq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
à

ζPΣδ

|ζ|“1

H2s´2pζq Ñ H2sp0δq Ñ 0.

Given the correspondence between cones ζ P Σδ, and faces η P X which contain δ, with the
same sedentarity, we rewrite the exact sequence above in the form

0 Ñ Fsp0δq Ñ
à

ηąδ
|η|“s`|δ|

sedpηq “ sedpδq

H0pηq Ñ
à

ηąδ
|η|“s´1`|δ|

sedpηq “ sedpδq

H2pηq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
à

ηąδ
|η|“1`|δ|

sedpηq “ sedpδq

H2s´2pηq Ñ H2spδq Ñ 0.

Replacing now each Fsp0δq in pC
a,‚
0 by the resolution given by the tropical Deligne complex,

we get the double complex aD
b,b1 whose total complex has the same cohomology as pCa,‚. More

precisely, define the double complex aD
‚,‚ as follows.

aD
b,b1 :“

à

|δ|“a`b

ŹbT‹δ b
´

à

ηąδ
|η|“p`a´b1

sedpηq“sedpδq

H2b1pηq
¯

.

The differential d1 of bidegree p0, 1q comes from the Deligne sequence and is id b Gys. The
differential of bidegree p1, 0q is defined as follows, thanks to the map i˚

{{
:
ŹsT‹γ Ñ

Źs`1T‹δ
which has been defined right before Proposition 5.15. The differential d of bidegree p1, 0q is
chosen to be i˚

{{
b id (extended using our sign function as in Section 5.1) on rows with even

indices and to be ´ i˚
{{
b id on rows with odd indices. More concisely, we set

d :“ p´1qb
1

i˚
{{
b id.
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Proposition 5.19. We have dd1 ` d1d “ 0. Moreover, the inclusion ppC
a,‚
0 , i˚

{{
b i˚Kq ãÑ

paD
‚,0,d1q is a morphism of cochain complexes.

Proof. This follows by a simple computation. The details are given in Appendix 10. �

By the exactness of the tropical Deligne sequence that we proved in Proposition 5.9, we
know that the b-th column of aD

b,‚
0 of aD

‚,‚
0 is a right resolution of pC

a,b
0 .

We claim the following result.

Proposition 5.20. The b1-th row aD
‚,b1

0 of aD
‚,‚
0 is a right resolution of pSta,b

1

0 .

The proof of this proposition is given in Section 5.7. Admitting this result for the moment,
we explain how to finish the proof of the isomorphism between first pages. We will need the
following Lemma, which seems to be folklore, for which we provide a proof.

Lemma 5.21 (Zigzag isomorphism). Let A‚,‚ be a double complex of differentials d and d1 of
respective degree p1, 0q and p0, 1q. Assume that

‚ dd1 ` d1d “ 0,
‚ Ab,b

1

“ 0 if b ă 0 or b1 ă 0,
‚ Ab,‚ is exact if b ą 0,
‚ A‚,b

1

is exact if b1 ą 0.
Then, there is a canonical isomorphism

H‚pA0,‚q » H‚pA‚,0q.

Moreover, if B‚,‚ is another double complex with the same property, and if Φ: A‚,‚ Ñ B‚,‚

is a morphism of double complexes, then the following diagram commutes.

H‚pA0,‚q H‚pB0,‚q

H‚pA‚,0q H‚pB‚,0q

„

Φ

„

Φ

where Φ denotes the induced maps on the cohomologies. This also holds if Φ anticommutes
with the differentials.

The isomorphism H‚pA0,‚q » H‚pA‚,0q comes from the inclusions

pA0,‚,d1q ãÑ pTotpA‚,‚,d` d1qq Ðâ pA‚,0,dq

which are both quasi-isomorphisms. In the following, we give a canonical description of this
isomorphism.

Let b be a non-negative integer and b1 be any integer. Define

Lb,b
1

:“
kerpdd1q X Ab,b

1

`

Impdq ` Impd1q
˘

X Ab,b
1 and Rb,b

1

:“
kerpdq X kerpd1q X Ab,b

1`1

Impdd1q X Ab,b
1`1

.

We claim the following.

Claim 5.22. Notations as in Lemma 5.21, the map d1 induces an isomorphism

Lb
1b1 „ÝÝÑ

d1
Rb,b

1

.

Proof. Let y be an element of kerpdq X kerpd1q XAb,b
1`1. By the exactness of the b-th column,

there exists a preimage x of y by d1. Moreover, x P kerpdd1q X Ab,b
1

. Hence, d1 is surjective
from kerpdd1qXAb,b

1

to kerpdqXkerpd1qXAb,b
1`1. From the trivial identity Impdd1q “ d1Impdq,

we get

d1´1
`

Impdd1q X Ab,b
1`1

˘

“
`

Impdq ` kerpd1q
˘

X Ab,b
1

“
`

Impdq ` Impd1q
˘

X Ab,b
1

.
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This gives the isomorphism d1 : Lb,b
1
„ÝÑ Rb,b

1`1. �

Proof of Lemma 5.21. Let b be a non-negative and b1 be any integer. By the previous claim,
we have an isomorphism d1 : Lb,b

1
„ÝÑ Rb,b

1`1.
By symmetry, if b1 is non-negative and b is any integer, we get a second isomorphism

d: Lb,b
1
„ÝÑ Rb`1,b1 . Thus, for any non-negative integer k, we obtain a zigzag of isomorphisms:

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

L0,k

Lk,0

Lk,0 Rk,1 Lk´1,1 Rk´1,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ R1,k L0,k.„

d1
„

´d

„

d1
„

´d

„

d1
„

´d

Notice that we take ´d and not d. We refer to Remark 5.23 for an explanation of this choice.

Since d1 is injective on A‚,0, and since Impd1q X Ak,0 “ t0u, we obtain

Lk,0 “
kerpdd1q X Ak,0

`

Impdq ` Impd1q
˘

X Ak,0
“

kerpdq X Ak,0

Impdq X Ak,0
“ HkpA‚,0q.

By a symmetric argument, L0,k “ HkpA0,‚q. This gives an isomorphism

HkpA‚,0q „ÝÑ HkpA0,‚q.

The second part of the lemma is clear from the above claim and the preceding arguments. (In
the case Φ anticommutes, the commutative diagram holds for p´1qb`b

1

Φ which commutes.) �

Remark 5.23. We now explain why we choose the isomorphisms d1 and ´d in the above
proof. Let a P Rk´i,i`1. The zigzag map sends a to b P Lk´i,i such that d1b “ a, and also to
a1 “ ´db P Rk´i`1,i. Thus, a ´ a1 “ pd ` d1qb P Impd ` d1q. Moreover, by the definition of
R‚,‚, it is clear that a and a1 belong to kerpd` d1q. Hence, a and a1 are two representatives of
the same element of

Hk`1
`

TotpA‚,‚,d` d1q
˘

,

i.e., the zigzag isomorphism is just identity on the cohomology of A‚,‚. ˛

Proof of Theorem 5.17 in page one. Define the double complex aA
b,b1 by shifting the double

complex aD
b,b1 by the vector p1, 1q and by inserting the the complexes pC

a,‚
0 r´1s and pSta,‚0 r´1s

as the zero-th row and the zero-th column, respectively. More precisely, we set

aA
b,b1 “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

0 if b ă 0 or b1 ă 0,

pC
a,b´1
0 if b1 “ 0

pSta,b
1´1

0 if b “ 0

aD
b´1,b1´1 if b ą 0 and b1 ą 0,

with the corresponding differentials d and d1 of respective bidegree p1, 0q and p0, 1q such that

aA
‚,0 “ pC

a,‚´1
0 ,

aA
‚,b1 “

´

pSta,b
1´1

0 ãÑ aD
‚´1,b1´1

¯

@b1 ě 1,

aA
0,‚ “ pSta,‚´1

0 , and

aA
b,‚ “

´

pC
a,b´1
0 ãÑ aD

b´1,‚´1
¯

@b ě 1.

One can easily extend Proposition 5.19 to get that d and d1 commute (the details are given
in Appendix 10). Moreover, by the exactness of Deligne sequence and by Proposition 5.20,
all rows but the 0-th one and all columns but the 0-th one are exact. Thus we can apply
Lemma 5.21 to get an isomorphism

H‚paA
‚,0q „ÝÑ H‚paA

0,‚q.
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Looking at the definition of aA‚,‚, up to a shift by 1, this isomorphism is just what we want,
i.e., the following isomorphism in page one.

pC
a,‚
1

„ÝÑ pSta,‚1 .

It remains to prove the commutativity of the following diagram.

pC
a,‚
1 pC

a`1,‚
1

Ó

pSta,‚1
Ó

pSta`1,‚
1

„

i˚`π˚

„

i˚`π˚

To prove this, we construct two anticommutative morphisms of double complexes.
The first morphism corresponds to π˚ and is naturally defined as follows. On pC

a,b it is given
by π˚b id, on pSta,b

1 it equals π˚, and on aD
b,b1 it is defined by π˚b id. The anticommutativity

properties are easy to check.
The second morphism, which we denote d i, corresponds to i˚ and is defined as follows. To

keep the reading flow, we postpone the proof that d i is indeed a morphism and more details
about the construction to Appendix 10.

For each face δ P X, let pδ : N
sedpδq
R Ñ Tδ be a projection as defined just after Proposi-

tion 5.12. Assume moreover that the projections are compatible in the following sense:

‚ if γ ă̈ δ have not the same sedentarity, then πsedpδqă̈sedpγqpδ “ pγπsedpδqă̈sedpγq, where
πsedpδqă̈sedpγq : N

sedpδq
R Ñ N

sedpγq
R is the natural projection;

‚ if γ ă δ, then pγpδ “ pγ .

For instance, we can choose an inner product on NR and extend it naturally on all the
strata Nσ

R for σ P Xrec. Then, if the projections pδ are chosen to be the orthogonal projections
with respect to this inner product, then they are compatible in the above sense.

With these conventions, we define d i on pSta,b
1 by d i :“ i˚. On pC

a,b, let αb β P
ŹbT‹γ b

Fp´bp0γq, where δ ą̈ γ is a pair of faces of same sedentarity and |γ| “ a` b. Then the part of
its image by d i in

ŹbT‹δ b Fp´bp0δq is defined by

(5.3) signpγ, δqpγ |
˚

Tδ
pαq b pu ÞÑ π˚δ βpu

1qq,

where, for u P Fp´bp0δq, the multivector u1 denotes the only element of
Źp´b kerppγq such

that πδpu1q “ u (one can check that u P Fp´bpγq).

On aD
b,b1 , let αb x P

ŹbT‹γ bH2b1pηq where η ą γ is a face of dimension |γ|` p´ b´ b1.
Then the part of its image by d i in

ŹbT‹δ bH2b1pµq, with µ ą̈ δ, is given by

signpη, µqn‹δ{γppδpuqqpγ |
˚

δ
pαq b i˚ηă̈µpxq,

where u is a vector going from any point of Tγ to the vertex of µ which is not in η.
We will prove in Appendix 10 that this map is indeed a morphism, and that the induced

map on the first page pC
a,‚
1 is equal to the differential corresponding to i˚ given by the spectral

sequence. This concludes the proof of the proposition. �

5.7. Proof of Proposition 5.20. In order to conclude the proof of isomorphism between the
first pages,we are thus left to prove Proposition 5.20. This proposition claims the exactness
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of the following sequence for any integer b1:

0 Ñ
à

|η|“p`a´b1
|η8|ďa

H2b1pηq Ñ
à

|δ|“a

Ź0T‹δ b
´

à

ηąδ
|η|“p`a´b1

sedpηq“sedpδq

H2b1pηq
¯

Ñ
à

|δ|“a`1

Ź1T‹δ b
´

à

ηąδ
|η|“p`a´b1

sedpηq“sedpδq

H2b1pηq
¯

Ñ

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
à

|δ|“a`p´b1

Źp´b1T‹δ b
´

à

ηąδ
|η|“p`a´b1

sedpηq“sedpδq

H2b1pηq
¯

Ñ 0,

where we recall that the maps are i˚
{{
b id and that the relations η ą δ only concern those

faces which have the same sedentarity sedpηq “ sedpδq.

As the form of each term suggests, we can decompose this sequence as a direct sum of
sequences over fixed η of dimension s :“ p` a´ b1 as follows:

à

|η|“s

´

0 Ñ Rεη Ñ
à

δăη
|δ|“a

Ź0T‹δ Ñ
à

δăη
|δ|“a`1

Ź1T‹δ Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
à

δăη
|δ|“s

Źp´b1T‹δ Ñ 0
¯

bH2b1pηq,

where

εη “

#

1 if |ηrec| ď a,
0 otherwise.

Therefore, the following result clearly implies Proposition 5.20.

Proposition 5.24. For each pair of non-negative integers r ď n, and for each (simplicial)
unimodular polyhedron η of dimension n, the cochain complex

C‚r pηq : 0 ÝÑ
à

δăη
|δ|“r

Ź0T‹δr´rs ÝÑ
à

δăη
|δ|“r`1

Ź1T‹δr´r´1s ÝÑ . . . ÝÑ
à

δăη
|δ|“n

Źn´rT‹δr´ns ÝÑ 0,

whose maps are given by i˚
{{
, has cohomology

#

Rr´rs if |ηrec| ď r,

0 if |ηrec| ą r.

Proof. We will reduce the statement to the computation of some appropriate cohomology
groups of the tropical projective spaces.

We begin with the case |ηrec| “ 0, i.e., η is a unimodular simplex. Let us study the dual
complex instead, which using the duality between

ŹrT‹δ and
Ź|δ|´rT‹δ for each simplex δ,

has the following form

0 ÝÑ
à

δăη
|δ|“n

ŹrT‹δr´ns ÝÑ
à

δăη
|δ|“n´1

ŹrT‹δr´n` 1s ÝÑ . . . ÝÑ
à

δăη
|δ|“r

ŹrT‹δr´rs ÝÑ 0.

The maps in this complex are induced by restriction map
ŹrT‹δ Ñ

ŹrT‹ζ for inclusion of
faces ζ ă̈ δ, extended with sign according to our convention in Section 5.1.

For the ease of arguments, it will be convenient to choose an inner product x ¨ , ¨ y on Tη.
This inner product restricts to Tδ for each face δ and extends naturally to multivectors. More
precisely, for any collection of vectors u1, . . . , uk, v1, . . . , vk, we set

xu1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ uk, v1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ vky :“ det
´

`

xui, vjy
˘

1ďi,jďk

¯

.

Let γ ă̈ δ be a pair of faces. We define pδ ą̈γ : Tδ Ñ Tγ to be the orthogonal projection and
naturally extend it to multivectors in the exterior algebra.
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Let α P
ŹrT‹δ. We denote by α‹ the dual multivector of α, defined by the property

αpuq “ xα‹,uy

for any u P
ŹrTδ.

Moreover, we denote by α|γ the restriction of α on
ŹrTγ. By adjunction property, we get

the following equality:
pδ ą̈γpα

‹q “ pα|γq
‹.

Indeed, for any u P
ŹrTγ Ă

ŹrTδ, we have

α|γpuq “ αpuq “ xα‹,uy “ xpδ ą̈γpα
‹q,uy.

This implies that the linear map which sends α ÞÑ α‹ provides an isomorphism between the
two following complexes: our original complex on one side,

0
à

δăη
|δ|“n

ŹrT‹δ
à

δăη
|δ|“n´1

ŹrT‹δ . . .
à

δăη
|δ|“r

ŹrT‹δ 0,

and its dual

0
à

δăη
|δ|“n

ŹrTδ
à

δăη
|δ|“n´1

ŹrTδ . . .
à

δăη
|δ|“r

ŹrTδ 0.

Note that the maps of the second complex are given by the orthogonal projections p.

We claim that the second complex above computes Hr,‚
troppTPnq, which leads the result.

Indeed, the only non-trivial cohomology groups of TPn are Hp,p
troppTPnq » R for 0 ď p ď n.

Denote by δ0, . . . , δn all the faces of codimension one of η. For each δi, let `i be the affine
map on η which is identically equal to 1 on δi and takes value 0 on the opposite vertex to
δi. Let `0i P T‹η be the linear map corresponding to `i. It is easy to see that

ř

i `
0
i “ 0. Set

ui :“ p`0i q
‹ P Tη. Let pe0, . . . , enq be the standard basis of Rn. We get a linear isomorphism

Tη „ÝÑ NR “ Rn`1
L

p1, . . . , 1q by mapping the ui to ei seen in NR. The family peiqi induce a
natural compactification of NR into TPn, and each face δ of η corresponds to a stratum Nδ,R
of dimension |δ|. Moreover, the linear isomorphism Tη „ÝÑ NR induces a linear isomorphism
Tδ „ÝÑ Nδ,R. The projections π on TPn and p on η commute with these isomorphisms. Thus
we get an isomorphism between complexes:

0
à

δăη
|δ|“n

ŹrTδ
à

δăη
|δ|“n´1

ŹrTδ . . .
à

δăη
|δ|“r

ŹrTδ 0,

0 FrpNRq
à

δăη
|δ|“n´1

FrpNδ,Rq . . .
à

δăη
|δ|“r

FrpNδ,Rq 0.

The second complex is just the tropical simplicial complex of TPn for the coarsest simplicial
subdivision. Hence, its cohomology is Hr,‚

troppTPnq “ Rr´rs. These concludes the case |ηrec| “
0.

It remains to generalize to any simplicial polyhedron η. If η “ ρ is a ray, by a direct
computation, the proposition holds: H‚pC‚0 pρqq is trivial and H‚pC‚1 pρqq “ Rr´1s. In general,
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η is isomorphic to ηf ˆ ρˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ ρ
looooomooooon

m times

, where ρ is a ray and m :“ |ηrec|. Moreover,

C‚r pηq »
à

r0,...,rmě0
r0`¨¨¨`rm“r

C‚r0pηf q b C
‚
r1pρq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b C

‚
rmpρq.

By the Künneth formula for cochain complexes of vector spaces, this decomposition also holds
for cohomology. I.e., we have

H‚pC‚r pηqq »
à

r0,...,rmě0
r0`¨¨¨`rm“r

H‚pC‚r0pηf qq bH
‚pC‚r1pρqq b ¨ ¨ ¨ bH

‚pC‚rmpρqq.

Looking at the cohomology of the rays, all terms are trivial except the term of indices r1 “

¨ ¨ ¨ “ rm “ 1 and r0 “ r ´m if m ď r. In this case, we get

H‚pC‚r pηqq » H‚pC‚r´mpηf qq bH
‚pC‚1 pρqq

bm

» Rr´r `ms b Rr´1sbm

H‚pC‚r pηqq “ Rr´rs.

This concludes the proof of the proposition. �

We have so far proved that the first pages of pC‚,‚ and of pSt‚,‚ coincide. Unfortunately,
this is not sufficient in general to conclude that the two spectral sequences have the same
abutment. Thus, we have to extend the isomorphism to further pages. A direct use of the
zigzag lemma on further pages is tedious. Therefore, in the next section, we present a proof
using a kind of generalization of the zigzag lemma.

5.8. Isomorphisms on further pages. In this section, we achieve the proof of Theorem 5.17.
To do so, we start by stating a general lemma about spectral sequences which we call the
spectral resolution lemma. Roughly speaking, this lemma states that, under some natural
assumptions, a resolution of a spectral sequence results in another spectral sequence which
coincides with the first one on any further pages.

To prove Theorem 5.17, we will apply this lemma to the triply indexed differential complex
p‚D

‚,‚, B “ d i ` π˚ ` d ` d1q introduced above (actually a slight modification obtained by
inserting the Steenbrink and tropical sequences). This triply indexed complex plays the role
of a bridge between the two spectral sequences pC‚,‚ and

Ó

pSt‚,‚. In fact, as we will show below,
it provides a spectral resolution, in a sense which will be made precise in a moment, of both
the spectral sequences at the same time. Thus, applying the spectral resolution lemma allows
to directly conclude the proof of Theorem 5.17.

Though the method presented below gives an alternate proof of the isomorphism in page
one, independent of the one given in the previous section, the intermediate results of the
previous section will be crucial in showing the stated resolution property, and so to verify
the assumption of the spectral resolution lemma. In a sense, this lemma stands upon the
basic case treated in the previous section. Moreover, as the proof of the spectral resolution
lemma shows, this lemma can be regarded as a generalization of the zig-zag lemma used in
the previous section.

5.8.1. Triply indexed differential complexes. Before we state the lemma, we introduce some
conventions. By a triply indexed differential complex pE‚,‚,‚, Bq, we mean

‚ Ea,b,c “ 0 unless a, b, c ě 0;
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‚ the map B : E‚,‚,‚ Ñ E‚,‚,‚ is of degree one, i.e., it can be decomposed as follows:

B “
à

i,j,kPZ
i`j`k“1

Bi,j,k, with

@i, j, k P Z, Bi,j,k “
à

a,b,cPZ
Bi,j,k|Ea,b,c ,

where Bi,j,k|Ea,b,c is a map from Ea,b,c to Ea`i,b`j,c`k;
‚ we have BB “ 0.

With these assumptions, the total complex Tot‚pE‚,‚,‚q becomes a differential complex.

The filtration induced by the first index on E‚,‚,‚ is by definition the decreasing filtration

E‚,‚,‚ “ Eě0,‚,‚ Ě Eě1,‚,‚ Ě Eě2,‚,‚ Ě . . . ,

where
Eěa,‚,‚ “

à

a1ěa

Ea
1,‚,‚.

Notice that the differential B preserves the filtration induced by the first index if and only
if Bi,j,k “ 0 for any i ă 0. In such a case, we denote by IE‚,‚0 the 0-th page of the induced
spectral sequence abutting to the cohomology of the total complex Tot‚pE‚,‚,‚q. It has the
following shape:

IEa,b0 “ Tota`bpEa,‚,‚q “
à

m,n
m`n“b

Ea,m,n

endowed with the differential
IB :“

ÿ

j,lPZ
B0,j,l.

The k-th page of this spectral is denoted by IE‚,‚k .

We use analogous conventions as above to define bi-indexed differential complexes.

5.8.2. Statement of the spectral resolution lemma. Let pC‚,‚, dq be a bi-indexed differential
complex. We assume that d preserves the filtration induced by the first index, i.e., we assume
di,j “ 0 if i ă 0.

A spectral resolution of pC‚,‚, dq is a triply indexed differential complex pE‚,‚,‚, Bq which
verifies the following properties enumerated R1-R4:

(R1) There is an inclusion i : C‚,‚ Ñ E‚,‚,0 Ď E‚,‚,‚ which respects the bi-indices, i.e., such
that i d “ B i (here B is not restricted to E‚,‚,0).

(R2) The differential B of E‚,‚,‚ preserves the filtration induced by the first index, i.e., we
have Bi,j,k “ 0 if i ă 0.

(R3) We have Bi,j,k “ 0 if k ě 2.

Denote by B3 :“ B0,0,1. From the fact that B is a differential and the assumptions above, we
deduce that B3B3 “ 0. Finally, we assume the following resolution property.

(R4) For any a, b in Z, the differential complex pEa,b,‚, B3|Ea,b,‚q is a right resolution of Ca,b.

Lemma 5.25 (Spectral resolution lemma). Let pC‚,‚,dq be a bi-indexed complex such that
the differential d preserves the filtration induced by the first index. Let pE‚,‚,‚, Bq be a spectral
resolution of C‚,‚.

Denote by IE‚,‚ and IC‚,‚ the spectral sequences induced by the filtration by the first indices
on E‚,‚,‚ and C‚,‚, respectively. Then, the inclusion i : C‚,‚ ãÑ E‚,‚,‚ induces canonical
compatible isomorphisms

IC‚,‚k » IE‚,‚k
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between k-th pages of the two spectral sequences for any values of k ě 1.

We assume for the moment this lemma and finish the proof of Theorem 5.17.

5.8.3. Proof of Theorem 5.17. We use the notations of Section 5.6. We will apply the spectral
resolution lemma twice in order to achieve the isomorphism of pages staged in the theorem.

We start by gathering the double complexes aD‚,‚ together for all a in order to construct a
triply indexed differential complex pD‚,‚,‚, Bq as follows. First, set

Da,b,b
1

:“ aD
b,b1

and let the two differentials of multidegrees p0, 1, 0q and p0, 0, 1q be equal to the differentials
d and d1 of the double complexes aD‚,‚.

In the course of proving the isomorphism between the first pages of the spectral sequences
in Theorem 5.17, we introduced in Section 5.6 two anticommutative morphisms π˚ and d i of
multidegree p1, 0, 0q from aD

‚,‚ Ñ a`1D
‚,‚.

We set B “ d i ` π˚ ` d` d1.

Proposition 5.26. We have BB “ 0.

Proof. The proof consists of calculating directly all the terms which appear in this decompo-
sition. This will be explained in Appendix 10. �

Denote by pC
‚,‚ the bi-indexed complex pC

‚,‚
0 which is endowed with the differential d i `

π˚` d, where di, π˚ and d are the maps defined on A‚,0 “ Tot‚ppC
‚,‚q in the previous section

that we restrict to its zero-th row.
The inclusion A‚,0 Ñ A‚,1 gives an inclusion of complexes of pC‚,‚ into pD

‚,‚,‚. Moreover,
for any integers a and b, the complex pDa,b,‚,d1q is the Deligne resolution of pC

a,b
0 . Thus we

can apply the spectral resolution lemma. This gives canonical isomorphisms

(5.4) @ k ě 1, I
pC
‚,‚
k » ID‚,‚k .

A priori, I
pC
‚,‚
k could be different from pC

‚,‚
k . So it might appear somehow surprising to see

that they are actually equal thanks to the following proposition.

Proposition 5.27. The natural isomorphism Cp,‚trop
„ÝÑ Tot‚ppC

‚,‚q is an isomorphism of
filtered differential complexes. Here Cp,‚trop comes with differential Btrop and weight filtration
W ‚, the differential on Tot‚ppC

‚,‚q is d i ` π˚ ` d and the filtration is induced by the first
index.

Proof. The proof of this proposition is given in Appendix 10. �

In the same way, from Section 5.6, we deduce an inclusion of complexes of aSt‚,‚, with the
usual differentials Gys and i˚ ` π˚, into D‚,0,‚. Moreover, by Proposition 5.20, proved in
Section 5.7, for any pair of integers a and b1, the complex pDa,N,b

1

, dq is a resolution of pSta,b
1

0 .

Thus, by applying again the spectral resolution lemma, we get canonical isomorphisms

(5.5) @ k ě 1,
Ó

pSt‚,‚k » ID‚,‚k .

From (5.4) and (5.5), we infer canonical isomorphisms

pC
‚,‚
k »

Ó

pSt‚,‚k
between k-th pages for any k ě 1 of the two spectral sequences, which concludes the proof of
Theorem 5.17. �
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5.8.4. Proof of the spectral resolution lemma. In this section we prove the resolution lemma.
Assume that i : C‚,‚ ãÑ A‚,‚,0 Ď A‚,‚,‚ is a spectral resolution of the bi-indexed differential
complex C‚,‚.

Proof of Lemma 5.25. Let k ě 1. By construction of the pages of the spectral sequences, we
have

IEa,bk “

!

x P Tota`bpE‚,‚,‚q X Eěa,‚,‚
ˇ

ˇ Bx P Eěa`k,‚,‚
)

Eěa`1,‚,‚ ` BEěa´k`1,‚,‚
.

(To be more rigorous, we should replace here the denominator by the intersection of the
numerator with the denominator.)

The idea is to prove that one can take a representative of the above quotient in the image
of i. To do so, we use the following induction which can be seen as a generalization of the
zigzag lemma.

Claim 5.28. Let a be an integer. The following quotient
!

x P Tota`bpE‚,‚,‚q X Eěa,‚,‚
ˇ

ˇ Bx P Eěa`k,‚,‚
)

Eěa`k,‚,‚ ` BEěa´k`1,‚,‚ ` ipCěa,‚q

is zero.

Notice that, in the denominator, we did not use Eěa`1,‚,‚ but Eěa`k,‚,‚. Doing so we get a
stronger result which will be needed later.

Let x be an element of the numerator of the following quotient. We first explain how to
associate a vector in Z2 to any x in the numerator. Endowing Z2 with the lexicographic order,
and proceeding by induction on the lexicographical order of vectors associated to the elements
x, we show that x is zero in the quotient.

We decompose x as follows

x “
ÿ

α,β,cPZ
αěa

α`β`c“a`b

xα,β,c, xα,β,c P Eα,β,c.

Let α be smallest integer such that there exists β, c P Z with xα,β,c ‰ 0. Note that if no such
α exists, then x “ 0 and we are done. Having chosen α, let now c be the largest integer such
that xα,β,c ‰ 0 for β “ a` b´ α´ c. We associate to x the vector p´α, cq.

In order to prove the claim for a fixed value of a, we proceed by induction on the lexico-
graphic order of the associated vectors p´α, cq. Given a vector p´α, cq, in what follows, we
set β :“ a` b´ α´ c.

Base of the induction: α ě a ` k. Writing x “
ř

xm,n,p for xm,n,p P Em,n,p we see by the
choice of α that m ě α ě a ` k for all non-zero terms xm,n,p it follows that all these terms
belong to Eěa`k,‚,‚, and so x obviously belongs to the denominator.

first case: α ă a ` k and c ą 0. Denote by y “
ř

yα1,β1,c1 the boundary Bx of x. Then,
since Bx belongs to Eěa`k,‚,‚, the element yα,β,c`1 must be zero. Moreover, since Ba1,b1,c1 “ 0
if c1 ě 2 or a1 ă 0, the part yα,β,c`1 of y must be equal to B3pxα,β,cq. Thus xα,β,c is in the
kernel of B3. Since pEα,β,‚, B3q is a resolution, we can take a preimage z of xα,β,c in Eα,β,c´1

for B3. Then
Bz P BEěa,‚,‚ Ď BEěa´k`1,‚,‚.

Thus, x is equivalent to x1 “ x´Bz, the vector associated to x1 is strictly smaller than p´α, cq,
and we conclude again by the the hypothesis of our induction for x1.
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second case: α ă a ` k and c “ 0. We can follow the arguments used in the second case
above up to the moment xα,β,0 P kerpB3q. Then, xα,β,0 belongs to ipCα,‚q. Since ipCěa,‚q is
in the denominator, we can subtract xα,β,0 from x and conclude by induction.

In any case, we have proved x is equal to zero and the claim follows. As a consequence, we
infer that

(5.6) IEa,bk “

!

x P Tota`bpE‚,‚,‚q X Eěa,‚,‚
ˇ

ˇ Bx P Eěa`k,‚,‚
)

X Imp iq
`

Eěa`1,‚,‚ ` BEěa´k`1,‚,‚
˘

X Imp iq
.

This has to be compared with

ICa,bk “

!

z P Tota`bpC‚,‚q X Cěa,‚
ˇ

ˇ dz P Cěa`k,‚
)

Cěa`1,‚ ` dCěa´k`1,‚
.

From id “ B i, we get that the induced map i : IEa,bk Ñ ICa,bk is well-defined. Moreover, it is
now clear that this map is surjective. For the injectivity, we have to work a bit more on the
denominator of IEa,bk .

Let x be an element of the intersection of the denominator with the numerator of (5.6). In
particular, we have x P Eěa,‚,‚. Let z P Eěa´k`1,‚,‚ be such that x´ Bz P Eěa`1,‚,‚.

Now we show that we can reduce to the case z P Imp iq`Eěa`1,‚,‚. Notice that Bz P Eěa,‚,‚.
Thus, z belongs to the numerator of IEa´k`1,b`k´2

k´1 . If k ě 2, we can apply the induction above
to get that z “ z1 ` Bz2 ` iz3 with z1 P Eěa,‚,‚, z2 P Eěa´2k`3,‚,‚ and z3 P C

ěa´k`1,‚. This
decomposition also holds for k “ 1 setting z1 “ z and z2 “ z3 “ 0. Since we are only
concerned by Bz, we can assume without loss of generality that z2 “ 0.

If z1 R E
ěa`1,‚,‚, let c be the maximum integer such that za,β,c ‰ 0 for β “ b´1´c. Denote

by y “
ř

yα1,β1,c1 the boundary Bz of z. Since B iz3 P E‚,‚,0, we get that ya,β,c`1 “ B3 za,β,c.
Moreover x ´ y “ x ´ Bz P Eěa`1,‚,‚. Hence, xa,β,c`1 must be equal to ya,β,c`1. Since
x P Imp iq Ď E‚,‚,0, xa,β,c`1 “ 0. From this we get ya,β,c`1 “ B3za,β,c “ 0. Therefore, za,β,c is
in the kernel of B3. Two cases can occur.

‚ If c ą 0, then we can find w P Ea,β,c´1 such that za,β,c “ B1w. In this case, z1 :“ z´Bw
has the same boundary as z, and the maximal c1 such that z1a,b´1´c1,c1 ‰ 0 verifies c1 ă c.
Thus, we can apply again the previous argument until we get an element of Eěa,‚,‚, or
until we are in the following case.

‚ If c “ 0, then za,β,0 P ipCa,βq.
We deduce that, up to a cycle, we can assume that z1 “ z11 ` z21 with z11 P ipCa,‚q and

z21 P Eěa`1,‚,‚, i.e., z P ipCěa´k`1,‚q ` Eěa`1,‚,‚.

Therefore,

x P
`

Eěa`1,‚,‚ ` B
`

iCěa´k`1,‚ ` Eěa`1,‚,‚
˘˘

X Imp iq

“
`

Eěa`1,‚,‚ ` idCěa´k`1,‚
˘

X Imp iq

“ Eěa`1,‚,‚ X Imp iq ` idCěa´k`1,‚

“ i
`

Cěa`1,‚ ` dCěa´k`1,‚
˘

.

We can replace Equation (5.6) by

IEa,bk “

!

x P Tota`bpE‚,‚,‚q X Eěa,‚,‚
ˇ

ˇ Bx P Eěa`k,‚,‚
)

X Imp iq

i
`

Cěa`1,‚ ` dCěa´k`1,‚
˘ .

The injectivity of i : IEa,bk Ñ ICa,bk now follows from the injectivity of i : C‚,‚ Ñ E‚,‚,0, which
concludes the proof of the spectral resolution lemma. �
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The two remaining section contain the proofs of the two Propositions 5.16 and 5.5.

5.9. Vanishing of the cohomology of Tot‚pStσ,‚,‚ for σ ‰ 0. In this section, we prove
Proposition 5.16, which, we recall, claims that the total cohomology of pStσ,‚,‚0 is trivial for
σ ‰ 0, where

pStσ,a,b :“

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

À

δPX
maxsedpδq“σ
|δ|“p`a´b
|δrec|ďa

H2bpδq if b ď p,

0 otherwise.

The differential of bidegree p1, 0q is i˚ ` π˚, and the differential of bidegree p0, 1q is Gys.
This double complex can be unfolded into a triple complex: Tot‚ppStσ,‚,‚q “ Tot‚pE‚,‚,‚q

where

Ea,b,a
1

:“

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

À

δPX
maxsedpδq“σ
|δ|“p`a`a1´b

|δrec|“a1

H2bpδq if b ď p and a ě 0,

0 otherwise.

where the differentials of multidegree p1, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0q and p0, 0, 1q are respectively i˚, Gys
and π˚.

To prove that the total cohomology of E‚,‚,‚ is trivial, it suffices to show that pEa,b,‚, π˚q is
exact for any integers a and b.

Let η be a face of sedentarity 0 such that maxsedpηq “ σ. Notice that sedpηq “ 0 implies
maxsedpηq “ ηrec. For any cone τ ă σ, we denote by ητ

8
the face of η of sedentarity τ , which

is given by
ητ
8
“ η XN τ

R.

Note that each face of X of max-sedentarity σ can be written in a unique way in this form.
Notice also that

‚ πσ induces an isomorphism from ηf to pητ
8
qf .

‚ Ση » Σητ8 . In particular H‚pητ
8
q » H‚pηq.

‚ π˚δ ą̈γ is nontrivial if and only if γ “ ητ
8
and δ “ ηζ

8
for some η of sedentarity 0, and

some pair of cones ζ ă̈ τ which are faces of maxsedpηq.

From all these observations, we deduce that the sequence pEa,b,‚, π˚q can be decomposed as
a direct sum:

à

ηPX0

maxsedpηq“σ
|η|“p`a`|σ|´b

´

0 Ñ H2bpησ
8
q Ñ

à

τăσ
|τ |“|σ|´1

H2bpητ
8
q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ

à

τăσ
|τ |“1

H2bpητ
8
q Ñ H2bpηq Ñ 0

¯

.

This sequence can be rewritten as
à

ηPX0

maxsedpηq“σ
|η|“p`a`|σ|´b

´

0 Ñ RÑ
à

τăσ
|τ |“|σ|´1

RÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
à

τăσ
|τ |“1

RÑ RÑ 0
¯

bH2bpηq.

Thus, it just remains to prove that these sequences are exact for every η. The complex is
clearly isomorphic to the simplicial homology of σ with real coefficients. This homology is
trivial since it corresponds to the reduced homology of a simplex.

This concludes the proof of Proposition 5.16 and thus that of Theorem 5.8. �
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5.10. Proof of Proposition 5.5. In this final part of this section, we prove Proposition 5.5
which concerns the three basic relations concerning the composition of maps Gys and i˚.

Let us start by proving that the composition Gys ˝Gys is vanishing.
Let a, b be a pair of integers, and let s ě |a| be an integer with s ” a mod 2. Let x P STa,b,s1 .

We have to prove that Gys ˝Gyspxq “ 0. By linearity of the Gysin maps, we can assume that
x P Ha`b´spδq for some δ P Xf of dimension s. If s ´ 1 ă |a ` 1|, or s ´ 2 ă |a ` 2|, then
Gys ˝Gyspxq “ 0. Otherwise,

Gys ˝Gyspxq “
ÿ

γă̈δ

ÿ

νă̈γ

signpν, γqsignpγ, δqGysγ ą̈ν ˝Gysδ ą̈γpxq.

This sum can be rewritten in the form

Gys ˝Gyspxq “
ÿ

νăδ
|ν|“s´2

ÿ

γă̈δ
γ ą̈ν

signpν, γqsignpγ, δqGysγ ą̈ν ˝Gysδ ą̈γpxq.

If ν is a subface of δ of codimension 2, then, by the diamond property, there exist exactly two
faces γ and γ1 such that ν ă̈ γ,γ1 ă̈ δ. Moreover, the composition is just the natural Gysin
map from δ to ν. Thus, we have

Gysγ1 ą̈ν ˝Gysδ ą̈γ1pxq “ Gysγ ą̈ν ˝Gysδ ą̈γpxq,

and
signpν, γqsignpγ, δq “ ´signpν, γ1qsignpγ1, δq.

This shows that the previous sum vanishes, which proves Gys ˝Gys “ 0.

One can prove in the same way that i˚ ˝ i˚ “ 0, so we omit the details.

We now study the map i˚˝Gys`Gys˝ i˚. Let a, b, s, δ and x P Ha`b´spδq Ď STa,b1 be defined
as above. If s´1 ă |a`1|, then a ě 0 and s ă |a`2| and the codomain of i˚ ˝Gys`Gys˝ i˚

is trivial. Otherwise, as in the previous paragraph, we can decompose i˚˝Gyspxq`Gys˝ i˚pxq
as a sum

ÿ

δ1PXf
|δ1|“s

´

Să,δ1 ` Są,δ1
¯

where

Să,δ1 “
ÿ

γă̈δ
γă̈δ1

signpγ, δ1qsignpγ, δq i˚γă̈δ1 ˝Gysδ ą̈γpxq and

Są,δ1 “
ÿ

η ą̈δ
η ą̈δ1

signpδ1, ηqsignpδ, ηqGysη ą̈δ1 ˝ i˚δă̈ηpxq,

and the sums are over faces in Xf . We claim that for each δ1, the sum Să,δ1 ` Są,δ1 is zero.
This will finish the proof of our proposition.

Four cases can happen.
(i) Suppose δ1 ‰ δ and |δ X δ1| ă s´ 1.

In this case, both sums Să,δ1 and Są,δ1 have no terms, and they are both zero.

(ii) Suppose δ1 ‰ δ, the face γ :“ δ X δ1 is of dimension s ´ 1, and no face η of dimension s ` 1
contains both δ and δ1.

In this case, Są,δ1 is a sum with no term. The other sum, Să,δ1 , contains only one term
which is i˚γă̈δ1 ˝Gysδ ą̈γpxq. This term is zero because the ray corresponding to δ and the ray
corresponding to δ1 in the fan Σγ are not comparable.

(iii) Suppose δ1 ‰ δ, the face γ :“ δ X δ1 is of dimension s ´ 1, and there exists a face η P X of
dimension s` 1 containing both δ and δ1.
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In this case, notice that η “ convpδ Y δ1q, thus η P Xf . Moreover the four faces form a
diamond, i.e., we have γ ă̈ δ, δ1 ă̈ η. We infer that both sums Să̈ ,δ1 and Są̈,δ1 contain a unique
term, and the sum is given by

signpγ, δ1qsignpγ, δq i˚γă̈δ1 ˝Gysδ ą̈γpxq ` signpδ1, ηqsignpδ, ηqGysη ą̈δ1 ˝ i˚δă̈ηpxq.

This is zero because

i˚γă̈δ1 ˝Gysδ ą̈γpxq “ Gysη ą̈δ1 ˝ i˚δă̈ηpxq, and

signpγ, δ1qsignpγ, δq “ ´signpδ1, ηqsignpδ, ηq.

It remains only the case δ “ δ1.
(iv) Suppose δ “ δ1.

This case is more technical. We need some notations. Let v0, . . . , vs be the vertices of δ.
For j P t0, . . . , su let γj ă̈ δ be the face opposite to vj . Let η1, . . . , ηr be the compact faces
of dimension s ` 1 containing δ and ηr`1, . . . , ηr`t be the non-compact ones. For each i P
t1, . . . , ru we denote by wi the only vertex of ηi which is not in δ. For each i P tr`1, . . . , r`tu,
we define ui to be the primitive vector of the ray ηi,rec. We will work with the Chow rings.
For each i P t1, . . . , r ` tu, the face ηi corresponds to a ray ρi in Σδ and to an element xi
in A1pδq. Note that every ray of Σδ is of this form. Moreover, for any j P t0, . . . , su, each
ray ρi corresponds to a ray in Σγj which we will also denote by ρi. We also denote by xi the
corresponding element in A1pγjq. We denote by ρδ,j the ray of Σγj corresponding to δ, and
by xδ,j the associated element in A1pγjq. If ` is a linear form on Nη

R for some face η, and if %
is a ray in Ση, we will write `p%q for the value of ` on the primitive vector of %.

Since Gys and i˚ are ring homomorphisms, we can assume without loss of generality that
the chosen element in STa,b,s1 pXq is the unity 1 of A0pΣq. Then, for any i P t1, . . . , ru,

Gysηi ą̈δ ˝ i˚δă̈ηip1q “ xi.

In this case, Są,δ is given by the sum over compact faces η of dimension s` 1 containing δ
of

signpδ, ηq2Gysη ą̈δ ˝ i˚δă̈ηp1q.

It follows that

Są,δ “
r
ÿ

i“1

xi.

Let j P t0, . . . , su. We have Gysδ ą̈γj p1q “ xδ,j P A
1pγjq. Choose an affine form `j on NR

that is zero on γj and ´1 on vj . Let `0j be the corresponding linear form. It induces a linear
form λj on N

γj
R . Moreover, we have the following properties for λj :

λjpρδ,jq “ `pvjq “ ´1,

@i P t1, . . . , ru, λjpρiq “ `jpwiq, and

@i P tr ` 1, . . . , r ` tu, λjpρiq “ `0j puiq.

Thus, xδ,j P A1pγjq is equal to
r
ÿ

i“1

`jpwiqxi `
r`t
ÿ

i“r`1

`0j puiqxi ` x
1,

where x1 P A1pγjq is incomparable with xδ,j in the sense that x1xδ,j “ 0. Hence, the image of
xδ,j by i˚γjă̈δ is

i˚γjă̈δ ˝Gysδ ą̈γj p1q “
r
ÿ

i“1

`jpwiqxi `
r`t
ÿ

i“r`1

`0j puiqxi P A
1pδq.
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Set ` “ `0` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` `s and denote by `0 the corresponding linear form. Summing over all γj , we
get

Să,δ “
r
ÿ

i“1

`pwiqxi `
r`t
ÿ

i“r`1

`0puiqxi.

Let 1 be the constant function on NR which takes value 1 everywhere. We can rewrite

Są,δ “
r
ÿ

i“1

xi “
r
ÿ

i“1

1pwiqxi.

Set `1 “ `` 1 and let `10 “ `0 be the corresponding linear form. We have

Să,δ ` Są,δ “
r
ÿ

i“1

`1pwiqxi `
r`t
ÿ

i“r`1

`10puiqxi.

Since ` equals ´1 on each vertex of δ, `1 is zero on δ. Thus, it induces a linear form λ1 on N δ
R

which verifies

@i P t1, . . . , ru, λ1pρiq “ `1pwiq and

@i P tr ` 1, . . . , r ` tu, λ1pρiq “ `10puiq.

Therefore, Să,δ ` Są,δ “ 0 in A1pδq, which is what we wanted to prove.

In each of the four cases above we showed that Să,δ1 ` Są,δ1 “ 0, thus Gys ˝ i˚pxq ` i˚ ˝
Gyspxq “ 0.

The proof of Proposition 5.5 is complete. �

6. Kähler tropical varieties

The aim of this section is to show that ST‚,‚1 and the tropical cohomology H‚,‚trop admit a
Hodge-Lefschetz structure. The precise meaning will only appear in Section 7 where we give
a precise definition of Hodge-Lefschetz structures and treat the consequences of the materials
introduced in this section in detail.

We introduce the monodromy and Lefschetz operators on ST‚,‚1 in this section. The defi-
nition of the latter is based on the definition of Kähler forms in tropical geometry which are
introduced in this section as well.

6.1. Monodromy operator N on ST‚,‚1 . The monodromy operator is the data of maps
Na,b : STa,b1 Ñ STa`2,b´2

1 defined as follows. Writing STa,b1 “
À

STa,b,s1 for s ě |a| with s ” ap

mod 2q, then Na,b is defined by setting its restrictions Na,b,s on STa,b,s1 to be

(6.1) Na,b,s “

#

id : STa,b,s1 Ñ STa`2,b´2,s
1 if s ě |a` 2|,

0 otherwise.

If there is no risk of confusion, we drop all the superscripts and denote simply by N the
operator Na,b and all its restrictions Na,b,s.

Remark 6.1. More precisely, we could view the collection of maps Na,b as a map N of
bidegree p2,´2q

N “
à

a,b

Na,b :
à

a,b

STa,b1 ÝÑ
à

a,b

STa,b1 .

˛

We have the following proposition which summaries the main properties of the monodromy
operator.
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Proposition 6.2. We have
‚ rN, i˚s “ rN,Gyss “ 0

‚ for a ď 0, we have an isomorphism N´a : STa,b1 Ñ ST´a,b`2a
1

‚ for a ď 0, kerN´a`1 X STa,b1 “ STa,b,´a1 .

Proof. For the first point, let a, b, s be three integers with a ” s pmod 2q. We have the
following commutative diagrams.

STa,b,s1 STa`2,b´2,s
1

STa`1,b,s`1
1 STa`3,b´2,s`1

1

id

i˚ i˚

id

STa,b,s1 STa`2,b´2,s
1

STa,b`2,s
1 STa`2,b,s

1

id

Gys Gys

id

To get the commutativity in ST‚,‚1 , it remains to check that, in each diagram, if the top-left
and bottom-right pieces appear in ST‚,‚1 , then the two other pieces appear as well. This comes
from the following facts, which are easy to check.

s ” a ” a` 2 pmod 2q and s` 1 ” a` 1 ” a` 3 pmod 2q, and
s ě |a| and s` 1 ě |a` 3| ùñ s ě |a` 2| and s` 1 ě |a` 1|.

For the second point, for a ď 0, s ě |a| implies s ě |a` 2k| for any k P t0, . . . ,´au. Thus
N´a induces the isomorphism STa,b,s1 » ST´a,b`2a,s

1 , which implies the result.

For the last point, for a ď 0, we have

kerN´a`1 X STa,b1 “ pN´aq´1 ker
`

N : ST´a,b`2a
1 Ñ ST´a`2,b`2a´2

1

˘

“ pN´aq´1ST´a,b`2a,´a
1

“ STa,b,´a1 . �

Definition 6.3 (Primitive parts of the monodromy). For a ď 0, the kernel of N´a`1 on STa,b1
is called the primitive part of bidegree pa, bq for the monodromy operator N . ˛

6.2. Kähler forms.

6.2.1. Local ample classes. Let Σ Ď NR be a smooth unimodular tropical fan. Recall that
an element ` P A1pΣq is called an ample class if it corresponds to a strictly convex cone-wise
linear function on Σ.

Proposition 6.4. Let Σ be a Kähler tropical fan. Let ` P A1pΣq be an ample class of Σ. Then
‚ ` verifies the Hodge-Riemann relations HRpΣ, `q,
‚ for any cone σ P Σ, i˚σp`q P A

1pΣσq is an ample class of Σσ.

Proof. The first point is Theorem 3.26. The second point follows from Proposition 3.24 com-
bined with 3.26. �

The proposition in particular applies to unimodular shellable quasi-projective tropical fans.

6.2.2. Kähler class. Let X be a unimodular polyhedral complex structure on a smooth com-
pact tropical variety. Assume that all the star fans of X are Kähler.

Definition 6.5. A Kähler class for X is the data of ample classes `v P H2pvq for each vertex
v P Xf such that, for each edge e of Xf of extremities u and v, we have the compatibility

i˚uă̈ep`
uq “ i˚vă̈ep`

vq

in H2peq. ˛

Theorem 6.6. Each Kähler class defines an element ω P H1,1pXq.
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Proof. Let ` be a Kähler class. We have

` P
à

vPXf
|v|“0

H2pvq “ ST0,2,0
1 Ď ST0,2

1 .

Thus, ` can be seen as an element of ST0,2
1 . Moreover,

d` “
ÿ

vPXf
|v|“0

ÿ

ePXf
eą̈v

signpv, eq i˚vă̈ep`
vq

“
ÿ

ePXf
|e|“1
u,vă̈e

signpu, eq i˚uă̈ep`
uq ` signpv, eq i˚vă̈ep`

vq,

“ 0.

Hence, ` is in the kernel of ST0,2
1 and thus induces an element ω P ST0,2

2 » H1,1pXq. �

Definition 6.7. - An element ω in H1,1pXq is called a Kähler class if there exist ample
elements `v P H2pvq as above which define ω P H1,1pXq.

- A smooth compact tropical variety is called Kähler if it admits a unimodular trian-
gulation X, all the star fans of X are Kähler and moreover there is a Kähler class
ω P H1,1pXq. ˛

6.2.3. Projective tropical varieties with Kähler star fans are Kähler. In this section, we con-
sider the case of a unimodular polyhedral complex Y Ď Rn and the compactification X of Y
in the tropical toric variety TPYrec . In this situation Y Ď Rn is the part of X of sedentarity 0.

We assume that the triangulation Y is quasi-projective. Under this assumption, we will
show that X is Kähler, i.e., that there exists a Kähler class in H1,1pXq, provided that all the
star fans of X are Kähler. In particular, if all the star fans are shellable, then X is Kähler.
This applies to tropical varieties which are locally matroidal.

Let f be a strictly convex piecewise linear function on Y . Let δ be a face of Xf , and φ be
an affine linear form with the same restriction to δ as f . Denote by f δ the cone-wise linear
function induced by f ´ φ on Σδ.

Proposition - Definition 6.8. The function f δ is strictly convex. Denote by `δ the corre-
sponding element `pf δq of H2pδq. This element `δ does not depend on the chosen φ. Moreover,
if γ is a face of δ, then `δ “ i˚γăδp`

γq.

Proof. For both parts, one can adapt the proof given in Proposition 3.24 in the local case. �

It follows that `δ is an ample class in A1pδq “ H2pδq. In particular, this holds for vertices
of Xf , giving an element p`vqv vertex of Xf P ST0,2

1 . We get the following theorem.

Theorem 6.9. A strictly convex function f on Y defines a Kähler class of X.

Proof. We just have to notice that, for any edge e P Xf of extremities u and v,

i˚vă̈ep`
vq “ `e “ i˚uă̈ep`

uq. �

The two following results give a better understanding of the link between piecewise linear
functions and elements of H1,1pXq. The corollary will be useful in Section 9.

Let v be a vertex of Y . We define χv the characteristic function of v to be the unique
piecewise linear function on Y which takes value 1 at v, takes value 0 at any other vertex of
Y , and whose slope along any non-compact one dimensional face of Y is zero.

Proposition 6.10. Let v be a vertex of Y and let χv be the characteristic function of v. Then
the class given by χv in H1,1pXq is trivial.
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Proof. Let us also denote by χv the corresponding element of ST0,2
1 . Then

χv “ ´d
ÿ

ePYf
eą̈v

signpv, eq1e

where 1e is the natural generator of H0peq Ď ST´1,2. Hence χv is a boundary, and its coho-
mological class is trivial. �

Recall that if f is a piecewise linear function on Y , then we defined the asymptotic part
frec : Yrec Ñ R of f in Section 4.2.5. We immediately get the following corollary.

Corollary 6.11. Let f be a piecewise linear function on Y and let ` be the corresponding
class in H1,1pXq. Assume moreover that frec is well-defined. Then ` only depends on frec.

Another equivalent description of the class ` is given in Section 8.2.

6.3. The Lefschetz operator. Let ` be a Kähler class of X. For each face δ P Xf , we define
`δ P H2pδq » A1pδq by

`δ “ i˚văδp`
vq,

where v is any vertex of δ. This definition does not depend on the choice of v because, if u is
another vertex of δ, we have

i˚văδp`
vq “ i˚eăδ ˝ i˚văep`

vq “ i˚eăδ ˝ i˚uăep`
uq “ i˚uăδp`

uq,

where e is the edge of extremities u and v.
Let Qδ be the bilinear form defined on H2kpδq “ Akpδq, for k ď d´|δ|

2 , by

@ a, b P H2kpδq, Qδpa, bq “ degpabp`δqd´|δ|´2kq.

Every `δ is ample by Proposition 6.4.
For each δ, let

P 2kpδq :“ ker
´

p`δqd´|δ|´2k`1 : H2kpδq Ñ H2d´2|δ|´2k`2pδq
¯

be the primitive part of H2kpδq. Note that with the notations of Section 3, we have P 2kpδq “
Ak

prim,`δ
pΣδq.

The following properties hold.
‚ (Hard Lefschetz) For each k ď d´|δ|

2 , the map

p`δqd´|δ|´2k : H2kpδq Ñ H2d´2|δ|´2kpδq

is an isomorphism.
‚ (Hodge-Riemann) The bilinear form p´1qkQδp ¨ , ¨ q restricted to the primitive part
P 2kpδq “ ker

´

p`δqd´|δ|´2k`1 : H2kpδq Ñ H2d´2|δ|´2k`2pδq
¯

is positive definite.

‚ (Lefschetz decomposition) For k ď d´|δ|
2 , we have the orthogonal decomposition

H2kpδq “
k
à

i“0

`k´iP 2ipδq,

where, for each i P t0, . . . , ku, the map `k´i : P 2ipδq „ÝÑ `k´iP 2ipδq is an isomorphism
preserving Qδ.

We now define the Lefschetz operator `a,b : STa,b1 Ñ STa,b`2
1 by

`a,b “
à

`a,b,s :
à

sě|a|
s”a pmod 2q

STa,b,s1 Ñ
à

sě|a|
s”a pmod 2q

STa,b`2,s
1
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and the operator `a,b,s is defined by

`a,b,s “
à

`δ :
à

δPXf
|δ|“s

Ha`b´spδq ÝÑ
à

δPXf
|δ|“s

Ha`b`2´spδq.

We usually drop the indices a, b and simply denote by ` the operator of bidegree p0, 2q.

Remark 6.12. More precisely, we could view the collection of maps `a,b as a map `

` “
à

a,b

`a,b :
à

a,b

STa,b1 ÝÑ
à

a,b

STa,b`2
1 .

˛

We now recast Lemma 3.16 in the following.

Proposition 6.13. Let γ ă̈ δ be a pair of faces, and let x P A‚pγq and y P A‚pδq. Denote by
ρδ{γ the ray associated to δ in Σγ, and by xδ{γ the associated element of A1pγq.

i˚γă̈δ is a surjective ring homeomorphism,(6.2)
Gysδ ą̈γ ˝ i˚γă̈δpxq “ xδ{γ ¨ x,(6.3)

Gysδ ą̈γp i˚γă̈δpxq ¨ yq “ x ¨Gysδ ą̈γpyq.(6.4)

Moreover, if degγ : Ad´|γ| Ñ R and degδ : Ad´|δ| Ñ R are the natural degrees map, then

(6.5) degδ “ degγ ˝Gysδ ą̈γ .

Finally, Gysδ ą̈γ and i˚γă̈δ are dual in the sense that

(6.6) degγpx ¨Gysδ ą̈γpyqq “ degδp i˚γă̈δpxq ¨ yq.

Proof. The proof is similar to the one given in the local case. �

The following proposition summarizes basic properties of the Lefschetz operator `.

Proposition 6.14. We have
‚ r`,N s “ 0, r`, i˚s “ r`,Gyss “ 0.
‚ for a pair of integers a, b with a` b ě d, the map `d´a´b : STa,b1 ÝÑ STa,2d´2a´b

1 is an
isomorphism.

Proof. For the first point, let γă̈δ be a pair of faces ofXf . We recall that i˚γă̈δ : A‚pγq Ñ A‚pδq

is a surjective ring homeomorphism. Thus, for any a P A‚pγq,

i˚γă̈δp`
γaq “ i˚γă̈δp`

γq i˚γă̈δpaq “ `δ i˚γă̈δpaq.

By Equation (6.4), for any x P A‚pδq,

Gysδ ą̈γp`
δxq “ Gysδ ą̈γp i˚γă̈δp`

γqxq “ `γGysδ ą̈γpxq.

Let a, b, s be three integers with a ” s pmod 2q. Multiplying the previous equations by
signpγ, δq and summing over couples γ ă̈ δ, we get that the three following diagrams are
commutative.

STa,b,s1 STa,b`2,s
1

STa`2,b´2,s
1 STa`2,b,s

1

`

id id

`

STa,b,s1 STa,b`2,s
1

STa`1,b,s`1
1 STa`1,b`2,s`1

1

`

i˚ i˚

`

STa,b,s1 STa,b`2,s
1

STa`1,b,s´1
1 STa`1,b`2,s´1

1

`

Gys Gys

`

To get the commutativity in ST‚,‚1 , it remains to check that, in each diagram, if the top-left
and bottom-right pieces appear in ST‚,‚1 , then the two other pieces appear as well, which is
immediate.
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For the second point, we have

STa,b1 “
à

sě|a|
s”a pmod 2q

à

δPXf
|δ|“s

Ha`b´spδq

STa,2d´2a´b
1 “

à

sě|a|
s”a pmod 2q

à

δPXf
|δ|“s

H2d´a´b´spδq

and `d´a´b : STa,b1 Ñ STa,2d´2a´b
1 can be rewritten as
à

sě|a|
s”a pmod 2q

à

δPXf
|δ|“s

p`δqd´a´b : Ha`b´spδq ÝÑ H2d´a´b´spδq.

For each δ of dimension s, since `δ is ample, we get an isomorphism

p`δqd´a´b : Ha`b´spδq ÝÑ H2d´a´b´spδq “ H2pd´|δ|q´pa`b´sq.

Thus, we conclude that `d´a´b : STa,b1 Ñ STa,2d´2a´b
1 is an isomorphism. �

6.4. The Hodge-Lefschetz-primitive part P a,b. For a ď 0 and b ď d ´ a, define the
Hodge-Lefschetz (or simply HL) primitive part P a,b of bidegree pa, bq as

P a,b :“ STa,b1 X kerpN´a`1q X kerp`d´a´b`1q.

Proposition 6.15. We have
P a,b “

à

δPXf
|δ|“´a

P 2a`bpδq.

Proof. For b odd, both parts are zero. So suppose b is even. In this case, we have

STa,b1 X kerpN´a`1q “
à

δPXf
|δ|“´a

H2a`bpδq,

and thus

P a,b “ ker
´

à

δPXf
|δ|“´a

p`δqd´a´b`1 :
à

δPXf
|δ|“´a

H2a`bpδq ÝÑ
à

δPXf
|δ|“´a

H2d´b`2pδq
¯

.

To conclude, note that since |δ| “ ´a, we have d´ a´ b` 1 “ d´ |δ|´ p2a` bq ` 1, and
thus

ker
´

p`δqd´a´b`1 : H2a`bpδq Ñ H2d´b`2pδq
¯

“ P 2a`bpδq,

and the proposition follows. �

6.5. Hodge diamond. By what we proved in the previous sections, ST‚,‚1 forms a Hodge
diamond as illustrated in Figure 5. Let us explain what this means.

We do a change of coordinates pa, bq Ñ pa, d´ a´ bq to form

HDa,d´a´b :“ STa,b1 .

The result of this transformation is that the nonzero terms of HD‚,‚ now form a rhombus.
The horizontal symmetry maps a piece of HD‚,‚ onto an isomorphic piece by applying the

monodromy operator N enough number of times. More precisely, for an integer a ě 0, we get

Na : HD´a,b „ÝÑ HDa,b.

Similarly, the vertical symmetry maps a piece of HD‚,‚ onto another isomorphic piece by
applying the Lefschetz operator ` enough number of times: for b ě 0,

`b : HDa,´b „ÝÑ HDa,b.
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Figure 5. The tropical Hodge diamond

ST0,0 STd,0

ST´d,2d ST0,2d

�

˝

˝

˝

‚

N

`

pd

a

b

ST0,0

STd,0ST´d,2d

ST0,2d

� ˝

˝˝

‚

N

`

pd

a
b

H0,0

H0,dHd,0

Hd,d

In the figure, the four squares in both diagrams, in ST‚,‚1 and HD‚,‚, represent four isomorphic
pieces. Moreover, the central symmetry corresponds to the Poincaré duality HD´a,´b » Ha,b.

To justify the name of tropical Hodge diamond, on the bottom of the figure is shown the
tropical Hodge groups to which the Steenbrink diamond degenerates. We show in Theo-
rem 6.23 that the symmetries described above also hold for the tropical Hodge decomposition,
as in the usual Hodge diamond.

Finally, notice that HD‚,‚ defined by HDa,b “ HD´a,´b is a HL-structure as defined in
Section 7, cf. Definition 7.1.

6.6. Polarization on ST‚,‚1 . We now describe a natural polarization on ST‚,‚1 . We prove in
the next section that it induces a positive definite symmetric bilinear form on the HL-primitive
parts P a,b defined above.

We first define a bilinear form ψ on ST‚,‚1 as follows. Let x P STa,b,s1 and y P STa
1,b1,s1

1 . Write

x “
ÿ

δPXf
|δ|“s

xδ

with xδ P Ha`b´spδq, and similarly for y. We define the degree map

degpx ¨ yq :“

$

&

%

ř

δPXf
|δ|“s

degpxδ ¨ yδq if s “ s1,

0 otherwise.

The bilinear form ψ is then defined by

(6.7) ψpx, yq :“

#

εpa, bq degpx ¨ yq if a` a1 “ 0, b` b1 “ 2d, and s1 “ s,
0 otherwise,

where for a pair of integers a, b, with b even,

εpa, bq :“ p´1qa`
b
2 ,

and otherwise, if b is odd, εpa, bq “ 1 (but in this case, we necessarily have x “ 0).

The following proposition gathers basic properties of the the bilinear pairing ψ.

Proposition 6.16. We have for all pairs of elements x, y P
À

a,b STa,b1 ,
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(i) ψpx, yq “ p´1qdψpy, xq.
(ii) ψpNx, yq ` ψpx,Nyq “ 0.
(iii) ψp`x, yq ` ψpx, `yq “ 0.
(iv) ψp i˚x, yq ` ψpx,Gysyq “ 0.
(v) ψpGysx, yq ` ψpx, i˚yq “ 0.
(vi) ψpdx, yq ` ψpx, dyq “ 0.

Proof. Let x P STa,b,s1 and y P STa
1,b1,s1

1 be two nonzero elements for integers a, b, s, a1, b1, s1 with
s ě |a| and s1 ě |a1|. We proceed by verifying the statements point by point.

(i) if a` a1 ‰ 0 or b` b1 ‰ 2d, then both ψpx, yq and ψpy, xq are zero. Otherwise,

εpa1, b1q “ εp´a, 2d´ bq “ p´1q´a`
2d´b

2 “ p´1qdεpa, bq.

Thus, ψpx, yq “ p´1qdψpy, xq.

(ii) Recall that N is a map of bidegree p2,´2q. If a` a1 ` 2 ‰ 0 or b` b1 ´ 2 ‰ 2d or s ‰ s1, then
both ψpNx, yq and ψpx,Nyq are zero. Otherwise, s “ s1 ě |a1| “ |a ` 2|. Thus Nx ‰ 0. By
symmetry, Ny ‰ 0. Since N acts as identity on both x and y, we get degpNx¨yq “ degpx¨Nyq.
Moreover, εpa` 2, b´ 2q “ ´εpa, bq. Hence, we obtain ψpNx, yq ` ψpx,Nyq “ 0.

(iii) Recall that ` is a map of bidegree p0, 2q. If a` a1 ‰ 0 or b` b1 ` 2 ‰ 2d or s ‰ s1, then both
ψp`x, yq and ψpx, `yq are zero. Otherwise,

degp`x ¨ yq “
ÿ

δPXf
|δ|“s

degp`δ ¨ xδ ¨ yδq “ degpx ¨ `yq.

Moreover, εpa, b` 2q “ ´εpa, bq. Thus, we get ψp`x, yq ` ψpx, `yq “ 0.

(iv) If a ` a1 ` 1 ‰ 0 or b ` b1 ‰ 2d or s ` 1 ‰ s1, then ψp i˚x, yq and ψpx,Gysyq are both zero.
Otherwise, s1´ 1 “ s ě |a| “ |a1` 1|. Thus, the Gysin map Gys: STa

1,b1,s1

1 Ñ STa
1`1,b1,s1´1

1 has
a codomain belonging to ST‚,‚1 . This also holds for i˚. Moreover, using Equation (6.6), we get

degp i˚pxq ¨ yq “
ÿ

δPXf
|δ|“s`1

ÿ

γPXf
γă̈δ

degpsignpγ, δq i˚γă̈δpxγq ¨ yδq

“
ÿ

γPXf
|γ|“s

ÿ

δPXf
δ ą̈γ

degpxγ ¨ signpγ, δqGysδ ą̈γpyδqq

“ degpx ¨Gyspyqq.

Since εpa` 1, bq “ ´εpa, bq, we get ψp i˚x, yq ` ψpx,Gysyq “ 0.

(v) The equality ψpGysx, yq ` ψpx, i˚yq “ 0 follows from the points (i) and (iv).

(vi) Summing up the equalities in (iv) and (v) gives ψpdx, yq ` ψpx,dyq “ 0 by the definition of
the differential d. �

6.7. Induced polarization on the Hodge-Lefschetz primitive parts. The bilinear form
ψ induces a positive definite symmetric bilinear form on the Hodge-Lefschetz primitive parts
P a,b that we now describe.

Proposition 6.17. For integer a ď 0 and b ď d ´ a, the bilinear form ψp ¨ , `d´a´bN´a ¨ q is
symmetric positive definite on P a,b. More precisely, it is the orthogonal sum of polarizations
p´1qa`b{2Qδp ¨ , ¨ q for δ P Xf on the primitive part P 2a`bpδq, under the identification

P a,b “
à

δPXf
|δ|“´a

P 2a`bpδq.
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Proof. By the properties of the monodromy operator, the isomorphism

N´a : STa,2d´2a´b
1 Ñ ST´a,2d´b1

is the identity map on each isomorphic piece H2a`bpδq of STa,2d´2a´b
1 and ST´a,2d´b1 , for any

δ P Xf with |δ| “ ´a.
By definition of ψ, for a pair of elements x, y P P 2a`bpδq, we get

ψpx, `d´a´bN´ayq “ ψpx,N´a`d´a´byq

“ εpa, bqdegpx ¨ `d´a´byq

“ p´1qa`b{2 degpx ¨ `d´a´byq

“ p´1qa`b{2Qδpx, yq.

This concludes the proof since p´1qa`b{2Qδ is symmetric positive definite by local Hodge-
Riemann relations. �

6.8. Hodge-Lefschetz decomposition. From the preceding discussion, we get the following
theorem. It can be illustrated as in Figure 5: the black square can be decomposed as the direct
sum of primitive parts lying in the grey area.

Theorem 6.18. For each pair of integers a ď 0 and b ď d´ a, we have the decomposition

STa,b1 “
à

s,rě0

`rN sP a´2s,b`2s´2r.

Proof. We give here a direct proof based on the definition of ST‚,‚1 and using local Lefschetz
decompositions. We however note that this theorem can be proved thanks to the general
theory of HL-structures, cf. Proposition 7.2. We have

STa,b1 “
à

sě0

STa,b,2s´a1

“
à

sě0

N sSTa´2s,b`2s,2s´a
1

“
à

sě0

N s
à

δPXf
|δ|“2s´a

H2a`b´2spδq
loooooomoooooon

ĎSTa´2s,b`2s
1

“
à

sě0

N s
à

δPXf
|δ|“2s´a

à

rě0

`r P 2a`b´2s´2rpδq
loooooooomoooooooon

ĎSTa´2s,b`2s´2r
1

“
à

r,sě0

`rN s
à

δPXf
|δ|“2s´a

P 2a`b´2s´2rpδq,

STa,b1 “
à

r,sě0

`rN sP a´2s,b`2s´2r. �

6.9. Polarized Hodge-Lefschetz structure on the cohomology of pST‚,b1 , dq. In this
section we show that when passing to the cohomology, the operators N , ` and the polarization
ψ induce a polarized Hodge-Lefschetz structure on the cohomology groups La,b :“ HapST‚,b1 ,dq.
By this we mean the following.

First, since rd, `s “ 0 and rd, N s “ 0, we get induced maps

` : La,b Ñ La,b`2

and
N : La,b Ñ La`2,b´2

such that rN, `s “ 0.
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Second, since ψpd ¨ , ¨ q “ ´ψp ¨ ,d ¨ q, we get an induced pairing

ψ : L‚,‚ ˆ L‚,‚ Ñ K.
Moreover, we will show that

Theorem 6.19. We have the following properties.
‚ For a ď 0, the map N´a : La,b Ñ L´a,b`2a is an isomorphism.
‚ For a, b with d´ a´ b ě 0, the map `d´a´b : La,b Ñ La,2d´2a´b is an isomorphism.
‚ Let a ď 0 and b ď d´ a and denote by La,b0 the HL-primitive part of La,b defined by

La,b0 “ La,b X kerpN´a`1q X kerp`d´a´b`1q.

The polarization ψ induces a symmetric bilinear form ψp ¨ , `d´a´bN´a ¨ q which is pos-
itive definite on La,b0 .

‚ For integers a ď 0 and b ď d´ a, we have the decomposition

La,b “
à

s,rě0

`rN sLa´2s,b`2s´2r
0 .

Moreover, this decomposition is orthogonal for the pairing ψp ¨ , `d´a´bN´a ¨ q.

Proof. We can use the change of coordinates HD´a,´pd´a´bq :“ STa,b1 for any integers a, b.
By the previous discussion, we get that pHD´a,´pd´a´bq, N, `, φ, dq is a differential polarized
HL-structure in the sense of Section 7. We can therefore apply Theorem 7.9 to conclude. �

6.10. Singular monodromy operator. We define the singular tropical monodromy operator
as follows. For each face δ P Xf , let oδ be a point in the affine tangent space Taffδ Ď NR.
For instance, we can take oδ to be the centroid of δ. Let γ be a face in Xf of dimension q.
For other faces of δ of sedentarity 0, set oδ :“ oδf . For any face δ of any sedentarity σ, set
oδ “ πσpoηq, where η is the only face of sedentarity 0 such that δ “ ησ

8
. Then we set

N : Cp,qpXq Ñ Cp´1,q`1pXq,

α P F ppγq ÞÑ
à

δ ą̈γ
sedpδq“sedpγq

α
`

¨ ^poδ ´ oγq
˘

.

Theorem 6.20. The singular tropical monodromy operator corresponds to the monodromy
operator on ST‚,‚1 via the isomorphism of Theorem 5.8.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 11.1. �

Corollary 6.21. The operator N : Hp,q Ñ Hp´1,q`1 coincides with the eigenwave operator φ
constructed in [MZ14].

Proof. One can show that the singular tropical monodromy operator coincides with the eigen-
wave operator. So the statement follows from Theorem 6.20. �

Remark 6.22. It follows that the monodromy operator N coincides as well with the mon-
odromy operator defined on the level of Dolbeault cohomology groups [Liu19]. This is a
consequence of [Jel19] which relates the eigenwave operator to the monodromy on Dolbeault
cohomology. ˛

6.11. HL, HR and Monodromy for tropical cohomology. From the result in the previ-
ous section, we get the following theorem.

Theorem 6.23. We have
‚ (Weight-monodromy conjecture) For q ą p two non-negative integers, we get an iso-
morphism

N q´p : Hq,p
troppXq Ñ Hp,q

troppXq.
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‚ (Hard Lefschetz) For p` q ď d, the Lefschetz operator ` induces an isomorphism

`d´p´q : Hp,q
troppXq Ñ Hd´q,d´p

trop pXq.

‚ (Hodge-Riemann) For q ą p, the pairing p´1qp
〈
¨ , `d´p´qN q´p ¨

〉
induces a positive-

definite pairing on the primitive part P q,p, where
〈
¨ , ¨

〉
is the natural pairing〈

¨ , ¨
〉

: Hq,ppXq bHd´q,d´ppXq Ñ Hd,dpXq » Q.

6.12. Hodge index theorem for tropical surfaces. In this final part of this section, we
explain how to deduce the Hodge index theorem for tropical surfaces from Theorem 6.23.

Proof of Theorem 1.9. The primitive part decomposition theorem implies that we can decom-
pose the cohomology group H1,1

troppX,Qq into the direct sum

H1,1
troppX,Qq “ `H0,0

troppX,Qq ‘N H2,0
troppX,Qq ‘H

1,1
primpX,Qq,

where H1,1
primpX,Qq “ kerp`q X kerpNq. Moreover, by Hodge-Riemann, the pairing is positive

definite on `H0,0
troppX,Qq and N H2,0

troppX,Qq, and it is negative definite on H1,1
primpX,Qq.

By Poincaŕe duality, we have H2,0
troppX,Qq » H0,2

troppX,Qq. By definition of tropical coho-
mology, since F 0 is the constant sheaf Q, we have H0,2

troppX,Qq » H2pX,Qq. Moreover, we
have H0,0

troppX,Qq „ Q. We conclude that the signature of the intersection pairing is given by
p1` b2, h

1,1 ´ 1´ b2q, as stated by the Hodge index theorem. �

7. Hodge-Lefschetz structures

In this section, we prove that the homology of a differential Hodge-Lefschetz structure is a
polarized Hodge-Lefschetz structure, thus finishing the proof of Theorem 6.19 and the main
theorem of the previous section.

The main references for differential Hodge-Lefschetz structures are Saito’s work on Hodge
modules [Sai88], the paper by Guillén and Navarro Aznar on invariant cycle theorem [GN90]
and the upcoming book by Sabbah and Schnell [SS20] on mixed Hodge modules, to which we
refer for more information. We note however that our set-up is slightly different, in partic-
ular, our differential operator is skew-symmetric with respect to the polarization. The proof
in [SS20] is presented also for the case of mono-graded complexes and is based on the use
of representation theory of SL2pRq as in [GN90]. So we give a complete self-contained proof
of the main theorem. Our proof is direct and does not make any recourse to representation
theory, although it might be possible to recast in the language of representation theory the
final combinatorial calculations we need to elaborate.

In order to simplify the computations, it turns out that it will be more convenient to work
with coordinates different from the ones in the previous section, and that is what we will be
doing here. The new coordinates are compatible with the ones in [SS20].

7.1. Hodge-Lefschetz structure.

Definition 7.1. A (bigraded) Hodge-Lefschetz structure, or more simply an HL-structure,
pH‚,‚, N1, N2q is a bigraded finite dimensional vector space H‚,‚ endowed with two endomor-
phisms N1 and N2 of respective bidegree p´2, 0q and p0,´2q such that,

‚ rN1, N2s “ 0,
‚ for any pair of integers a, b with a ě 0, we have Na

1 : Ha,b Ñ H´a,b is an isomorphism,
‚ for any pair of integers a, b with b ě 0, we have N b

2 : Ha,b Ñ Ha,´b is an isomorphism.
˛
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For the rest of this section, we fix a HL-structure pH‚,‚, N1, N2q.

We define the primitive parts of H‚,‚ by

@ a, b ě 0, Pa,b :“ Ha,b X kerpNa`1
1 q X kerpN b`1

2 q.

We have the following decomposition into primitive parts.

Proposition 7.2. For each pair of integers a, b ě 0, we have the decomposition

Ha,b “
à

s,rě0

N r
1N

s
2Pa`2r,b`2s.

Denote by H`‚,‚ the bigraded subspace

H`‚,‚ “
à

a,bě0

Ha,b.

Define N‹1 : H`‚,‚ Ñ H`‚,‚ of bidegree p2, 0q, by

N‹1 |Ha,b
“

´

`

N1|Ha`2,b

˘a`2
¯´1´

N1|Ha,b

¯a`1
@a, b ě 0.

It verifies the following properties. Let a, b ě 0. Then,

N‹1N1|Ha`2,b
“ id|Ha`2,b

and kerpN‹1 q XHa,b “ kerpNa`1
1 q XHa,b.

In particular, N1 : Ha`2,b Ñ Ha,b is injective, and N‹1 : Ha,b Ñ Ha`2,b is surjective.
From this, we can deduce that the map N1N

‹
1 |Ha,b

is the projection along kerpNa`1
1 qXHa,b

onto N1Ha`2,b, i.e., for the decomposition

Ha,b “ N1Ha`2,b ‘

´

kerpNa`1
1 q XHa,b

¯

.

We define N‹2 in a similar way, and note that it verifies similar properties. In particular,
N2N

‹
2 |Ha,b

is the projection along kerpN b`1
2 q XHa,b onto N2Ha,b`2 for the decomposition

Ha,b “ N2Ha,b`2 ‘

´

kerpN b`1
2 q XHa,b

¯

.

Moreover, from the commutativity of N1 and N2, more precisely, from

rNa`2
1 , N2s|Ha`2,b`2

“ rN1, N
b`2
2 s|Ha`2,b`2

“ rNa`2
1 , N b`2

2 s|Ha`2,b`2
“ 0,

we infer that
rN‹1 , N2s|Ha,b`2

“ rN1, N
‹
2 s|Ha`2,b

“ rN‹1 , N
‹
2 s|Ha,b

“ 0.

In particular,
N1N

‹
1N2N

‹
2 “ N2N

‹
2N1N

‹
1 “ N1N2N

‹
1N

‹
2 .

Notice that N1N2N
‹
1N

‹
2 |Ha,b

is a projection onto N1N2Ha`2,b`2.

We come back to the proof of the proposition.

Proof of Proposition 7.2. Clearly, N1 : Ha`2,b Ñ Ha,b is injective for a ě 0. Similarly for N2.
Therefore, proceeding by induction, it suffices to prove that for any pair of integers a, b ě 0,
we have

Ha,b “
`

N1Ha`2,b `N2Ha,b`2

˘

‘ Pa,b and N1Ha`2,b XN2Ha,b`2 “ N1N2Ha`2,b`2.

This can be deduced from the following lemma applied to N1N
‹
1 |Ha,b

and N2N
‹
2 |Ha,b

and the
corresponding decompositions of Ha,b. �
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Lemma 7.3. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space. For i P t1, 2u, suppose we have
decompositions V “ I1‘K1 “ I2‘K2 for subspaces I1,K1, I2,K2 Ď V . Denote by πi : V Ñ V
the projection of V onto Ii along Ki. Then, if π1 and π2 commute, we get

V “ I1 X I2 ‘ I1 XK2 ‘ K1 X I2 ‘ K1 XK2 and I1 X I2 “ Impπ1 ˝ π2q.

Proof. Since π1 and π2 commute, π2pI1q Ď I1. Thus, π2 can be restricted to I1. This restriction
is a projection onto I2 X I1 along K2 X I1. Thus,

I1 “ I2 X I1 ‘ K2 X I1 and I1 X I2 “ Impπ2 ˝ π1q.

Applying the same argument to the commuting projections id´ π1 and id´ π2, we get that

K1 “ K2 XK1 ‘ I2 XK1.

Hence,
V “ I1 ‘K1 “ I1 X I2 ‘ I1 XK2 ‘ K1 X I2 ‘ K1 XK2. �

7.2. Polarization ψ and its corresponding scalar product φ. A polarization on the
HL-structure H‚,‚ is a bilinear form ψp ¨ , ¨ q such that:

‚ for any integers a, b, a1, b1 and any elements x P Ha,b and y P Ha1,b1 , the pairing ψpx, yq
is zero unless a` a1 “ b` b1 “ 0,

‚ for any a, b ě 0, the pairing ψp ¨ , Na
1N

b
2 ¨ q is symmetric definite positive on Pa,b,

‚ N1 and N2 are skew-symmetric for ψ.
For the rest of this section, we assume that H‚,‚ is endowed with a polarization ψ.

Denote as in the previous section H`‚,‚ the bigraded subspace

H`‚,‚ “
à

a,bě0

Ha,b.

We define the operator w on H‚,‚ as follows.
Let a, b ě 0 and r, s ě 0 be four integers. Let x P Pa,b. Then, we set

wN r
1N

s
2x :“

#

p´1qr`s r!
pa´rq!

s!
pb´sq!N

a´r
1 N b´s

2 x if r ď a and s ď b

0 otherwise.

Using the decomposition into sum of primitive parts from the previous section, one can
verify that w is well-defined.

We will provide some explanations about the choice of the operator w, in particular about
the choice of the renormalization factors, at the beginning of Section 7.6.

Set φp ¨ , ¨ q :“ ψp ¨ ,w ¨ q.

Proposition 7.4. We have the following properties.
‚ The operator w is invertible with its inverse verifying

w´1N r
1N

s
2x “ p´1qa`bwN r

1N
s
2x.

‚ The pairing φ is symmetric positive definite.
‚ The decomposition into primitive parts of H‚,‚ is orthogonal for φ. More precisely, let
a, b, r, s ě 0 and a1, b1, r1, s1 ě 0 be eight integers and let x P Pa,b and y P Pa1,b1 . Then,

φpN r
1N

s
2x,N

r1

1 N
s1

2 yq “ 0 unless r “ r1, s “ s1, a “ a1 and b “ b1.

Proof. The first point is an easy computation. For the two other points, take x P Pa,b and
y P Pa1,b1 . We can assume that r ď a, s ď b, r1 ď a1 and s1 ď b1. Set

C “
r1! s1!

pa1 ´ r1q! pb1 ´ s1q!
.
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We have

φpN r
1N

s
2x,N

r1

1 N
s1

2 yq “ ψpN r
1N

s
2x,wN

r1

1 N
s1

2 yq

“ p´1qr
1`s1CψpN r

1N
s
2x,N

a1´r1

1 N b1´s1

2 yq

“ p´1qa
1`b1CψpNa1´r1`r

1 N b1´s1`s
2 x, yq

“ p´1qr
1`s1`r`sCψpx,Na1´r1`r

1 N b1´s1`s
2 yq.

Suppose the value of the above pairing is nonzero. Then, since x P Ha,b and

Na1`r´r1

1 N b1`s´s1

2 y P H´a1`2r1´2r,´b1`2s1´2s,

we should have a´ a1 ` 2r1 ´ 2r “ 0. Moreover, since x P kerpNa`1
1 q and y P kerpNa1`1

1 q, we
get

a1 ´ r1 ` r ď a and a1 ´ r1 ` r ď a1.

Hence, we get
r ´ r1 ď a´ a1 “ 2pr ´ r1q and r ´ r1 ď 0,

which in turn implies that r ´ r1 “ a ´ a1 “ 0, i.e., r “ r1 and a “ a1. By symmetry, we get
s “ s1 and b “ b1. We infer that

φpN r
1N

s
2x,N

r
1N

s
2yq “ Cψpx,Na

1N
b
2yq,

which concludes the proof since ψp ¨ , Na
1N

b
2 ¨ q is symmetric positive definite on Pa,b. �

7.3. Differential polarized HL-structure. On a polarized HL-structure H‚,‚, a differential
is an endomorphism d of bidegree p´1,´1q such that

‚ d2 “ 0,
‚ rd, N1s “ rd, N2s “ 0,
‚ d is skew-symmetric for ψ.

In the rest of this section, we fix a differential d on H‚,‚.

Proposition 7.5. The following holds for any pair of integers a, b ě 0:

dPa,b Ď Pa´1,b´1 ‘N1Pa`1,b´1 ‘N2Pa´1,b`1 ‘N1N2Pa`1,b`1,

where, by convention, Pa1,b1 “ 0 if a1 ă 0 or b1 ă 0.

Proof. Since d and N1 commute,

dPa,b Ď kerpNa`1
1 q XHa´1,b´1 “

à

rě0

N r
2Pa´1,b´1`2r ‘N1N

r
2Pa`1,b´1`2r.

Notice that this is true even if a “ 0 or b “ 0. We conclude the proof by combining this result
with the symmetric result for N2. �

Using this proposition, if x P Pa,b, then for i, j P t0, 1u, we define xi,j P Pa´1`2i,b´1`2j such
that

dx “
ÿ

i,jPt0,1u

N i
1N

j
2xi,j .

Since d commutes with N1 and N2, more generally, for any pair of integers r, s ě 0, we get

dN r
1N

s
2x “

ÿ

i,jPt0,1u

N r`i
1 N s`j

2 xi,j .

With this notation, the fact that d2 “ 0 can be reformulated as follows.
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Proposition 7.6. With the above notations, for any pair k, l P t0, 1, 2u,

N ε1
1 N

ε2
2

ÿ

i,j,i1,j1Pt0,1u
i`i1“k
j`j1“l

pxi,jqi1,j1 “ 0.

where,

ε1 “

#

1 if a “ 0 and k “ 1

0 otherwise,
and ε2 “

#

1 if b “ 0 and l “ 1

0 otherwise.

Proof. From the previous discussion, we get that

d2x P
à

k,lPt0,1,2u

Nk
1N

l
2Pa´2`2k,b´2`2l.

Moreover, the piece corresponding to a fixed k and l is
ÿ

i,j,i1,j1Pt0,1u
i`i1“k
j`j“l

Nk
1N

l
2pxi,jqi1,j1 .

Since, d2 “ 0, this last sum is zero:

Nk
1N

l
2

ÿ

i,j,i1,j1Pt0,1u
i`i1“k
j`j“l

pxi,jqi1,j1 “ 0.

We know that, for any b1, Nk
1 |Pa´2`2k,b1

is injective if k ď a ´ 2 ` 2k. This is also true if

a´ 2` 2k ă 0 because, in this case, the domain is trivial. In both cases, we can remove Nk
1

in the above equation. The last case is

0 ď a´ 2` 2k ă k.

This implies k “ 1 and a “ 0, in which case we cannot a priori remove the Nk
1 “ N1 in the

previous equation. This concludes the proof of the proposition. �

7.4. The Laplace operator 4. The Laplace operator 4 : H‚,‚ Ñ H‚,‚ is defined by

4 :“ dd‹ ` d‹d

where d‹ : H‚,‚ Ñ H‚,‚ denotes the codifferential of bidegree p1, 1q defined by

d‹ :“ ´w´1dw.

Note that 4 is of bi-degree p0, 0q. The following summarizes basic properties one expect
from the Laplace operator and its corresponding Hodge decomposition.

Proposition 7.7. We have the following properties.
‚ d‹ is the adjoint of d with respect to φ.
‚ 4 is symmetric for φ.
‚ On each graded piece Ha,b, we have the following orthogonal decomposition for φ

kerpdq XHa,b “ kerp4q XHa,b

K

‘ Impdq XHa,b.

Proof. To get the first point, note that for any x, y P H‚,‚, we have

φpx, d‹yq “ ´ψpx,ww´1dwyq “ ψpdx,wyq “ φpdx, yq.

It follows that the adjoint of 4 “ dd‹ ` d‹d is 4 itself.

Last point follows directly from the first two statements, as usual. Denote by V :“ pHa,b, φq
the vector space Ha,b endowed with the inner product φ. In order to simplify the notations,
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we will write Impdq instead of V X Impdq, and similarly for other intersections with V . We
have to show that

kerpdq “ kerp4q
K

‘ Impdq.

From the decomposition V “ ImpdqK ‘ Impdq, and the inclusion Impdq Ď kerpdq, we get

kerpdq “ ImpdqK X kerpdq
K

‘ Impdq.

By adjunction, we get ImpdqK “ kerpd‹q. To conclude, note that kerp4q “ kerpdqXkerpd‹q.
Indeed, if x P kerp4q, then

0 “ φpx,4xq “ φpx, dd‹xq ` φpx,d‹dxq “ φpd‹x,d‹xq ` φpdx,dxq,

which, by positivity of φ, implies that d‹x “ dx “ 0, i.e., x P kerpdq X kerpd‹q. The other
inclusion kerpdq X kerpd‹q Ď kerp4q trivially holds. �

Proposition 7.8. The Laplace operator commutes with N1 and N2, i.e., r4, N1s “ r4, N2s “

0.

The proof of this theorem is given in Section 7.6.

7.5. Polarized Hodge-Lefschetz structure on the cohomology of H‚,‚. In this section,
we show that, when passing to the cohomology, the operators N1, N2 and the polarization ψ
induce a polarized Hodge-Lefschetz structure on the cohomology groups

La,b :“
kerpd: Ha,b Ñ Ha´1,b´1q

Impd: Ha`1,b`1 Ñ Ha,bq
.

By this we mean the following.
First, since rd, N1s “ 0 and rd, N2s “ 0, we get induced maps

N1 : La,b Ñ La´1,b and N2 : La,b Ñ La,b´2.

Second, since ψpd ¨ , ¨ q “ ´ψp ¨ ,d ¨ q, we get a pairing

ψ : L‚,‚ ˆ L‚,‚ Ñ R.

Then, we will show that

Theorem 7.9. For the corresponding induced map, pL‚,‚, N1, N2, φq is a polarized HL-structure.
Moreover, the decomposition by primitive parts is induced by the corresponding decomposition
on H‚,‚.

Proof. By Proposition 7.7, the kernel of the Laplace operator gives a section of the cohomology
L‚,‚. Moreover, since the Laplacian commutes with N1 and N2, both N1 and N2 preserve
the kernel of the Laplacian. Consequently, it suffices to prove that kerp4q is a polarized HL-
substructure of H‚,‚. By abuse of notation, we denote by La,b the kernel kerp4 : Ha,b Ñ Ha,bq.

Clearly, N1 and N2 commutes. Let a ě 0 and b P Z. Let us prove that Na
1 induces an

isomorphism La,b „ÝÑ L´a,b. Since 4 is symmetric for φ,

Ha,b “ kerp4q XHa,b

K

‘ Imp4q XHa,b.

Since N1 preserves kerp4q and Imp4q, the isomorphism Na
1 : Ha,b

„ÝÑ H´a,b induces isomor-
phisms for both parts kerp4q and Imp4q. In particular, we get an isomorphism Na

1 : La,b „ÝÑ
L´a,b. We use the symmetric argument for N2.

The primitive part of La,b is, by definition,

La,b X kerpNa`1
1 q X kerpN b`1

2 q “ La,b X Pa,b.

Thus, the decomposition by primitive parts is the one induced by the decomposition of Ha,b.
Finally, the properties about ψ on La,b comes from the analogous properties on Ha,b. �
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7.6. Commutative property of the Laplacian. In this section, we prove Proposition 7.8,
that r4, N1s “ r4, N2s “ 0.

Let us start by justifying our definition of the operator w.

Remark 7.10. We feel necessary to provide an explanation of why we are not using the simpler
more natural operator rw which is defined by taking values for a, b, r, s ě 0 and x P Pa,b given
by

rwN r
1N

s
2x “ p´1qr`sNa´r

1 N b´s
2 x,

where negative powers of N1 and N2 are considered to be zero.
With this operator, the bilinear form rφ :“ ψp ¨ , rw¨ q will be still positive definite, and we

can define the corresponding Laplace operator r4. However, this Laplacian will not commute
with N1 and N2 in general. In order to explain where the problem comes from, let us try to
proceed with a natural, but wrong, proof that this Laplacian commutes N1. More precisely,
setting rd‹ “ ´rw´1drw the adjoint of d, let us try to prove that r rd‹, N1s “ 0. Assume 0 ď r ď a
and 0 ď s ď b. Then we can write

rd‹N r
1N

s
2x “ ´rw´1drwN r

1N
s
2x

“ p´1qr`s`1
rw´1dNa´r

1 N b´s
2 x

“
ÿ

i,jPt0,1u

p´1qr`s`1
rw´1Na´r`i

1 N b´s`j
2 xi,j .

We recall that xi,j P Pa´1`2i,b´1`2j . Notice that a´ 1` 2i´ pa´ r ` iq “ r ´ 1` i. Thus,

rd‹N r
1N

s
2x “

ÿ

i,jPt0,1u

p´1qr`s`1p´1qr´1`i`s´1`jN r´1`i
1 N s´1`j

2 xi,j

“
ÿ

i,jPt0,1u

p´1qi`j`1N r´1`i
1 N s´1`j

2 xi,j .

Then, rd‹N1pN
r
1N

s
2xq can be obtained replacing r by r ` 1 and similarly for N1

rd‹pN r
1N

s
2xq.

Thus, we would conclude that N1 and rd‹ commute!
Where is the mistake? First, notice that the formula for the derivation can only be applied

if a ´ r and b ´ s are both non-negative. Thus, if r “ a, we cannot just replace r by r ` 1

to compute rd‹N1pN
r
1N

s
2xq. Second, notice that 0 “ N1N

´1
1 ‰ N0

1 . If r “ 0 and i “ 0, we
get r ´ 1 ` i “ ´1. Multiplying the corresponding term by N1 is not equivalent to simply
replacing r by r`1. Notice moreover that we did not use the condition d2 “ 0 at any moment.
Thus, roughly speaking, everything goes well except on the boundaries r “ a, s “ b, r “ 0 and
s “ 0. These problems still exist for the operator r4, which justify why r4 does not commute
in general with Ni.

The solution to remedy these boundary issues is to modify rw in such a way that some zero
factors on the boundary solve the above evoked problem: if the term N r´1`i

1 N s´1`j
2 xi,j is

multiplied by some zero factor due to the new operator when r “ 0 and i “ 0, then multiplying
by N1 corresponds to replacing r by r ` 1. To find the right form of the Laplacian, one can
use tools of representation theory, where Lie brackets can be used to study commutation
properties. This is what is done in [GN90,SS20]. These proofs however take place in a slightly
different context. For example, our differential is skew symmetric, and not symmetric, and
we work in the real instead of the complex world. Nevertheless, one should be able to adapt
their proofs to our setting. However, instead of doing this, we decided to provide a completely
elementary proof. The arguments which follow are somehow technical but no knowledge in
representation theory is needed. ˛
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We now begin the proof of the commutativity of the Laplacian 4 with the operators N1

and N2.

Convention. In order to simplify the calculations, we avoid to write symmetric factors by
using the following notations. If A,B,C are some sets, then we follow the following rules to
extend the operations between these sets coordinatewise to operations involving their Carte-
sian products A2, B2 and C2: if ζ : A Ñ C and θ : Aˆ B Ñ C are some operations, then we
extend them as follows.

ζ : A2 Ñ C2, pa1, a2q ÞÑ pζpa1q, ζpa2qq,
θ : AˆB2 Ñ C2,

`

a, pb1, b2q
˘

ÞÑ pθpa, b1q, θpa, b2qq, and
θ : A2 ˆB2 Ñ C2,

`

pa1, a2q, pb1, b2q
˘

ÞÑ pθpa1, b1q, θpa2, b2qq.

Moreover, if A is endowed with a product structure, we define m : A2 Ñ A by mpa1, a2q “ a1a2.

Example 7.11. Let us give some examples. Let a “ pa1, a2q and r “ pr1, r2q for integers
a1, a2, r1, r2 ě 0 with r1 ď a1 and r2 ď a2, and let x P Pa,b. With our convention, we
get 1 ` a “ 1 ` pa1, a2q “ p1 ` a1, 1 ` a2q, p´1qa “ p´1qpa1,a2q “

`

p´1qa1 , p´1qa2
˘

, and
m
`

p´1q1`a
˘

“ m
`

p´1qa
˘

.
Let now N “ pN1, N2q. The formula

wN r1
1 N r2

2 x “ p´1qr1`r2
r1!

pa1 ´ r1q!

r2!

pa2 ´ r2q!
Na1´r1

1 Na2´r2
2 x,

can be rewritten with our notation as follows

wmpN rqx “ m
´

p´1qr
r!

pa´ rq!
Na´r

¯

x.

In the same way, we recall that

dN r1
1 N r2

2 x “
ÿ

i“pi1,i2qPt0,1u2

N r1`i1
1 N r2`i2

2 xi1,i2 ,

if r1 and r2 are non-negative, where xi1,i2 P Pa1´1`2i1,a2´1`2i2 . With our notations, this
formula reads

dmpN rqx “
ÿ

iPt0,1u2

mpN r`iqxi.

˛

We further use the following conventions. By pa1, a2q ě pb1, b2q we mean a1 ě b1 and
a2 ě b2. Moreover, 00 “ 1 and N r

1 “ N r
2 “ 0 if r is negative. Notice that N1N

´1
1 ‰ N0

1 ,
thus we have to be cautious with negative exponents. This is the main difficulty in the proof,
besides the exception k “ 1 and a “ 0 in Proposition 7.6.

Let a “ pa1, a2q ě 0. Let r “ pr1, r2q P Z2 with 0 ď r ď a. Let x P Pa “ Pa1,a2 and
y “ N r1

1 N r2
2 x. Set N “ pN1, N2q. We recall that

4 “ ´pdw´1dw ` w´1dwdq

We now explicit dw´1dy. We omit ranges of indices in the sums which follow if they are
clear from the context.

dy “
ÿ

iPt0,1u2

m
`

N r`i
˘

xi.

w´1dy “
ÿ

i
r`iďa´1`2i

m
´

p´1qa´1`2ip´1qr`i
pr ` iq!

ppa´ 1` 2iq ´ pr ` iqq!
N pa´1`2iq´pr`iq

¯

xi,

“
ÿ

i
a´r´1`iě0

m
´

p´1qa`r`i`1 pr ` iq!

pa´ r ´ 1` iq!
Na´r´1`i

¯

xi.
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dw´1dy “
ÿ

i,i1Pt0,1u2

a´r´1`iě0

m
´

p´1qa`r`i
pr ` iq!

pa´ r ´ 1` iq!
Na´r´1`i`i1

¯

pxiqi1 .

where we used the fact that m
`

p´1qa`r`i`1
˘

“ m
`

p´1qa`r`i
˘

(since m
`

p´1qp1,1q
˘

“ 1).

We can compute in the same way dwdy, in which case, using

m
`

p´1qa´1`2i
˘

“ m
`

p´1qa
˘

,

we get

dwdy “ m
`

p´1qa
˘

dw´1dy.

To get dw´1dwy, it suffices to multiply by the good factor and to replace r by a´ r:

dw´1dwy “ m
´

p´1qr
r!

pa´ rq!

¯

ÿ

i,i1Pt0,1u2

r`i´1ě0

m
`

p´1qr`i
pa´ r ` iq!

pr ´ 1` iq!
N r´1`i`i1

˘

pxiqi1

“
ÿ

i,i1

r`i´1ě0

m
`

p´1qi
r!

pr ´ 1` iq!

pa´ r ` iq!

pa´ rq!
N r´1`i`i1

˘

pxiqi1

“
ÿ

i,i1

r`i´1ě0

m
´

p´1qir1´ipa´ r ` 1qiN r´1`i`i1
¯

pxiqi1 .

Note that in the last sum we can remove the condition r ` i´ 1 ě 0. Indeed, if, for instance,
r1` i1´ 1 ă 0, then, since r1, i1 are non-negative, we should have r1 “ i1 “ 0, and the factor
r1´i1

1 is automatically zero.

Now, since

pa´ 2` 2i` 2i1q ´ pa´ r ´ 1` i` i1q “ r ´ 1` i` i1,

we get

w´1dwdy

“
ÿ

i,i1

a´r`i´1ě0

m
´

p´1qr`i
pr ` iq!

pa´ r ´ 1` iq!
p´1qr´1`i`i1 pa´ r ´ 1` i` i1q!

pr ´ 1` i` i1q!
N r´1`i`i1

¯

pxiqi1

“
ÿ

i,i1

a´r`i´1ě0

m
´

p´1qi
1

pr ` iq1´i
1

pa´ r ` iqi
1

N r´1`i`i1
¯

pxiqi1 .

In the last sum, we can again remove the condition a´ r` i´ 1 ě 0. Indeed, if, for instance,
a1 ´ r1 ` i1 ´ 1 ă 0, then since r1 ď a1 and i1 P t0, 1u, we get a1 “ r1 and i1 “ 0. Then,
either i11 “ 1 and pa1 ´ r1 ` i1q

i11 “ 0, or i11 “ 0 and

N
r1´1`i1`i11
1 pxiqi1 “ Na1´1

1 pxiqi1 “ 0,

because

pxiqi1 “ px0,i2q0,i12
P Pa1´2,a2´2`i2`i12

Ď kerpNa1´1
1 q.
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In any cases, we get

´4y “
ÿ

i,i1

´

m
`

p´1qir1´ipa´ r ` 1qi
˘

`m
`

p´1qi
1

pr ` iq1´i
1

pa´ r ` iqi
1˘
¯

mpN r´1`i`i1qpxiqi1

“
ÿ

i,i1

´

m
`

r1´ipr ´ a´ 1qi
˘

`m
`

pr ` iq1´i
1

pr ´ a´ iqi
1˘
¯

mpN r´1`i`i1qpxiqi1

“
ÿ

i,i1

´

m
`

r ` 01´ip´a´ 1qi
˘

`m
`

r ` i1´i
1

p´a´ iqi
1˘
¯

mpN r´1`i`i1qpxiqi1 .

For a fixed a, let κ : t0, 1, 2u2 Ñ Z2 be the function defined by taking for every i, i1 P t0, 1u2,
the value

κpi` i1q :“ 01´ip´a´ 1qi ` i1´i
1

p´a´ iqi
1

.

One can verify that the function is well-defined, i.e., if i` i1 “ j` j for i, i1, j, j1 P t0, 1u2 then

01´ip´a´ 1qi ` i1´i
1

p´a´ iqi
1

“ 01´jp´a´ 1qj ` j1´j1p´a´ jqj
1

.

The only nontrivial case is when i1` i11 “ 1 or when i2` i12 “ 1. For instance, if i1 “ 0, i11 “ 1
and j1 “ 1, j11 “ 0, then we get κpi` i1q1 “ 0´ a1 “ ´a1 which is equal to κpj ` j1q1.

We also define C : t0, 1u2 Ñ Z by

Cpi, i1q :“ m
`

01´ip´a´ 1qi
˘

`m
`

i1´i
1

p´a´ iqi
1˘

.

We will use the following specific values later:

κ
`

p1, k2q
˘

1
“ ´a1,

C
`

p0, i2q, p0, i
1
2q
˘

“ 0, and

C
`

p1, i2q, p1, i
1
2q
˘

“ p´a1 ´ 1qκ
`

p2, i2 ` i
1
2q
˘

2
.

Using these terminology, we can now write

4y “ ´
ÿ

i,i1

p2r1r2 ` κpi` i
1q2r1 ` κpi` i

1q1r2 ` Cpi, i
1qqmpN r´1`i`i1qpxiqi1 .

Set

(7.1) 41y :“ ´
ÿ

i,i1

Cpi, i1qmpN r´1`i`i1qpxiqi1 .

We claim that 4y “ 41y. Indeed, we can write

p41 ´4qy “
ÿ

kPt0,1,2u2

´

2r1r2 ` κpkq2r1 ` κpkq1r2

¯

mpN r´1`kq
ÿ

i,i1Pt0,1u2

i`i1“k

pxiqi1 .

Since d2 “ 0, using Proposition 7.6, we get

mpN r´1`kq
ÿ

i,i1Pt0,1u2

i`i1“k

pxiqi1 “ 0

in the above sum unless either, for k1 “ 1 and a1 “ 0, or for k2 “ 1 and a2 “ 0.
In the first case k1 “ 1 and a1 “ 0, we should have r1 “ 0 and the remaining factor is

κpp1, k2qq1r2. We have seen that κpp1, k2qq1 “ ´a1. Thus, here, the factor is zero and there is
no contribution in the sum. The same reasoning applies by symmetry to the case k2 “ 1 and
a2 “ 0. Therefore, in any case, we get 4y “ 41y for any y, and the claim follows.

Finally, we prove that 41 commutes with N1. Recall that y “ N r1
1 N r2

2 x and x P Pa1,a2 . We
divide the proof into three cases, depending on whether r1 “ 0, a1 or 0 ă r1 ă a1
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‚ If 0 “ r1 ă a1, we can compute 41N1y by replacing r1 by r1 ` 1 in Equation (7.1). For
N141y, this remains true except for the terms with i1 “ i11 “ 0. Indeed,

N1N
r1´1`0`0
1 “ 0 ‰ N r1`1´1`0`0

1 “ id.

Luckily, for those terms, the factor is Cpp0, i2q, p0, i12qq, which is zero. Thus, in fact, we can
also do the replacement for those terms. Hence, 41N1y “ N141y.

‚ If 0 ă r1 ă a1, then we can compute 41N1y by replacing r1 by r1 ` 1, and N141y in the
same way. Thus, they are equal.

‚ Finally, if r1 “ a1, since we used the hypothesis r1 ď a1 in all the computations leading
to the expression of 41, we cannot apply those computations to N1y. However, in this case,
we have N1y “ 0. Thus, we just need to prove that N141y “ 0. This can be done thanks to
the defining Equation (7.1).

If i1` i11 ď 1, then 1`r1´1` i1` i
1
1 ě a1´2`2pi1` i

1
1q`1. Since pxiqi1 P Pa1´2`2pi1`i11q,b

1

for some b1, we get

Cpi, i1qN1mpN
r´1`i`i1qpxiqi1 “ 0.

The only remaining terms are those where i1 “ i11 “ 1. For these terms, we have Cpi, i1q “
p´a1 ´ 1qκpi` i1q2. Thus,

N141y “ pa1 ` 1qN1

ÿ

k2Pt0,1,2u

κpp2, k2qq2mpN
r´1`i`i1q

ÿ

i2,i12Pt0,1u
2

i2`i12“k2

px1,i2q1,i12
.

As in the first case, we apply Proposition 7.6 to infer that all the terms in this sum are zero
unless for k2 “ 1 and a2 “ 0. For these values of k2 and a2, we use κpp2, 1qq2 “ ´a2 “ 0 to
conclude.

In all the cases, we see that N1 commutes with 41. Since we proved 4 “ 41, we conclude
with r4, N1s “ 0, and by symmetry, r4, N2s “ 0, as required. �

8. Projective bundle theorem

Let X be a polyhedral space in V “ NR. We define the asymptotic cone of X which we
denote by Xrec to be the limit set of the rescaled spaces X{t when t goes to `8. Exceptionally,
the terminology cone here might refer to a non-necessarily convex cone. Note that, if X is
any polyhedral complex structure on X, then Xrec “ |Xrec|.

Let Y be a smooth polyhedral space in V “ NR. Let ∆ be a unimodular fan subdividing
Yrec. Let X be the closure of Y in TP∆. For each cone η P ∆, we define Dη as the closure of
the intersection XX TPη∆.

Using these notations, we see in particular that we have

‚ D0 “ X.
‚ Dη are all smooth of dimension d´ |η|.
‚ We have

Dη “
č

%ăη
|%|“1

D%.

In other words, the boundary D “ XzY is a simple normal crossing divisor in X.
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8.1. Cycle classes associated to cones in ∆. In this section, we recall how to associate el-
ements of the tropical cohomology groups to the strata Dη defined in the preceding paragraph.
So we fix the notations as above. Let ∆ be a unimodular fan structure on the asymptotic
cone Yrec, and take η P ∆. The stratum Dη Ă X defines then an element clpDηq of H |η|,|η|

trop pXq
obtained as follows.

Let d be the dimension of Y . From the inclusion Dη Ď X, we get a map

Hd´|η|,d´|η|pD
ηq Hd´|η|,d´|η|pXq

´

Hd´|η|,d´|η|pXq
¯‹

H |η|,|η|pXq

rDηs clpDηq,

„ „

i.e., clpDηq is the image of rDηs P Hd´|η|,d´|η|pD
ηq in H |η|,|η|pXq by the composition of above

maps. Note that the last isomorphism in the above chain of maps follows from the Poincaré
duality for X.

8.2. Explicit description of the divisor classes associated to the rays. Consider now
the situation where X comes with a unimodular polyhedral complex structure X with Xrec “

∆. Moreover, we consider a ray ρ of ∆ and its associated stratum Dρ and its cycle class
clpDρq P H1,1

troppXq. In this case, there is a nice representative c “ pcζq ζPX
|ζ|“1

in C1,1
troppXq

of clpDρq, with cζ P F1pζq, as we explain now. For details of this construction, we refer
to [AP20b].

First we define the elements ζ P X of dimension one which are parallel to ρ.
So let ζ be a one dimensional face of X and denote by τ P ∆ the sedentarity of ζ. We say

ζ is parallel to ρ if the following two properties hold:
(1) σ :“ ρ` τ is a cone of ∆ which properly contains τ ; and
(2) ζ XN τ

8,R “ στ
8
.

Here στ
8
is σ{τ seen in the stratum N τ

8,R of TP∆.

With this preliminary discussion, the element c “ pcζq ζPX
|ζ|“1

in C1,1
troppXq is defined as follows.

First, consider a face ζ P X which is not parallel to ρ and which has sedentarity τ such that
τ does not contain ρ as a ray. For such ζ, we set cζ “ 0.

Second, consider a one dimensional cone ζ of X which is parallel to ρ. Let τ be the
sedentarity of ζ and choose a linear form φζ on N τ

8,R which takes value one on the primitive
vector eζrec of ζrec. The elements φζ can be naturally seen as an element of F1pζq. We denote
this element by cζ .

All the remaining ζ in X are those whose sedentarity contains ρ as a ray. In particular, they
are not parallel to ρ. Any such ζ form a side of a unique quadrilateral in X with two sides ζ1, ζ2

parallel to ρ, and the last side ζ3 which is neither parallel to ρ nor with a sedentarity sedpζ3q

containing ρ. By the construction of the previous two cases, we have cζ3 “ 0. Moreover, the
difference cζ1 ´ cζ2 naturally defines a linear form on N τ

8,R. We define cζ “ ˘pcζ1 ´ cζ2q, for a
convenient choice of sign that we omit to precise here.

The element c “ pcζq ζPX
|ζ|“1

in C1,1
troppXq thereby defined is closed and its class in the coho-

mology H1,1
troppXq coincides with clpDρq.

Moreover, to each face ζ with sedentarity 0 which is parallel to ρ, we can associate the
corresponding element xζ of A1pζf q “ H2pζf q. Note that ζf is a vertex of Xf . Since ζf is
a vertex in Xf , we get an element of ST0,2,0

1 Ď ST0,2
1 . By summing all the xζ , we get an
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element of ST0,2
1 which is closed in the Steenbrink sequence, and which corresponds to c via

the isomorphism of Theorem 5.8.

Remark 8.1. We have seen in Section 6.2.3 how to associate an element of ST0,2,0
1 to a

piecewise linear function f on Y :“ X0. Let us describe such a function giving the element c
considered in the preceding paragraph.

Assume X is simplicial. Denote by χρ the characteristic function of ρ on ∆ which takes
value one on eρ, value zero on each e% for all ray % ‰ ρ of ∆, and which is linear on each cone
of ∆. Pick any linear form e‹ρ on NR which takes value 1 on eρ. Then χρ can be naturally
extended to ∆ as follows. For any cone σ P ∆ not containing ρ, we extend χρ by continuity on
∆σ. For any cone σ P ∆ containing ρ, we define the extension χρ on ∆σ to be the continuous
extension of χρ ´ e‹ρ to this space.

Then χρ naturally induces a piecewise linear function rχρ on X defined by x ÞÑ χρpxrecq.
Moreover, the element of ST0,2,0

1 associated to this function does not depend on the choice of
e‹ρ and is equal to the element c constructed above. ˛

8.3. Statement of the theorem. Let now σ be a cone in ∆, and denote by ∆1 the fan
obtained by the barycentric star subdivision of σ in ∆. Denote by X1 the closure of Y in
TP∆1 . By Theorem 2.8 we have the following.

Proposition 8.2. The variety X1 is smooth.

For each cone ζ in ∆1, we define similarly as in the preceding section, the corresponding
closed stratum D1ζ of X1. Let ρ be the new ray in Σ1 obtained after the star subdivision of
σ P ∆.

Note that ρ is the ray generated by the sum of the primitive vectors of the rays of σ, i.e.,

ρ “ R`
`

ÿ

%ăσ
|%|“1

e%
˘

.

Consider the divisor D1ρ Ď X1 and its corresponding cycle class clpD1ρq of H1,1
troppX

1q.

Recall that for any smooth compact tropical variety W , and for each integer k, we define
the k-th cohomology of W by

HkpW q “
ÿ

p`q“k

Hp,q
troppW q.

For the inclusion i : Z ãÑ W of smooth compact tropical varieties, as in the local case, we
get the corresponding restriction maps

i˚ : HkpW q Ñ HkpZq,

and the Gysin map
Gys: HkpZq Ñ Hk`2 dimpW q´2 dimpZqpW q,

which is the Poincaré dual to the restriction map H2 dimpZq´kpW q Ñ H2 dimpZq´kpZq. The
restriction maps respect the bi-degree pp, qq, while the Gysin map sends elements of bidegree
pp, qq to elements of bidegree pp` dimpW q ´ dimpZq, q ` dimpW q ´ dimpZqq.

Proposition 8.3. Let Z be a divisor in W , and denote by clpZq the class of Z in H1,1pW q.
For any β P HkpW q, we have

Gysp i˚pβqq “ clpZq Y β.

Proof. This follows for example by duality from the projection formula for tropical homology
groups established in [GS19b, Proposition 4.18]. �
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From the map of fans π : ∆1 Ñ ∆, we get a projection map π : TP∆1 Ñ TP∆ which by
restriction leads to a projection map π : X1 Ñ X. This map is birational in the sense that it
induces an isomorphism on the open set Y of X and X1: in fact, the map π restricts to an
isomorphism from X1zD1ρ to XzDσ. Moreover, it sends D1ρ to Dσ.

The compositions of Gys and π˚ gives now a map

Gys ˝ π˚ : HspDσq Ñ Hs`2pX1q.

With these preliminaries, we can state the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 8.4 (Projective bundle formula). We have an isomorphism

HkpX1q » HkpXq ‘ THk´2pDσq ‘ T 2Hk´4pDσq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ T |σ|´1Hk´2|σ|`2pDσq.

Here the map from the right hand side to the left hand side restricts to π˚ on HkpXq and
sends T to ´clpD1ρq, so in view of Proposition 8.3, it is given on each factor T sHk´2spDσq by

T sHk´2spDσq ÝÑ HkpX1q

T sα ÞÝÑ p´1qsclpD1ρqs´1 YGys ˝ π˚pαq.

The decomposition stated in the theorem gives a decomposition for each pair of non-negative
integers pp, qq

Hp,qpX1q » Hp,qpXq ‘ THp´1,q´1pDσq ‘ T 2Hp´2,q´2pDσq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ T |σ|´1Hp´|σ|`1,q´|σ|`1pDσq.

Remark 8.5. In this case, we have

T |σ| ` c1pNDσqT
|σ|´1 ` c2pNDσqT

|σ|´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` c|σ|pNDσq “ 0

where cipNDσq are the Chern classes of the normal bundle NDσ in X. ˛

The proof of this theorem is given in the next section. We actually give two proofs, one
based on the use of the materials developed in the previous sections, using triangulations and
the Steenbrink spectral sequence, and the other one based on Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence
for tropical cohomology groups.

It is worth noting that the second proof is more classical in spirit, while the first one being
more interesting, requires more refined results about the geometry of tropical varieties which
are not developed here and will only appear in our future work.

8.4. Proof of Theorem 8.4 using triangulations. In this section, we give a proof of
Theorem 8.4 using the tropical Steenbrink spectral sequence and the isomorphism theorem
(Theorem 5.8). We need the following theorem.

Theorem 8.6. Suppose Y is a polyhedral space in Rn, and let ∆ be a unimodular fan structure
on Yrec. There is a unimodular triangulation Y of Y with Yrec “ ∆.

Proof. In the case when Y comes with a polyhedral structure Y0 with recession fan ∆, this
is proved in Section 4, cf. Theorem 4.2. The point is to show that any polyhedral space Y
admits a polyhedral structure compatible with the choice of such a unimodular fan structure
∆, i.e., with recession fan ∆. This is more subtle and will be treated in our forthcoming
work [AP20a]. �

Let Y be such a triangulation of Y . Let X be its extensions to X.

Proposition 8.7. The star subdivision ∆1 of ∆ induces a polyhedral structure Y 1 on Y . More-
over, this polyhedral structure is unimodular and induces a unimodular polyhedral structure X 1
on X1 with the same finite part as X, i.e., Xf “ X 1f .
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Proof. The polyhedral structure Y 1 is the one obtained as follows. Consider a face η in Y ,
and decompose η “ ηf ` ηrec, with ηf in Xf and ηrec in the recession fan Yrec. We define the
subdivision η1 of η obtained as the result of the barycentric star subdivision of σ in ηrec: this
means if σ is not a face of ηrec, then η1 “ η remains unchanged. On the other hand, if σ ă ηrec,
then we subdivide ηf ` ηrec by first taking the star subdivision η1rec of σ in ηrec, and define the
subdivision η1 as the one consisting of the faces of the form γ`τ with γ ă ηf and τ ă η1rec. �

The following proposition describes the star fans of Y 1 in terms of those of Y . By an abuse
of the notation, we also denote by Dσ the subdivision induced by X on Dσ.

Proposition 8.8. Let η P Xf “ Yf be a compact polyhedron. The star fan Σ1η of η in X 1 is
obtained from the star fan Ση of η as the result of star subdividing σ. In particular, if the star
fan of η does not contain σ, the two fans Σ1η and Ση are isomorphic.

In the above proposition, by star subdividing σ in Ση we mean the fan obtained by the star
subdivision of the image of σ in the space Nη

R “ NR
L

Nη,R, where we recall Nη,R “ Tη.

Proof. This follows directly from the description of the polyhedra in Y 1. �

In the following, in order to distinguish the star fans and their cohomology in an ambient
polyhedral complex, we use the following terminology. For a polyhedral complex W , and a
face η of W , we write ΣηpW q in order to emphasize that the star fan Ση is taken in W . We
furthermore use H‚W pηq for the cohomology groups H‚

`

ΣηpW q
˘

. In particular, H‚Xpηq and
H‚X 1pηq denote the cohomology groups H‚

`

Ση
˘

and H‚
`

Σ1 η
˘

, respectively.

By Keel’s lemma (Theorem 3.19) and the above proposition, for each face η P Xf whose
star fan Ση contains the cone σ, we obtain a decomposition of the cohomology groups Hk

X 1pηq.

Proposition 8.9. For each cone η P Xf with σ P Ση, we have

Hk
X 1pηq “ Hk

Xpηq ‘ T ¨H
k´2
Ση pσq ‘ T

2 ¨Hk´4
Ση pσq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ T

|σ|´1 ¨Hk´2|σ|`2
Ση pσq,

where T is the class of ´xρ P A1pΣ1ηq “ H2
X 1pηq.

For W “ X 1, X, or Dσ, and for any integer l, we denote by lSt‚,‚W the double complex we
constructed in Section 5.5 whose total complex is the shifted cochain complex ST‚,2l1 r´ls, the
2l-th line of the Steenbrink spectral sequence calculated in W .

Let p be a non-negative integer. The previous proposition allows to get a decomposition of
the double complex pSt‚,‚X 1 in terms of the Steenbrink double complexes associated to X and
Dσ.

Proposition 8.10. Notations as above, we have

pSt‚,‚X 1 “ pSt‚,‚X ‘ T ¨p´1St‚,‚´1
Dσ ‘ T 2 ¨p´2St‚,‚´2

Dσ ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ T |σ|´1 ¨p´|σ|`1St‚,‚´|σ|`1
Dσ .

The map from the decomposition to pSt‚,‚X 1 is made clear in the proof.

Proof. By definition of the Steenbrink double complexes, we have

pSta,bX 1 :“

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

à

ηPX 1f
|η|“p`a´b

H2b
X 1pηq if a ě 0 and b ď p,

0 otherwise,

whose differential of bidegree p1, 0q is i˚ and whose differential of bidegree p0, 1q is Gys. Note
that we have Xf “ X 1f . From the previous proposition, for any η P Xf whose star fan Ση in
X contains σ, we can decompose

H2b
X 1pηq “ H2b

X pηq ‘ T ¨ H2b´2
Ση pσq ‘ T 2 ¨H2b´4

Ση pσq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ T |σ|´1 ¨H2b´2|σ|`2
Ση pσq.

Here T is the class of ´xρ in H2
Σηpσq.
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Moreover, for any other polytope η P Xf , we have H2b
X 1pηq “ H2b

X pηq.

Let η P Xf whose star fan Ση contains σ. Then the cone σ P Ση corresponds to the face
rη :“ η ` σ P X. We obtain a polytope rη X Dσ P X in pDσqf for the polyhedral structure
induced by X on Dσ. We denote this polytope by ησ. The projection πσ : Y Ñ Dσ along Tσ
induces an isomorphism η „ÝÑ ησ. Moreover, the star fan of σ in Ση is naturally isomorphic to
the star fan of rη in X and of ησ in Dσ.

Using this observation, we rewrite the above decomposition as

H2b
X 1pηq “ H2b

X pηq ‘ T ¨ H2b´2
Dσ pησq ‘ T 2 ¨H2b´4

Dσ pησq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ T |σ|´1 ¨H2b´2|σ|`2
Dσ pησq.

Moreover, the morphisms i˚ and Gys are compatible with this decomposition. It follows
that

pSt‚,‚X 1 “ pSt‚,‚X ‘ T ¨p´1St‚,‚´1
Dσ ‘ T 2 ¨p´2St‚,‚´2

Dσ ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ T |σ|´1 ¨p´|σ|`1St‚,‚´|σ|`1
Dσ .

Here T can be seen as the element of 1St0,1
X 1 Ď ST0,2

1 pX 1q defined by

T “
ÿ

vPXf
|v|“1
ΣvQσ

´xρ
loomoon

PH2
X1
pvq

P
à

vPXf
|v|“1

H2
X 1pvq Ď pSt0,1

X 1 .

The multiplication by T is similar to the multiplication by a Kähler class. It multiplies an
element of H‚pηq by ´xρ P H2pηq if σ P Ση, and by zero otherwise. �

We are now ready to prove the projective bundle theorem.

Proof of Theorem 8.4. Applying the previous proposition, and taking the total complexes on
both sides, after shifting, gives a decomposition of cochain complexes

ST‚,2p1 pX 1q “ ST‚,2p1 pXq ‘ T ¨ ST‚,2p´2
1 pDσq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ T |σ|´1 ¨ ST‚,2p´2|σ|`2

1 pDσq.

Taking the cohomology of degree q´p on both sides, and using our Isomorphism Theorem 5.8,
we get the decomposition

Hp,qpX1q » Hp,qpXq ‘ THp´1,q´1pDσq ‘ T 2Hp´2,q´2pDσq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ T |σ|´1Hp´|σ|`1,q´|σ|`1pDσq,

as stated in the theorem. Taking the sum over all p, q with p` q “ k, gives the decomposition
for the k-th cohomology group of X 1.

It remains to prove that T corresponds to minus the cycle class associated toD1ρ inH1,1pX 1q.
To see that, it suffices to compare the definition of T in the proof of the previous proposition
with the description of clpD1ρq in Section 8.2. �

8.5. Proof of Theorem 8.4 using Mayer-Vietoris. Notations as in the beginning of the
section, let X and X1 be the closure of Y in TP∆ and TP∆1 . We consider the open covering
of X obtained by V :“ XzDσ “ X1zD1ρ and a tubular neighborhood U of Dσ. Let W be the
intersection of V and U . Let π : X1 Ñ X be the projection map, and let U 1 : π´1pU q, which
is a tubular neighborhood of D1ρ. Note that W “ V XU 1.

The Mayer-Vietoris exact sequences associated to these coverings of X1 and X for tropical
cohomology groups with coefficients in Fp lead to the following pair of long exact sequences
where the vertical arrows are induced by the pullbacks.

¨ ¨ ¨ Hp,qpXq Hp,qpV q ‘Hp,qpU q Hp,qpW q Hp,q`1pXq ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ Hp,qpX1q Hp,qpV q ‘Hp,qpU 1q Hp,qpW q Hp,q`1pX1q ¨ ¨ ¨

The following is straightforward.
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Proposition 8.11. The projection map from the tubular neighborhood to Dσ induces an iso-
morphism

Hp,qpU q » Hp,qpDσq

for any q. In a similar way, we get

Hp,qpU 1q » Hp,qpD1ρq.

Proposition 8.12. The projection map D1ρ Ñ Dσ is a fibration with tropical projective spaces
of dimension |σ|´ 1.

Proof. Define the normal vector bundle NDσ associated to the embedding Dσ ãÑ X.

Dρ » TPpNDσq,

the projectivization of NDσ , from which the result follows. �

Theorem 8.13. Let E be a vector bundle of rank r over a compact tropical variety Z, and
let Z 1 “ TPpEq be the projectivization of E. Then we get an isomorphism

Hp,qpZ 1q » Hp,qpZq ‘ THp´1,q´1pZq ‘ T 2Hp´2,q´2pZq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ T r´1Hp´r`1,q´r`1pZq.

Proof. Applying the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence, we reduce to the case where the vector
bundle is trivial, i.e., E “ Rr ˆ Z. In this case, we have TPpEq “ TPr´1 ˆ Z. The theorem
now follows by Künneth decomposition theorem for tropical cohomology groups [GS19b]. �

Proof of Theorem 8.4. The theorem now follows by combining the two Mayer-Vietoris long
exact sequences associated to covers tV ,U u and tV ,U 1u of X and X1, and Theorem 8.13
applied to the fibration D1ρ Ñ Dσ, by using Proposition 8.12, which allows to decompose the
cohomology of D1ρ in terms of the cohomology of Dσ. Indeed, the image of T in Hp,qpW q is
trivial, and the decomposition follows from a diagram chasing. �

9. Proof of Theorem 1.7

In this section, we prove Theorem 1.7. We start by recalling the statement of the theorem.
Let Y be a smooth rational polyhedral space in V “ NR » Rn. Assume that all the star fans
of Y are Kähler, that is they are support of Kähler fans. Let ∆ be a unimodular recession fan
on Yrec. Let X be the closure of Y in TP∆. Let ` be a strictly convex function on ∆. Then, `
defines an element of H1,1pXq given by

ÿ

%P∆
|%|“1

`p%qclpD%q.

By an abuse of the notation, we denote this element and the corresponding Lefschetz operator
on H‚,‚pXq by ` as well.

Working with Q coefficients, we have to prove the following statements.
‚ (Weight-monodromy conjecture) For q ą p two non-negative integers, we get an iso-
morphism

N q´p : Hq,p
troppXq Ñ Hp,q

troppXq.

‚ (Hard Lefschetz) For p` q ď d, the Lefschetz operator ` induces an isomorphism

`d´p´q : Hp,q
troppXq Ñ Hd´q,d´p

trop pXq.

‚ (Hodge-Riemann) The pairing p´1qp
〈
¨ , `d´p´qN q´p ¨

〉
induces a positive-definite pair-

ing on the primitive part P p,q of Hp,q
trop, where

〈
¨ , ¨

〉
is the natural pairing〈

¨ , ¨
〉

: Hq,p
troppXq bH

d´q,d´p
trop pXq Ñ Hd,d

troppXq » Q.
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9.1. Global ascent-descent. Situation as in the previous section, let ∆ “ Yrec be unimodu-
lar and let σ be a cone in ∆. Let ∆1 be the star subdivision of ∆ obtained by star subdividing
σ. Denote by ρ the new ray in ∆1. For an element ω in H1,1pXq, we denote by ωσ the restric-
tion of ω to Dσ, i.e., the image of ω under the restriction map H1,1pXq Ñ H1,1pDσq, for the
inclusion of tropical varieties Dσ ãÑ X.

Let ` be a strictly convex cone-wise linear function on ∆. Denote by `1 the convex function
induced by ` on ∆1. As in the previous section, we denote by ` and `1 the corresponding
elements of H1,1pXq and H1,1pX1q, respectively.

The strictly convex function ` induces a strictly convex function `σ on the star fan Σσ of σ
in ∆. By identification of Σσ with the recession fan of Dσ, we get a strictly convex function
`σ on the recession fan Dσ

rec. This defines an element in H1,1pDσq that we denote with our
convention above by `σ.

Proposition 9.1. The element `σ P H1,1pDσq coincides with the restriction of ` P H1,1pXq
to Dσ ãÑ X.

Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that ` is zero on σ and that `σ is the push-
forward of ` by the projection Σ Ñ Σσ. Denote by D` the Poincaré dual of ` in H

trop
1,1 pXq, and

by D`σ the Poincaré dual of `σ in Htrop
1,1 pDσq. By Poincaré duality, it suffices to prove that

the cap product D` XD
σ P Htrop

1,1 pD
σq equals D`σ . For a ray % of Σ, we write % „ σ if % is in

the link of σ, i.e., if σ ` % is a face of Σ and % R σ. From our assumption that ` is zero on σ,
we get

D` XD
σ “

ÿ

%PΣ
|%|“1

`p%qpD% XDσq “
ÿ

%„σ
|%|“1

`p%qpD% XDσq “ D`σ . �

We now state and prove the following global version of Theorem 3.20.

Theorem 9.2. Notations as above, we have the following properties.
‚ (Ascent) Assume the property HRpDσ, `σq holds. Then HRpX, `q implies HR

`

X1, `1 ´

εclpDρq
˘

for any small enough ε ą 0.
‚ (Descent) We have the following partial inverse: if both the properties HRpDσ, `σq and

HLpX, `q hold, and if we have the property HR
`

X1, `1 ´ εclpDρq
˘

for any small enough
ε ą 0, then we have HRpX, `q.

Proof. The projective bundle formula (Theorem 8.13) is the global analog of local Keel’s lemma
(Theorem 3.19). Moreover Poincaré duality holds for X and X1. Thus, by Remark 3.21, the
proof is identical to that of the corresponding local theorem, Theorem 3.20. �

9.2. Proof of Theorem 1.7. We proceed as in the proof of the properties HR and HL in
the local case.

So let Y be a smooth tropical variety of dimension d in V » Rn which is locally the support
of Kähler fans. Any unimodular recession fan ∆ on Yrec provides a compactification of Y by
taking its closure in TP∆. We denote by X∆ this compactification in order to emphasize the
dependence in ∆. Since Y is smooth, the variety X∆ for any unimodular fan ∆ is a smooth
tropical variety. Moreover, all the stars of X∆ are also Kähler support.

From now on we restrict to fans ∆ on the support of Yrec which are in addition quasi-
projective. We have to show that for any such fan ∆ and any strictly convex function ` on ∆,
the pair pH‚pXq, `q verifies HR, HL, and the weight-monodromy conjecture.

Proceeding by induction, we suppose that the theorem holds for all smooth projective
tropical varieties of dimension strictly smaller than d.

As in the local case, the following proposition is the base of our proof. It allows to start with
a fan structure on the asymptotic cone of Y such that the corresponding compactification of
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Y verifies the Hodge-Riemann relations, and then use the global ascent and descent properties
to propagate the property to any other smooth compactification of Y , given by any other fan
structure on Yrec.

Proposition 9.3. Notations as above, there exists a quasi-projective unimodular fan ∆0 on
Yrec such that, for any strictly convex element `0 on ∆0, we have the properties HRpX∆0 , `0q
and HLpX∆0 , `0q for the compactification X∆0 of Y in TP∆0.

Proof. By Theorem 4.1, replacing the lattice N with 1
kN for some integer k, we can find a

projective unimodular triangulation Y0 of Y such that the recession fan ∆0 of Y0 is quasi-
projective and unimodular.

Let X∆0 be the compactification of Y0 in TP∆0 . Let r`0 be a strictly convex function on
Y0. By the second part of Theorem 4.1, we can assume that `0 :“ pr`0qrec is a well-defined and
strictly convex function on ∆0. By theorem 6.9, r`0 defines a Kähler class of X∆0 . Moreover,
by Corollary 6.11 and Remark 8.1, this class equals clp`0q P H

1,1pX∆0q. It thus follows from
our Theorem 6.23 that the pair pX∆0 , `0q verifies HL and HR. �

Proposition 9.4. For any unimodular fan ∆ on the support of Yrec, we have the equivalence
of the following statements.

‚ HRpX∆, `q is true for any strictly convex function ` on ∆.
‚ HRpX∆, `q is true for one strictly convex element ` on ∆.

The proof uses the following proposition.

Proposition 9.5. If HRpD%, `%q holds for all rays % P ∆, then we have HLpX, `q.

Proof. By Proposition 9.1, we know that `% “ i˚p`q where i is the inclusion D% ãÑ X. One
can now adapt the proof of 3.17 to the global case to prove the proposition. �

Proof of Proposition 9.4. Let ` be a strictly convex piecewise linear function on ∆. For all
% P ∆, we get a strictly convex function `% on the star fan Σ% of % in ∆. By the hypothesis of
our induction, we know that HRpD%, `%q holds. By Proposition 9.5 we thus get HLpX∆, `q.

By Proposition 3.7, we get that HRpX∆, `q is an open and closed condition on the set of
all ` which satisfy HLpX∆, `q. In particular, if there exists `0 in the cone of strictly convex
elements which verifies HRpX∆, `0q, any ` in this cone should verify HRpX∆, `q. �

Let ∆ be a unimodular fan of dimension d on Yrec, let ` be a convex piecewise linear function
on ∆, and let ∆1 be the fan obtained from ∆ by star subdividing a cone σ P ∆. Denote by ρ
the new ray in ∆1, and let `1 be the piecewise linear function induced by ` on ∆1.

Denote by χρ the characteristic function of ρ on ∆1 which takes value one on eρ, value zero
on each e% for all ray % ‰ ρ of ∆1, and which is linear on each cone of ∆1. The following is
straightforward.

Proposition 9.6. For any small enough ε ą 0, the function `1 ´ εχρ is strictly convex.

Proposition 9.7. Notations as above, the following statements are equivalent.
(i) We have HRpX∆, `q.
(ii) The property HRpX∆1 , `

1 ´ εχρq holds for any small enough ε ą 0.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 9.2. We first observe that the p1, 1q-class associated to the
convex function `1´ εχρ is precisely `1´ εclpDρq, where in this second expression `1 represents
the class of the convex function `1 in H1,1pX∆1q. Moreover, by the hypothesis of our induction,
we have HRpDσ, lσq. Now, a direct application of the ascent part of Theorem 9.2 leads to the
implication (i)ñ (ii).

We now prove (ii)ñ (i). Proposition 9.5 and our induction hypothesis imply that we have
HLpX∆, `q. Applying now the descent part of Theorem 9.2 gives the result. �
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Proof of Theorem 1.7. By Proposition 9.3, there exists a fan ∆0 with support Yrec and a
strictly convex element `0 on ∆0 such that the result holds for the pair pX∆0 , `0q. By Propo-
sitions 9.7 and 9.4, for any quasi-projective unimodular fan ∆ with support Yrec which can be
obtained from ∆0 by a sequence of star subdivisions and star assemblies, and for any strictly
convex function ` on ∆, we get HRpX∆, `q. The properties HR and HL both follow by applying
Theorem 3.23.

The weight-monodromy conjecture is preserved by the projective bundle formula, The-
orem 8.4. Thus the property propagates from ∆0 to all quasi-projective fans by Theo-
rem 3.23. �
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Appendix

10. Spectral resolution of the tropical complex

In this section, we prove that the objects used to apply the spectral resolution lemma in
Section 5 verify the hypothesis of this lemma. We also prove Proposition 5.27, which states
that the isomorphism between the tropical complex Cp,‚ and Tot‚ppC

‚,‚q is an isomorphism of
filtered complexes for the corresponding differentials and filtrations. We recall all the objects
below.

We suppose X is a compact smooth tropical variety with a unimodular triangulation that
we denote X. We suppose in addition that the underlying polyhedral space X is obtained by
compactifying a polyhedral space Y in Rn. This will allow later to fix a scalar product in Rn
and define compatible projections on subspaces of Rn, in a sense which will be made clear.

10.1. The triple complex A‚,‚,‚. We start by recalling the definition of the triple complex
A‚,‚,‚, which is the main object of study in this section (and which is roughly obtained from
‚D
‚,‚ by inserting the Steenbrink and tropical chain complexes into it).

Let p be a non-negative integer. The triple complex A‚,‚,‚ is defined as follows. We set

A‚,‚,´1 :“ pC
‚,‚, A‚,´1,˛ :“ pSt‚,˛, and A‚,‚,˛ :“ ‚D

‚,˛.

More explicitly, let a, b, b1 ě 0 be three non-negative integers. We set

- Aa,b,´1 :“
à

|δ|“a`b

Aa,b,´1rδs with Aa,b,´1rδs “
ŹbT‹δ b Fp´bp0δq.

- Aa,´1,b1 “

$

&

%

À

|η|“p`a´b1
|ηrec|ďa

Aa,´1,b1rηs if b1 ď p,

0 otherwise,
with Aa,´1,b1rηs :“ H2b1pηq.

- Aa,b,b
1

“ Da,b,b
1

“
À

δăη
sedpδq“sedpηq

|δ|“a`b
|η|“p`a´b1

Aa,b,b
1

rδ, ηs with Aa,b,b
1

rδ, ηs :“
ŹbT‹δ bH2b1pηq.

- All the other pieces Aa,b,b
1

are trivial.

We now set A‚,‚trop :“ A‚,‚,´1, A‚,˛ST :“ A‚,´1,˛, and define A‚,‚,‚D as the truncation of A‚,‚,‚ at
non-negative indices, i.e., such that

Aa,b,b
1

D “

#

Aa,b,b
1

if a, b, b1 ě 0,

0 otherwise.

Note that Aa,b,b
1

D “ aD
b,b1 for the double complex aD

b,b1 of Section 5.

For σ P Xrec, we set
σA
‚,‚,‚ :“

à

δ with sedpδq“σ

A‚,‚,‚rδs,

and define σA
‚,‚
trop, σA

‚,‚
ST , and σA

‚,‚,‚
D , similarly.

The differentials on Aa,b,b
1

of respective degree p1, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0q and p0, 0, 1q are denoted d,
d and d1. We will recall all these maps in Section 10.5. Their restrictions to A‚,‚trop are denoted
by dtrop,dtrop and d1trop respectively. We only restrict the domain here, and not the codomain.
Thus d1trop is a morphism from A‚,‚trop to A‚,‚,‚. We use the same terminology for the two other
complexes A‚,‚ST , and A‚,‚,‚D .

The notation d
“

Aa,b,b
1

rηs Ñ Aa,b`1,b1rµs
‰

denotes restriction of the differential d to Aa,b,b
1

rηs

projected to the piece Aa,b`1,b1rµs, i.e., this is the composition πd i where i : Aa,b,b
1

rηs ãÑ A‚,‚,‚

is the natural inclusion and π : A‚,‚,‚ � Aa,b`1,b1rµs is the natural projection.
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Moreover, the star ˚ in the expressions dr˚ Ñ Aa,b`1,b1s and drAa,b,b
1

Ñ ˚s, denotes the
natural domain and codomain of d, i.e., A‚,‚,‚, respectively. Similarly, in the expressions
dr σ˚ Ñ Aa,b`1,b1s, drAa,b,b

1

Ñ σ˚ s, and dr σ˚ Ñ σ˚ s, the σ˚ denotes σA‚,‚,‚.
We use similar notations for other differentials and other pieces of A‚,‚,‚.

We decompose the differential d as the sum d i ` dπ where

d i :“
à

σPXrec

dr σ˚ Ñ σ˚ s, and

dπ :“
à

τ,σPXrec
σ ą̈τ

dr σ˚ Ñ τ˚ s.

The two other differential d and d1 preserve σA
‚,‚,‚ for any σ P Xrec.

The first main result of this section is the following.

Proposition 10.1. The complex Tot‚pA‚,‚trop, dtrop ` dtropq is isomorphic as a complex to
pCp,‚trop, Btropq where Btrop is the usual tropical differential.

The second result is Proposition 5.26, which, we recall, states the following.

Proposition 10.2. The map B “ d` d` d1 is a differential, i.e.,

BB “ 0.

This section is supposed to be self-contained, in particular we will recall the maps below.
We start by (re)introducing some notations and making some conventions. We note that a
few of the notations below differ from the ones used in the previous sections.

10.2. Notations and conventions. Here is a set of conventions and notations we will use.

Naming convention on faces. In what follows, we take faces γ ă̈ δ,δ1 ă̈ χ forming a diamond
and ζ ă̈ η,η1 ă̈ µ forming another diamond such that γ ă ζ, δ ă η, δ1 ă η1, and χ ă µ.

Moreover, we make the convention that if a relation involves both γ and δ, then it is assumed
that γ ă̈ δ. However, for this relation, we do not a priori assume that there exists a face χ
such that χ ą̈δ: δ might be a face of maximum dimension. Unless stated otherwise, we assume
that all these faces have the same sedentarity.

Moreover, τ ă̈ σ ă ξ will be all the time three cones of Xrec.

Convention on maps π, ι, i and p. If φ and ψ are two faces of X or cones of Xrec, we define,
when this has a meaning, the map πφ{ψ : Nψ

R � Nφ
R to be the natural projection. Recall that

for φ a face of X of sedentarity 0 or a cone of Xrec, we define Nφ,R “ Tφ and Nφ
R “ NR

L

Nφ,R,
and extend this to faces and cones of higher sedentarity by Nφ

R “ N
sedpφq
R

L

Tφ.

For the map πφ{ψ, it might happen that we use the notation πψzφ in order to insist on the
fact that the domain of the map concerns the face ψ and the codomain φ.

To simplify the notations, if ψ “ sedpφq, we set πφ :“ πψzφ. Sometimes, we will put the
superscript as a subscript instead, for example π˚φ{ψ is another notation for πφ{ψ˚. Moreover,
depending on the context and when this is clear, we use πψzφ to denote as well the natural
projection

ŹkNφ
R �

ŹkNψ
R , and also the restriction of this projection to some subspace.

To give an example of these conventions, for instance, the map Fkpδq � Fkp0δq is repre-
sented by the notation πδ.

We denote by ηδ the face corresponding to η in Σδ, i.e., ηδ “ R`πδpηq. In the same way, if
σ ă δrec, we set

δσ
8

:“ πσpδq “
`

δ `Nσ,R
˘L

Nσ,R.
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If sedpδq “ 0, it is the intersection of the closure of δ in TPX8 with the stratum of sedentarity
σ.

If γ ă̈ δ are two faces of different sedentarities, then πsedpδqzsedpγq induces a projection from
Tδ to Tγ. We denote this projection by πsed

δ{γ . Note that this is quite different from πγzδ;
for such a pair, the projection πγzδ is in fact an isomorphism N δ

R
„ÝÑ Nγ

R and induces an
isomorphism Σδ „ÝÑ Σγ . We denote these maps and the corresponding pushforwards by idδ{γ ,
and the inverse maps and the corresponding pushforwards by idγzδ.

In the same way, we set ιηzδ : F‚η ãÑ F‚δ and ιδ : F‚δ ãÑ
Ź‚N

sedpδq
R to be the natural

inclusions. (By our convention on faces, we have δ ă η.) The inclusion concerning the
canonical compactifications of fans is denoted by iη{δ : Ση ãÑ Σδ. The same simplifications
hold.

We also introduce projections pδ : N
sedpδq
R � Tδ as follows. Let p ¨ , ¨ q be an inner product

on NR. If sedpδq “ 0, then we define pδ to be the orthogonal projection with respect to p ¨ , ¨ q.
(This new definition differs from the previous notation for p used in the rest of this article.)
We extend this definition to other strata as follows.

For any face φ of sedentarity σ, we observe that we can find a unique face δ of sedentarity
0 such that φ “ δσ

8
, and we define pφ as the quotient map

pφ :“ πσ˚ppδq,

making the following diagram commutative:

NR Tδ

Nσ
R “ NR

L

Nσ,R Tφ “ Tδ
L

Nσ,R

πσ

pδ

πσ

pφ

In addition, if sedpηq “ sedpδq, then we define the relative projection map pη{δ by setting

pη{δ :“ pδ|Tη.

If φ is a subface of δ with the same sedentarity, we set pφδ :“ πφ˚ppδq and pφη{δ :“ πφ˚ppη{δq. We
also set pδ :“ id ´ pδ the orthogonal projection onto kerppδq. We use the same notation for
pφδ , etc.

Notice that πδ|kerppδq
: kerppδq Ñ N δ

R is an isomorphism. To simplify the notation, we set
π´1
δ :“ pπδ|kerppδq

q´1. In the same way, π´1
η{δ :“ pπη{δ|kerppδηq

q´1.

Operations on local cohomology groups. Recall that the map iη{δ induces a surjective map
i˚δzη : H‚pδq� H‚pηq of weight 0, where H‚pδq :“ H‚pΣδq. The Poincaré dual map of i˚δzη is
denoted Gysη{δ. It is an injective map of weight 2p|η|´ |δ|q from H‚pηq to H‚pδq. We denote
by 1δ P H0pδq the corresponding unit. We denote by xδ{γ P A

1pδq » H2pδq the element
corresponding to the ray δγ .

Operations on faces. If φ and ψ are subfaces of a same face δ, we denote by φ`ψ the smallest
face containing φ and ψ. When this has a meaning, we denote by η ´ δ the smallest face φ
such that φ` δ “ η. By η´ δ` γ, for instance, we mean pη´ δq` γ. Abusing of the notation,
by pη´δ`γ{γ we mean ppη´δ`γq{γ . We might sometimes write pη´δ{γ instead of pη´δ`γ{γ .
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Multivectors and multiforms e and ν. We have a sign function ε¨ { ¨ “ signp ¨ , ¨ q which verifies
the diamond property

εδ{γεη{δ “ εδ1{γεη{δ1 ,

here the faces are allowed to have different sedentarities, and εe{v “ ´εe{v1 if v and v1 are the
two extremities of an edge e.

Let eδ{γ P Tδγ be the primitive element of the ray δγ . Let eδ{γ :“ εδ{γeδ{γ . Let s :“ |η|´ |δ|
and let δ0, δ1, . . . , δs be a flag of faces such that

δ “ δ0 ă̈ δ1 ă̈ ¨ ¨ ¨ ă̈ δs “ η.

We define the multivector eη{δ P
ŹsTηδ by

eη{δ :“ εδ1{δ0 . . . εδs{δs´1
eδ1{δ ^ epδ2´δ1q{δ ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ epδs´δs´1q{δ.

This definition is independent of the choice of the flag δ0, . . . , δs.

We set nδ{γ :“ π´1
γ peδ{γq and νη{δ :“ π´1

δ peη{δq. (Recall that by our convention, π´1
δ

denotes the inverse of the restriction of πδ to the kernel of the projection map pδ, which is an
isomorphism.)

If φ is a subface of δ with the same sedentarity, we set νφη{δ :“ πφpνη{δq. In particular,

νδη{δ “ eη{δ. Similarly, for a subface φ of γ with the same sedentarity, we set nφδ{γ :“ πφpnδ{γq.

Let e‹δzη P
ŹsT‹ηδ be the dual of eη{δ. Set ν‹δzη :“ π˚δ pe

‹
δzηq P

ŹsT‹η and νφ˚ηzδ :“ π˚δ{φpe
‹
ηzδq P

ŹsT‹ηφ.
We also denote by 1‹δ P

Ź0T‹δ the corresponding unit.

Operations on multivectors and on multiforms. Let V is a vector space. Let α P
ŹrV ‹ be a

multiform on V and u P
ŹsV be a multivector in V . Then we denote by α_u P

Źr´sV ‹ the
right contraction of α by u, i.e.,

α_ u :“

#

αp ¨ ^ uq if s ě r,

0 otherwise.

We also define the left contraction of α by u by

u_ α :“

#

αpu^ ¨ q if s ě r,

0 otherwise.

We denote by kerpαq the subspace of V defined by

kerpαq :“ tu P V
ˇ

ˇ α_ u “ 0u.

If α is nonzero, the kernel is of dimension dimpV q ´ r. If β P
Źt kerpαq‹ then we denote by

β ^α P
Źt`rV ‹ the multiform rβ ^α where rβ is any extension of β to

ŹtV . The definition of
β ^ α does not depend on the chosen extension.

10.3. Useful facts. In this section, we list some useful facts which will be used in the proofs
of Propositions 10.1 and 10.2.

Proposition 10.3. Using the conventions introduced in the previous section, the following
holds.
(10.1) If sedpγq ą̈ sedpδq then

maxsedpγq “ maxsedpδq.

(10.2) maxsedpδq
L

sedpδq “ δrec.

(10.3) If sedpηq “ sedpδq ă̈ sedpγq, then

ζ “ ηsedpγq
8

.
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Let ` and `1 be two linear forms, α be a multiform and u and v be two multivectors on a vector
space V . the following holds.

(10.4)
α_ pu^ vq “ α_ v _ u.

(10.5) If u P kerp`q, then

α^ `_ u “ ´α_ u^ `.

(10.6) If u1 P kerp`q, then

p`^ `1qpu^ u1q “ `puq ¨ `1pu1q.

(10.7)
i˚ζ{ηGysη{ζpxq “ i˚ζ{ηGysη{ζp1ηqx.

(10.8)
Gysη{ζ i˚ζ{ηpxq “ Gysη{ζ i˚ζ{ηp1

ηqx.

(10.9)
Gysη{ζp1ηq “ i˚γzζpxη´ζ{γq.

(10.10)
νη{φ “ νδ{φ ^ νη{δ.

(10.11)
ν‹φzη “ ν‹φzδ ^ ν

‹
δzη.

(10.12) If sedpγq “ sedpδq ą̈ sedpδ1q “ sedpηq, then,

πsed˚
χ{δ pν

‹
γzδq “ ν‹δ1zχ.

(10.13) If β is a multiform on N δ
R,

π
δzη
˚ pβ _ νδη{δq is well-defined.

(10.14) If φ is a subface of δ of same sedentarity, then

pδpνη{φq “ νη{δ.

(10.15)
pδpνδ1{γq “ ν‹γzδppδpνδ1{γqqνδ{γ .

(10.16) If η “ δ ` ζ, even if sedpδq ‰ sedpγq (in which case πγzδ “ idγzδ),

πγzδpeη{δq “ p´1q|η|´|δ|εδ{γεη{ζeζ{γ .

(10.17)
p˚γzδ “ p ¨ ^ ν

‹
γzδq _ νδ{γ .

(10.18)
pδpη “ pδpη “ pδ and pδpη “ pηpδ.

(10.19) If sedpγq “ sedpδq ą̈ sedpδ1q “ sedpηq, then

πsed
δ1{γpχ{δ1 “ pδ{γπ

sed
χ{δ.

Proof. We omit the proof which can be obtained by straightforward computations. �
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10.4. Proof of Proposition 10.1. In this section, we define a (non canonical) isomorphism
Φ: Tot‚pA‚,‚tropq

„ÝÑ Cp,‚trop. We then prove that we can choose two differentials dtrop and dtrop

of bidegree p1, 0q and p0, 1q on A‚,‚trop such that we have the equality dtrop ` dtrop “ Φ´1BtropΦ

where Btrop is the usual tropical differential on Cp,‚trop. The two differentials we obtain are those
we have already seen in Section 5. This will prove Proposition 10.1.

Recall that, if |δ| “ a` b,

Aa,btroprδs “
ŹbT‹δ b Fp´bp0δq and Cp,

|δ|
troprδs “ Fppδq,

and other pieces are zero. The differential Btrop is equal to the sum ι˚trop ` π
˚
trop where

ι˚trop

“

Cp,
|γ|

trop rγs Ñ Cp,
|δ|

troprδs
‰

“ εδ{γι
˚
γzδ

and, if sedpγq ą̈ sedpδq, then

π˚trop

“

Cp,
|γ|

trop rγs Ñ Cp,
|δ|

troprδs
‰

“ εδ{γπ
˚
γzδ.

Recall as well from Section 5 that we have a filtration W ‚ on Cp,‚trop. With our notations
introduced above, this is defined by

W sCp,
|δ|

troprδs :“
!

α P Fppδq
ˇ

ˇ @u P
Ź|δ|´s`1Tδ, α_ u “ 0

)

.

We proved in Section 5 that this filtration is preserved by Btrop.

By an abuse of the notation, we also denote by W ‚ the filtration on A‚,‚trop induced by the
first index.

We now define Φ: A‚,‚trop Ñ Cp,‚trop by

Φ
“

Aa,btroprδs Ñ Cp,a`btrop rδs
‰

“ p˚δ ^ π
˚
δ

if a` b “ |δ|, and all other pieces are zero. Set

Φa :“ ΦrAa,‚trop Ñ ˚s.

We define Ψ: Cp,‚trop Ñ A‚,‚trop by

Ψ
“

Cp,a`btrop rδs Ñ Aa,btroprδs
‰

pαqpub vq “ αpu^ π´1
δ pvqq

if a` b “ |δ|, and other pieces are zero. Set

Ψa :“ Ψr˚ Ñ Aa,‚trops.

Proposition 10.4. The map Φ and Ψ are inverse isomorphisms of weight zero, and both
preserve the filtrationW ‚. Moreover, for any a and k, Ψa`kBtropΦa is zero except for k P t0, 1u.

Set dtrop :“
À

a ΨaBtropΦa and dtrop :“ d i
trop ` dπtrop where

d i
trop :“ Ψa`1ι

˚
tropΦa and dπtrop :“ Ψa`1π

˚
tropΦa.

By the previous proposition it is now clear that Φ: pTot‚pA‚,‚tropq, dtrop`dtropq
„ÝÑ pCp,‚trop, Btropq

is an isomorphism of complexes which respects the filtrations. It remains to give an explicit
formula of dtrop and dtrop. This can be shown by direct computations.

Proposition 10.5. If |δ| “ a` b, then

dtrop

“

Aa,b´1
trop rγs Ñ Aa,btroprδs

‰

pαb βq “ εδ{γpα^ ν
‹
γzδq b pπ

γzδ
˚ peδ{γ _ βqq,

as stated in Proposition 5.15, and

d i
trop

“

Aa´1,b
trop rγs Ñ Aa,btroprδs

‰

“

#

εδ{γp˚γzδ b pπ
´1
δ{γq

˚, if sedpγq “ sedpδq,
0 otherwise,
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as stated by Equation (5.3). Moreover,

dπtrop

“

Aa´1,b
trop rγs Ñ Aa,btroprδs

‰

“

#

εδ{γπ
sed˚
γzδ b id if sedpγq ą̈ sedpδq,

0 otherwise.

It thus follows that dtrop and dtrop defined above coincide with differential d and d i ` π˚

on pC
‚,‚ of Section 5.

10.5. Differentials of A‚,‚,‚. We now recall the definition of the differentials on A‚,‚,‚. Recall
that, for |δ| “ a` b and |η| “ p` a´ b1,

Aa,btroprδs “
ŹbT‹δ b Fp´bp0δq,

Aa,b
1

ST rηs “ H2b1pηq if |ηrec| ě a and b1 ě p, and

Aa,b,b
1

D rδ, ηs “
ŹbT‹δ bH2b1pηq.

When the domain or the codomain of a map is clear, we only indicate the concerned faces.
For dπ, we assume that sedpγq “ sedpζq ą̈ sedpδq “ sedpηq. We have

dtroprγ Ñ δs “ εδ{γp ¨ ^ ν
‹
γzδq b π

γzδ
˚ peδ{γ _ ¨ q,

d1trop

“

Aa,btroprδs Ñ δ, η
‰

“ p´1qpa`1qpb`pq`|sedpδq|idb p ¨ _ eη{δq1η,

d i
troprγ Ñ δs “ εδ{γp˚γzδ b pπ

´1
γzδq

˚,

dπtroprγ Ñ δs “ εδ{γπ
sed˚
γzδ b idγzδ,

dST
“

Aa,b
1

ST rηs Ñ δ, η
‰

“ p´1qa`b
1

1‹δ b id if maxsedpδq “ maxsedpηq,

d1STrµÑ ηs “ εµ{ηGysµ{η if maxsedpηq “ maxsedpµq,

d i
STrη Ñ µs “ εµ{η i˚ηzµ if maxsedpηq “ maxsedpµq,

dπSTrη Ñ µs “ εµ{ηid
ηzµ (by (10.1), maxsedpηq “ maxsedpµq),

dD
“

Aa,b,b
1

rγ, ηs Ñ δ, η
‰

“ p´1qa`b
1

εδ{γp ¨ ^ ν
‹
γzδq b id,

d1Drδ, µÑ δ, ηs “ εµ{ηidbGysµ{η,

d i
Drγ, ζ Ñ δ, ηs “ εη{ζn

‹
γzδppδpnη´ζ{γqqp

˚
γzδ b i˚ζzη,

dπDrγ, ζ Ñ δ, ηs “ εη{ζπ
sed˚
γzδ b idζzη.

10.6. Proof that B “ d`d`d1 is a differential. Let B “ d`d`d1 with d “ d i`dπ. In this
section, we prove that B˝B “ 0. To do so, we separate thirty cases summarized in the following
table. For example, the first case (denoted a in the top-left corner) concerns the proof that
pd2qrA‚,‚trop Ñ ˚s “ 0. The case just after is the proof that pdd1 ` d1dqrA‚,‚trop Ñ ˚s “ 0, etc.
Some cases has been gathered (in particular the easy cases and those that have been already
done). In each case, we fix a context by precising the faces involved. We let the reader check
that the studied case is general: no other configuration of faces can be involved.

trop ST D
d d1 d i dπ d d1 d i dπ d d1 d i dπ

d a b a a h f i f j j l j
d1 c d e g g f k m, n, o j
d i a a g f p q
dπ a f j
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(a) pdtrop ` dtropq
2 “ 0. This was already done in Section 10.4.

(b) dd1 ` d1d “ 0 in A‚,‚trop. We need to show that for integers a, b, a face γ with |γ| “ a` b, and
α b β P

ŹbT‹γ b Fp´bp0γq, we have pdd1 ` d1dq
“

Aa,btroprγs Ñ Aa,b,0rδ, ηs
‰

pα b βq “ 0. This is
obtained by the following chain of implications.

νγη{γ “ νγδ{γ ^ ν
γ
η{δ

ùñ p´1qaβ _ eη{γ “ ´p´1qa`1peδ{γ _ βq _ π
´1
δ{γpeη{δq

ùñ p´1qa`0εδ{γp´1qpa`1qpb`pq`|sedpγq|α_ ν‹γzδ b pβ _ eη{γq1η

` p´1qpa`1qpb`1`pq`|sedpδq|εδ{γα_ ν
‹
γzδ b pπ

γzδ
˚ peδ{γ _ βq _ eη{δq1η “ 0,

which is the desired equality given the differentials.

(c) We have d1˝d1 “ 0 in A‚,‚trop. Let a, b be two integers, let δ be a face of dimension |δ| “ a`b, and
choose αbβ P

ŹbT‹δbFp´bp0δq. Then we have to prove that pd12q
“

Aa,btroprδs Ñ Aa,b,1rδ, ηs
‰

pαb
βq “ 0. We have, using the linear relations in the cohomology ring H‚pηq via the isomorphism
with the Chow ring of Ση,

ř

µ1
`

π
δzη
˚ pβ _ νδη{δq

˘

peµ1{ηqxµ1{η “ 0

ùñ p´1q|η|´|δ|
ř

µ1pβ _ ν
δ
η{δ _ nδµ1{ηqxµ1{η “ 0

ùñ
ř

µ1εµ1{ηpβ _ ν
δ
µ1{η _ ν

δ
η{δqxµ1{η “ 0

ùñ
ÿ

µ1 ą̈η
sedpµ1q“sedpηq

εµ1{ηp´1qpb`pqpa`1q`|sedpδq|αb pβ _ eµ1{δqGysµ
1{ηp11µq “ 0.

(d) We have to show that d1d i ` d id1 “ 0 in A‚,‚trop. Let a, b be two integers, let γ be a face of
dimension |γ| “ a` b, and choose αb β P

ŹbT‹γ b Fp´bp0γq. We need to prove

pd1d i ` d id1qrAa,btroprγs Ñ Aa`1,b,0rδ, ηsspαb βq “ 0.

This is equivalent to

ðñ εδ{γp´1qpa`2qpb`pq`|sedpδq|p˚γzδpαq b ppπ
´1
γzδq

˚pβq _ eη{δq1η

`
ÿ

ζ1ă̈η
ζ1ąγ

εη{ζ1p´1qpa`1qpb`pq`|sedpγq|n‹γzδppδpnη´ζ1{γqqp
˚
γzδpαq b pβ _ eζ1{γq i˚ζ1zηp1ζ1q “ 0

ðñ εδ{γp´1qp´pb`1qπ´1
δ{γpeη{δq “

ř

ζ1εη{ζ1n
‹
γzδppδpnη´ζ1{γqqeζ1{γ

ðñ νη{δ “ εδ{γp´1q|η|´|δ|
ř

ζ1εη{ζ1n
‹
γzδppδpnη´ζ1{γqqνζ1{γ .

Thus, we reduce to proving the last equation. Let s “ |η|´ |δ|. Let δ0, . . . , δs such that

δ “ δ0 ă̈ δ1 ă̈ ¨ ¨ ¨ ă̈ δs “ η.

Set ε “ δ ´ γ, γi “ δi ´ ε and ζi “ η ´ pδi`1 ´ δiq “ η ´ pγi`1 ´ γiq. Then

νη{δ “
s´1
ľ

i“0

εδi`1{δinδi`1´δi{δ

“
Ź

i ´ εδi{γiεγi`1{γiεδi`1{γi`1
pδpnγi`1´γi{γq

“ p´1qsεδ0{γ0
εδs{γs

Ź

iεγi`1{γi

`

nγi`1´γi{γ ´ pδpnγi`1´γi{γq
˘

.

By (10.15),
pδpnγi`1´γi{γq “ n‹γzδppδpnη´ζiqqnδ{γ .
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Hence,

νη{δ “ p´1qsεδ{γεη{η´ε

´

Ź

iεγi`1{γinγi`1´γi{γ

´
ÿ

i

p´1qs´i´1εγi`1{γin
‹
γzδppδpnη´ζi{γqq

s´1
ľ

j“0
j‰i

εγj`1{γjnγj`1´γj{γ ^ nδ{γ

¯

.

In the big brackets, the first wedge product is simply νγs{γ0
“ νη´ε{γ . For the sum, set

κi :“ γi`1 ´ γi. We get

εγj`1{γjnγj`1´γj{γ “

´ εγj{γj´κiεγj`1´κi{γj´κiεγj`1{γj`1´κinpγj`1´κiq´pγj´κiq{γ .

Hence,
s´1
ľ

j“i`1

εγj`1{γjnγj`1´γj{γ

“ p´1qs´i´1εγi`1{γi`1´κiεγs{γs´κiνγs´κi{γi`1´κi

“ p´1qs´i´1εγi`1{γiεη´ε{ζi´ενζi´ε{γi .

Thus, the i-th term of the sum equals

εη´ε{ζi´εn
‹
γzδppδpnη´ζiqqνγi{γ ^ νζi´ε{γi ^ nδ{γ

“ εη´ε{ζi´εn
‹
γzδppδpnη´ζi{γqqνζi´ε{γ ^ εζi{ζi´ενζi{ζi´ε

“ ´εη{ζiεη{η´εn
‹
γzδppδpnη´ζi{γqqνζi{γ .

Therefore,

νη{δ “ p´1qsεδ{γ

´

εη{η´ενη´ε{γ `
ÿ

i

εη{ζin
‹
γzδppδpnη´ζiqqνζi{γ

¯

.

Notice that the ζi are exactly the faces ζ 1 such that δ ă ζ 1 ă̈ η, and η ´ ε is the only face ζ 1
such that γ ă ζ 1 ă̈ η and such that δ ă ζ 1. Moreover,

ν‹γzδppδpnη´pη´εq{γqqq “ ν‹γzδppδpnδ{γqqq “ 1.

Finally,
νη{δ “ p´1qsεδ{γ

ÿ

ζ1ă̈η
ζ1ąγ

εη{ζ1n
‹
γzδppδpnη´ζ1{γqqνζ1{γ ,

which is what we wanted to prove.

(e) We have to show that d1dπ ` dπd1 “ 0 in A‚,‚trop. Let a, b be two integers, let γ be a face
of dimension |γ| “ a ` b, and choose α b β P

ŹbT‹γ b Fp´bp0γq. Suppose moreover that
sedpηq “ sedpδq ă̈ sedpγq. Let ζ “ ηsedpγq

8
. Then, we have

pd1dπ ` dπd1q
“

Aa,btroprγs Ñ Aa,b,0rδ, ηs
‰

pαb βq “ 0

ðñ p´1qpa`2qpb`pq`|sedpδq|εδ{γπ
sed˚
γzδ pαq b pid

γzδpβq _ eη{δq1η

` εη{ζp´1qpa`1qpb`pq`|sedpγq|πsed˚
γ{δ pαq b pβ _ eζ{γqid

ζzηp1ζq “ 0,

ðñ p´1qb`p`1εδ{γ idδ{γpeη{δq “ ´εη{ζeζ{γ ,

ðñ idδ{γpeη{δq “ p´1q|η|´|δ|εδ{γεη{ζeζ{γ ,

which follows from the definition.
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(f) We need to show that pdπSTq
2 “ d idπST`dπd i

ST “ d1dπST`dπd1ST “ ddπST`dπdST “ d id1ST`d1d i
ST “

0 in A‚,‚ST . This is clear by looking at the definitions and using (10.3) and the defining property
of the sign function.

(g) We have to show that pd1 ` d iq2
“

Aa,b
1

ST rηs Ñ ˚
‰

“ 0.
Assume σ “ sedη and ξ “ maxsedη. If σ “ ξ the statement holds by applying Proposi-

tion 5.5 to pXσqf . Otherwise, we can reduce to the previous case as follows. By (f), the two
differentials d1ST and d i

ST anticommute with dπST. Recall that dπST is, up to a sign, identity on
each piece. Thus, setting

B :“ pdπq|ξ|´|σ|r sed“ξ
maxsed“ξ

A‚,‚ST Ñ sed“σ
maxsed“ξ

A‚,‚ST s,

we get
B´1pd1 ` d iq2B “ p´1q|ξ|´|σ|pd1 ` d iq2r sed“ξ

maxsed“ξ

A‚,‚ST Ñ ˚s.

(h) This says that pd2qrAa,b
1

ST rηs Ñ Aa,1,b
1

rδ, ηsspxq “ 0. This is equivalent to

ðñ
ÿ

γ1ă̈δ
maxsedpγ1q“maxsedpηq

sedpγ1q“sedpηq

p´1qa`b
1

p´1qa`11εδ{γp1
‹
δ ^ ν

‹
γ1zδq b x “ 0

ðñ
ř

γ1n
‹
γ1zδ “ 0.

Notice that the sum has no term if maxsedpδq ‰ maxsedpηq. Otherwise, the sum is over facets
of δ of same sedentarity and such that γrec “ δrec. Thus, every linear forms of the sum is zero
on δrec. Let u and u1 be two vertices of δf . For any γ1,

n‹γ1zδpu
1 ´ uq “

$

’

&

’

%

1 if u1 P γ1 and u R γ1,
´1 if u P γ1 and u1 R γ1

0 otherwise.

The first condition can be rewritten as “if γ1 “ δ´u” and the second condition as “if γ1 “ δ´u1”.
Thus, the first condition and the second condition each occurs exactly once. Hence, the sum
of form applied to u´ u1 is zero. To conclude, notice that Tδ is spanned by the union of the
edges of δf and of δrec.

(i) If maxsedpδq “ maxsedpζq “ maxsedpηq, we have to show that pdd i ` d idq
“

Aa,b
1

ST rζs Ñ

Aa`1,0,b1rδ, ηs
‰

pxq “ 0. This is equivalent to

ðñ p´1qa`1`b1εη{ζ1
‹
δ b i˚ζzηpxq

`
ÿ

γ1ă̈δ
maxsedpγ1q“maxsedpδq

εη{ζp´1qa`b
1

n‹γ1zδppδpnη´ζ{γ1qqp
˚
γ1zδp1

‹
γ1q b i˚ζzηpxq “ 0

ðñ 1 “
ř

γ1n
‹
γ1zδppδpnη´ζ{γ1qq.

Let v be any vertex of δf . We have already seen in (h) that
ř

γ1n
‹
γ1zδ “ 0.

Thus,
ř

γ1n
‹
γ1zδppδpnη´ζ{γ1qq “

ř

γ1n
‹
γ1zδppδpnη´ζ{γ1 ´ nη´ζ{vqq.

For each γ1, set uγ1 :“ nη´ζ{γ1 ´ nη´ζ{v. Then uγ1 . is a vector going from some point of Tγ1

to v. Thus, if v P γ1, then uγ1 P Tγ1 and

n‹γ1zδppδpuγ1qq “ 0.
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Otherwise, i.e., for γ1 “ δ ´ v, up to an element of Tγ1, uδ´v will be equal to νδ{γ , and

n‹γ1zδppδpuδ´vqq “ 1.

Thus, the sum equals 1.

(j) We have to show that d2
D “ dDd1D` d1DdD “ dDdπD` dπDdD “ d1DdπD` dπDd1D “ pd

π
Dq

2 “ 0. This
follows directly from the definitions, the property of ε¨{¨, (10.11), (10.3) and (10.12).

(k) We need to show that d12D “ 0; see the proof that Gys2 “ 0 in Section 5.10.

(l) This is the property dd i ` d id
“

Aa,b,b
1

D rγ, ηs Ñ Aa,b,b
1

D rχ, µs
‰

pαb xq “ 0, which is equivalent to

ðñ
ÿ

δPtδ,δ1u

p´1qa`1`b1εχ{δεµ{ηn
‹
γzδppδpnµ´η{γqqp

˚
γzδpαq ^ ν

‹
δzχ b i˚ηzµpxq

` p´1qa`b
1

εµ{ηn
‹
δzχppχpnµ´η{δqqεδ{γp˚δzχpα^ ν

‹
γzδq b i˚ηzµpxq “ 0

ðñ
ř

δ ´ εχ{δn
‹
γzδppδpnµ´η{γqqpα^ ν

‹
γzδ _ νδ{γq ^ ν

‹
δzχ (10.17)

` εδ{γn
‹
δzχppχpnµ´η{δqqα^ ν

‹
γzδ ^ ν

‹
δzχ _ νχ{δ “ 0

ðñ α^ ν‹γzχ
´

ř

δεχ{δn
‹
γzδppδpnµ´η{γqqνδ{γ ` εδ{γn

‹
δzχppχpnµ´η{δqqνχ{δ

¯

“ 0 (10.5), (10.11)

ðù
ř

δεχ{δεδ{γpδpnµ´η{γq ` εδ{γεχ{δpχpnµ´η{δq “ 0 (10.15)

ðñ pδpnµ´η{γq ` pχpnµ´η{δq “ pδ1pnµ´η{γq ` pχpnµ´η{δ1q

ðñ pχpδpnµ´η{γq ` pχpδpnµ´η{γq “ pχpδ1pnµ´η{γq ` pχpδ1pnµ´η{γq

ðñ pχpnµ´η{γq “ pχpnµ´η{γq,

which is obvious.

For cases (m), (n) and (o), recall our naming convention of faces: we have γ ă̈ η, η1. We
have to prove that

pd1d i ` d id1q
“

Aa,b,b
1

D rγ, η1s Ñ Aa`1,b,b1`1
D rδ, ηs

‰

, and

pd1d i ` d id1q
“

Aa,b,b
1

D rγ, ηs Ñ Aa`1,b,b1`1
D rδ, ηs

‰

pαb xq equals 0.

For the first equation, we consider two cases depending on whether there exists µ such that
η, η1 ă̈ µ or not.

(m) If µ exists, then we have

pd1d i ` d id1q
“

Aa,b,b
1

D rγ, η1s Ñ Aa`1,b,b1`1
D rδ, ηs

‰

pαb xq “ 0

ðñ εµ{ηεµ{η1n
‹
γzδppδpnµ´η1{γqqp

˚
γzδpαq bGysµ{η i˚η1zµpxq

` εη{ζεη1{ζn
‹
γzδppδpnη´ζ{γqqp

˚
γzδpαq b i˚ζzηGysη

1{ζpxq

ðñ n‹γzδppδpnµ´η1{γqq

“ n‹γzδppδpnη´ζ{γqq

ðñ µ´ η1 “ η ´ ζ,

which is obviously the case.

(n) If µ does not exist, then pd1d i ` d id1q
“

Aa,b,b
1

D rγ, η1s Ñ Aa`1,b,b1`1
D rδ, ηs

‰

pα b xq “ 0. We only
have the second term from the case (m). However, here, i˚ζzηGysη

1{ζpxq “ 0 since ηζ and η1ζ

are not comparable.
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(o) It remains to prove pd1d i`d id1q
“

Aa,b,b
1

D rγ, ηs Ñ Aa`1,b,b1`1
D rδ, ηs

‰

pαbxq “ 0. This is equivalent
to

ðñ
ÿ

µ1 ą̈η
sedpµ1q“sedpηq

εµ1{ηεµ1{ηn
‹
γzδppδpnµ1´η{γqqp

˚
γzδpαq bGysµ

1{η i˚ηzµ1pxq

`
ÿ

ζ1ă̈η
ζ1ąγ

sedpζ1q“sedpηq

εη{ζ1εη{ζ1n
‹
γzδppδpnη´ζ1{γqqp

˚
γzδpαq b i˚ζ1zηGysη{ζ

1

pxq “ 0

ðñ
ř

µ1p
˚
δ pn

‹
γzδqpnµ1´η{γqGysµ

1{η i˚ηzµ1p1
ηq `

ř

ζ1p
˚
δ pn

‹
γzδqpnη´ζ1{γq i˚ζ1zηGysη{ζ

1

p1ηq “ 0

ðñ
ř

µ1pp
γ
δ q
˚pe‹γzδqpeµ1´η{γq i˚γzηpxµ1´η{γq `

ř

ζ1pp
γ
δ q
˚pe‹γzδqpeη´ζ1{γq i˚γzηpxη´ζ1{γq “ 0.

Notice now that rays of the form µ1γ ´ ηγ are exactly the rays of Σγ in the link of ηγ , and
the rays of the form ηγ ´ ζ 1γ are exactly the rays of ηγ . Moreover, if % is a ray which is not
in the link of ηγ nor in ηγ , then i˚γzηpx%q “ 0. Thus, the above sum equals

i˚γzη

´

ÿ

%PΣγ

|%|“1

ppγδ q
˚pe‹γzδqpe%qx%

¯

,

which is clearly zero.

(p) We have to show that pd iq2
“

Aa,b,b
1

D rγ, ζs Ñ Aa`2,b,b1

D rχ, µs
‰

pαb xq “ 0. This is equivalent to

ðñ
ÿ

ηPtη,η1u

ÿ

δPtδ,δ1u
δăη

εµ{ηn
‹
δzχppχpnµ´η{δqqεη{ζn

‹
γzδppδpnη´ζ{γqqp

˚
δzχp˚γzδpαq b i˚ηzµ i˚ζzηpxq “ 0

ðñ
ř

η,δεµ{ηεη{ζεχ{δεδ{γν
‹
δzχppχpδpnµ´η{γqqν

‹
γzδppχpδpnη´ζ{γqq “ 0

ðñ
ř

η,δεµ{ηεη{ζεχ{δεδ{γν
‹
γzχppδpχpnµ´η{γq ^ pδpχpnη´ζ{γqq “ 0.

Notice that, if δ1 ă η, then µ´ η “ δ1´γ and pδ1pχpnµ´η{γq “ 0. Using the same argument
for δ and η1, this shows that we can now remove the condition δ ă η in the above sum.

Set u “ pχpnµ´η1{γq “ pχpnη´ζ{γq and u1 “ pχpnµ´η{γq “ pχpnη1´ζ{γq. The above sum
equals

εµ{ηεη{ζεχ{δεδ{γν
‹
γzχ

´

pδpu
1q ^ pδpuq ´ pδpuq ^ pδpu

1q ´ pδ1pu
1q ^ pδ1puq ` pδ1puq ^ pδ1pu

1q

¯

.

Then we have

pδpu
1q ^ pδpuq ´ pδpuq ^ pδpu

1q

“
`

pδpu
1q ` pδpu

1q
˘

^
`

pδpuq ` pδpuq
˘

´ pδpu
1q ^ pδpuq ´ pδpu

1q ^ pδpuq

“ u1 ^ u´ 0´ πδpu
1q ^ πδpuq.

Notice that ν‹γzχpvq “ 0 if v P
Ź2Tδ. Thus, up to a sign, the above sum equals

ν‹γzχpu
1 ^ u` u^ u1q “ 0.

(q) Finally, we have to show that pd idπ ` dπd iq
“

Aa,b,b
1

D rγ, ζs Ñ Aa`2,b,b1

D rχ, µs
‰

pα b xq “ 0 with
sedpµq “ sedpχq “ sedpη1q “ sedpδ1q ă̈ sedpηq “ sedpδq “ sedpζq “ sedpγq. This is equivalent
to

εµ{η1n
‹
δ1zχppχpnµ´η1{δ1qqεη1{ζp

˚
δ1zχπ

sed˚
γ{δ1 pαq b i˚η1zµidζzη

1

pxq

` εµ{ηεη{ζn
‹
γzδppδpnη´ζ{γqqπ

sed˚
δzχ p˚γzδpαq b idηzµ i˚ζzηpxq “ 0,
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which is implied by

e‹δ1zχpp
δ1
χ peµ´η1{δ1qq “ e‹γzδpp

γ
δ peη´ζ{γqq and π

sed
γzδ1pδ1zχ “ pγzδπ

sed
δzχ.

11. Tropical monodromy

In this section, we prove Theorem 6.20 that describes the simplicial tropical monodromy
operator and claims that it corresponds to the monodromy operator on Steenbrink. We use
the notations and conventions of Section 10. Recall that there is one triple complex A‚,‚,‚

for each even row ST‚,2p1 of the steenbrink spectral sequence. To distinguish these spectral
sequences, we precise the corresponding p as follows: pA‚,‚,‚.

For each face δ P Xf , let oδ be a point of Taffδ Ď NR, for instance the centroid of δ. For other
faces of δ of sedentarity 0, set oδ :“ oδf . For any faces δ of any sedentarity σ, set oδ “ πσpoηq,
where η is the only face of sedentarity 0 such that δ “ ησ

8
. If γ ă̈ δ are two faces with the

same sedentarity, we define vδzγ :“ oδ ´ oγ .

Let V and W be any vector spaces such that Tδ Ď V and k be an integer. We define the
morphism rNγzδ :

ŹkV ‹ bW Ñ
Źk´1V ‹ bW by

rNγzδ “ p ¨ _ vγzδq b id.

We define a map between triple complexes N : pA‚,‚,‚ Ñ p´1A‚,‚,‚ as follows. Assume γ is
a face of dimension a` b and η of dimension a` p´ b1, with b1 ď p, and such that |ηrec| ď a.
Then,

N
”

pAa,btroprγs Ñ
p´1A‚,‚troprδs

ı

“ rNγzδpdtrop ` dtropq,

N
”

pAa,b,b
1

D rγ, ηs Ñ p´1A‚,‚,‚D rδ, ηs
ı

“ rNγzδpdD ` dDq,

N
”

pAa,b
1

ST rηs Ñ
p´1Aa`1,b1

ST rηs
ı

“

#

id if b1 ď p´ 1,
0 otherwise.

Proposition 11.1. The map N commutes with the differentials of pA‚,‚,‚ and p´1A‚,‚,‚.

Proof. The fact that Ndπ ` dπN “ 0 is easy to check.

Let us prove that pNd´ dNq
“

pAa,btroprγs Ñ
p´1Aa`1,b`1

trop rχs
‰

“ 0. The key point is that

pd rNγzδ `
rNγzδdq

“

pAtroprηs Ñ ˚
‰

“ 0,

which can easily been checked. We simplify the notations by writing rγ Ñ χs instead of
“

pAa,btroprγs Ñ
p´1Aa`1,b`1

trop rχs
‰

, or when the corresponding domain and codomain are clear.

Then we get

pNd´ dNqrγ Ñ χs “
ÿ

δPtδ,δ1u

N rδ Ñ χsdrγ Ñ δs ´ drδ Ñ χsN rγ Ñ δs

“
ÿ

δPtδ,δ1u

p rNδzχ `
rNγzδqdrδ Ñ χsdrγ Ñ δs.

From d2 “ 0, we deduce that drδ1 Ñ χsdrγ Ñ δ1s “ ´drδ Ñ χsdrγ Ñ δs. Thus,

pNd´ dNqrγ Ñ χs “ p rNδzχ `
rNγzδ ´

rNδ1zχ ´
rNγzδ1qdrδ Ñ χsdrγ Ñ δs.
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By definition of rN , to prove this is zero, it suffices to check that

vδzχ ` vγzδ ´ vδ1zχ ´ vγzδ1 “ 0.

But this vector is by definition

poχ ´ oδq ` poδ ´ oγq ´ poχ ´ oδ1q ´ poδ1 ´ oγq,

which is clearly zero.

One can prove with a similar argument that N and d`d1`d commute on the tropical part
and also on the D part.

For the Steenbrink part, Proposition 6.2 proves that N commutes with d1ST and d i
ST on Xf .

The proposition can easily been extended to all the faces, and the commutativity with dπST is
also easy to check. Thus, it only remains to see the commutativity with dST, i.e., with the
inclusion A‚,‚ST ãÑ A‚,0,‚D .

We have

pdN ´Ndq
“

pAa,b
1

ST rηs Ñ
p´1Aa,0,b

1

D rδ, ηs
‰

pxq

“ p´1qa`1`b11‹δ b x´
ÿ

γ1ă̈δ
maxsedpγ1q“maxsedpδq

p´1qa`b
1

εδ{γ1vγ1zδ _ p1
‹
γ1 ^ ν

‹
γ1zδq b x

“
`

´1`
ř

γ1n
‹
γ1zδpvγ1zδq

˘

1‹δ b x.

The terms of the sum are the normalized barycentric coordinates of oδ in δf . Hence, the terms
sum up to one. This concludes the proof of the commutativity of N with the differentials. �
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